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ABSTRACT
Peer-assisted content delivery is an attractive way to distribute video content through
the Internet at low costs. This approach combines the scalability of the peer-to-peer
paradigm, in which users contribute their resources, and the service level guarantees
of server-based systems. Thus, peer-assistance enables a content provider to reduce
its server hosting costs, which is crucial in a commercial scenario. However, to be
successful, such systems must take into account the interests of all three stakeholders
involved: (1) users that demand high streaming quality with low fees and limited
resource contribution, (2) content providers that aim to decrease server hosting costs,
and (3) network operators that aim to avoid inefficient use of their infrastructure due to
the network-oblivious behavior of peer-assisted overlays.
In this thesis, we address these requirements and develop adaptive mechanisms
to achieve a benefit for all three stakeholders, resulting in the so-called triple-win
situation. Our main scenario is video-on-demand streaming, in which users can re-
quest pre-stored video content at any time and watch the video while downloading
it. Thereby, video-on-demand streaming imposes stricter requirements compared to
other systems that utilize peer resources, such as BitTorrent-like file sharing. Ideally,
the video playback should start within few seconds and there should be no playback
stalling.
First, we focus on dedicated servers or caches that are essential resources in peer-
assisted streaming systems. Their provision is necessary to guarantee a satisfying qual-
ity of experience to consumers, yet they cause significant and largely avoidable costs
for the content provider, which can be minimized. The high dynamics of uncontrolled
peers, however, result in unpredictable changes of the resource demand. Since peers
additionally offer services to other peers, the supply of resources is also dynamic. This
behavior makes the management of peer-assisted systems and the proper allocation of
resources challenging. This thesis proposes adaptive allocation policies, a new approach
to address this issue. The policies estimate the capacity situation and service demand
of the system to adaptively optimize allocated resources. Extensive simulations, veri-
fied by testbed measurements, prove the efficiency of our approach, which achieves a
more competitive performance than well-dimensioned static systems.
In the next step, we examine content delivery overlays from the network operators’
perspective, since such overlays are responsible for a large amount of consumer traffic,
including the costly inter-domain traffic. The existing approaches often fail to satisfy
the requirements of all involved stakeholders. We propose a novel incentive-based traffic
management mechanism where a network operator offers additional free resources to
selected users. The mechanism assigns resources to users that behave compliant with
the network and overlay policies. Our evaluation shows that this approach satisfies
the requirements of network operators and overlay participants (provider and users).
To this end, the proposed mechanism is able to reduce the inter-domain traffic while
improving the overlay performance. We also show that even a single network operator
can successfully apply the proposed mechanism.
Finally, we consider the availability of peer resources in peer-assisted content distri-
bution. Besides contributing upload bandwidth, it is important that peers stay online
after finishing their downloads to serve new download requests. The longer a peer
stays online the more it can help to offload the servers. However, too extensive online
time often results in high energy consumption paid by users without an adequate ben-
efit to the system. In upcoming decentralized architectures based on set-top boxes that
act as tiny servers, their energy consumption can even dominate distribution costs.
Therefore, we propose advanced standby policies that reduce the energy consumption
of set-top boxes while still offloading servers significantly. We evaluate the standby
polices in a lifelike scenario. The results show that a near-optimal behavior can be
realized by utilizing common features of set-top boxes such as the wake-up timer. We
further extend a standby policy with network awareness to address the needs of net-
work operators. In this regard, the resulting policy takes into account the interests of
all three stakeholders: users, content providers, and network operators.
KURZFASSUNG
Peer-unterstützte Inhaltsverteilsysteme sind eine vielversprechende Alternative, um
Videoinhalte über das Internet auszuliefern. Dieser Ansatz kombiniert die Skalierbar-
keit und Kosteneffizienz des Peer-to-Peer (P2P)-Paradigmas, wobei Nutzer ihre Res-
sourcen dem System zur Verfügung stellen, mit den Dienstgütegarantien der Client-
Server-Systeme. Insbesondere in kommerziellen Szenarien führt dies zu entscheiden-
den Vorteilen. Zum einen können durch die Server die Qualitätsanforderungen der
Nutzer befriedigt werden. Zum anderen können durch die Verwendung der Nut-
zerressourcen die Serverkosten für den Inhaltsanbieter reduziert werden.
Für den Erfolg eines Peer-unterstützten Systems müssen allerdings die Interessen
von allen drei involvierten Parteien beachtet werden: (1) Nutzer erwarten hohe Wieder-
gabequalität bei geringen Kosten (Downloadgebühren und beigetragene Ressourcen);
(2) Inhaltsanbieter wollen ihre Distributionskosten gering halten und gleichzeitig viele
Nutzer unterstützen; (3) Netzbetreiber befürchten übermäßige Belastung ihrer Netzwer-
kinfrastruktur wegen der hohen Bandbreitenanforderungen und der häufigen Miss-
achtung der Netzwerktopologie bei Videoverteilung.
Diese Dissertation adressiert diese Anforderungen und entwickelt adaptive Mecha-
nismen mit dem Ziel, eine zufriedenstellende Situation für die beteiligten Parteien zu
erreichen. Das Hauptszenario ist dabei das sogenannte Video-on-Demand-Streaming, bei
dem Nutzer jederzeit digitale Videoinhalte über das Internet herunterladen und wäh-
renddessen wiedergeben können. Dabei werden die speziellen Anforderungen des
Video-on-Demand berücksichtigt, denn Videowiedergabe sollte nach nur nach weni-
gen Sekunden starten und möglichst ohne Unterbrechungen wiedergegeben werden.
Als erstes untersucht diese Dissertation wie dedizierte Server (oder Caches im All-
gemeinen) effizient eingesetzt werden können, um die Streaming-spezifische Dienst-
güte zu garantieren. Wegen der damit verbundenen Kosten für Bereitstellung und Da-
tenauslieferung muss der Ressourcenverbrauch der Inhaltsanbieter und Nutzer mini-
miert werden. Dies wird insbesondere durch das dynamische und oft unvorhersehba-
re Verhalten der Nutzer zur Herausforderung, da die Nutzer nicht nur als Abnehmer
sondern auch als Anbieter von Daten agieren. Die daraus resultierenden Nachfrage-
und Angebotsschwankungen für einzelne Videos (und Videoteile) erschweren eine
effiziente Bereitstellung der Ressourcen verglichen mit einem reinen Client-Server-
System. Als Lösung werden in dieser Arbeit adaptive Bereitstellungsmechanismen vorge-
stellt, welche die verfügbaren Server (oder Caches) effizient einsetzen, um Nachfrage
und Angebot im System im Gleichgewicht zu halten. Die Qualität der entwickelten
Mechanismen wird mittels ausführlicher Simulationen bewertet und durch Messun-
gen in einem Testbed verifiziert. Dabei zeigt es sich, dass die vorgeschlagenen Mecha-
nismen, im Vergleich zu gut-dimensionierten statischen Systemen, die erforderliche
Dienstgüte bei niedrigeren Kosten erreichen.
Im nächsten Schritt werden die Auswirkungen der Inhaltsverteilsysteme auf die
Netzbetreiber betrachtet. Der Grund dafür ist, dass Videoinhalte den immer größeren
Anteil des Datenverkehrs im Internet ausmachen und eine entsprechend hohe Last
auf der Netzwerkinfrastruktur verursachen. Dabei sorgt insbesondere der Datenver-
kehr zwischen den Domänen der einzelnen Netzbetreiber für hohe Kosten. Ansätze
zur Reduzierung dieses Inter-Domain-Verkehrs sind deswegen ein aktueller Gegen-
stand der Forschung. Dabei erweist es sich als schwierig, gleichzeitig den Interessen
der Nutzer und Netzbetreiber gerecht zu werden, da viele Lösungen zwar den Daten-
verkehr reduzieren, aber auch zu einer Verschlechterung der Dienstgüte für Nutzer
führen können. Im Gegensatz dazu wird in dieser Arbeit ein neuartiger anreizbasierter
Mechanismus entwickelt, um beide Seiten zufrieden zu stellen. Dabei bietet ein Netz-
betreiber den Nutzern Anreize in Form von freier zusätzlicher Bandbreite an, um ein
kooperatives Verhalten zu belohnen und gleichzeitig die Leistungsfähigkeit des Sys-
tems zu erhöhen. Mittels Simulationen wird gezeigt wie ein intelligenter Einsatz von
begrenzter zusätzlicher Bandbreite den Anforderungen der Inhaltsanbieter, Nutzer
und Netzbetreiber gerecht werden kann. Der teure domänenübergreifende Datenver-
kehr kann erheblich reduziert und die Server der Inhaltsanbieter zusätzlich entlastet
werden. Dieser Effekt tritt sogar ein, wenn der Mechanismus nur von einzelnen Netz-
betreibern eingesetzt wird.
Zuletzt werden die Peer-unterstützten Inhaltsverteilsysteme aus der Sicht der Nut-
zer betrachtet, wobei neben der Internetverbindung (und der dadurch übertragenen
Daten an andere Nutzer) insbesondere die Onlinezeiten von Bedeutung sind. Längere
Onlinezeiten der Nutzer können für eine bessere Verfügbarkeit der Inhalte im System
sorgen, wodurch die Server stärker entlastet werden. Allerdings führt dies auch zu
niedriger Auslastung der Endgeräte der Nutzer und kann erhebliche (aber vermeid-
bare) Kosten für die Nutzer verursachen. Dieses Problem wird besonders deutlich
beim Einsatz der sogenannten Set-Top-Boxen, wie zum Beispiel Digitalreceivern, Vi-
deorekordern und Spielkonsolen. Internetfähige Set-Top-Boxen werden bereits einge-
setzt, um Videoinhalte von Servern zu beziehen, sollen aber zunehmend auch Inhalte
bereitstellen können. Dabei wird oft von ständiger Verfügbarkeit solcher Geräte aus-
gegangen, was durch geringe Auslastung zu unnötig hohen Energiekosten führen
kann. Um Energiekosten einzusparen ohne systemweite Leistungseinbrüche zu erlei-
den, werden in dieser Arbeit geeignete Standby-Strategien für Set-Top-Boxen vorge-
schlagen. Die Leistungsfähigkeit dieser Strategien wird evaluiert und es wird gezeigt,
dass hierdurch erhebliche Energieeinsparungen erzielt werden können. Es werden
auch die Auswirkungen auf die Netzbetreiber berücksichtigt und eine Erweiterung
entwickelt, um die Verfügbarkeit der Inhalte innerhalb einzelner Netzwerkdomänen
zu gewährleisten. Dadurch werden die Anforderungen aller drei Parteien berücksich-
tigt.
Quality means doing it right when no one is looking.
— Henry Ford
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1INTRODUCT ION
Internet-based multimedia content delivery enables users to watch desired content
from any location at an any point of time. With the increasing capacities of end-user
devices and faster Internet connections, the popularity of such services is growing
steadily. Some forecasts predict that by 2014 the share of video content will exceed
91% of the global consumer traffic, resulting in the equivalent of 12 billion DVDs per
month to cross the Internet [35]. Figure 1 shows that video streaming will significantly
outweigh other types of consumer Internet traffic, such as file sharing, Web, Voice
over IP (VoIP), and online gaming. Contrary to file transfers, video streaming enables
users to watch the video while downloading it, which imposes strict requirements on
the delivery infrastructure. The users expect a performance similar to the traditional
television with short startup delays and without performance degradations or play-
back stalling during watching. This is exacerbated by the growing requirements on
video quality, such as higher resolutions and additional features (high-definition and
3D videos). The higher quality typically results in increased video bitrates that require
higher download bandwidth.
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Figure 1: Forecast for global consumer Internet traffic (data from Cisco [35]).
Today users are increasingly able to consume videos directly from their TV screens
using Internet-enabled Set-top Boxes (STBs) such as digital video recorders, game con-
soles, or other entertainment devices. Questions arise as which delivery architecture
is able to provide this vast amount of video content to end-user devices and which
mechanisms are required to make this architecture scalable and cost-efficient. Com-
mon solutions are centralized and decentralized delivery architectures employing var-
ious mechanisms to deliver video streams to end-users. These delivery architectures
build overlay networks on top of the underlying Internet infrastructure.
The simplest architecture for video streaming is based on the centralized client-server
model. Here (one or many) video servers send a separate video stream to each client,
which results in high bandwidth costs for popular content and potential scalability
issues for large numbers of concurrent users. Some studies state that YouTube, a very
popular video-sharing website that uses a server-based delivery architecture, might
have bandwidth costs of video delivery of around one million US dollar per month [65,
110].
The peer-to-peer (p2p) paradigm offers a promising alternative to pure server-based
video distribution networks [139]. Here, the users, called peers1, not only consume but
1 In the context of this thesis we are using the terms peer and user interchangeably.
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Figure 2: Relationships among the stakeholders of peer-assisted VoD.
also provide services to other peers. The application of the p2p paradigm to video
streaming uses peers’ resources, such as local storage, computational power, and band-
width, to reduce the load and costs of content servers. In the extreme case of pure p2p
streaming, there are no dedicated servers anymore and all services are provided by
regular peers.
If we consider a commercial streaming system, a pure p2p solution turns out to be
insufficient because it lacks important properties such as service guarantees for users,
security, and control by the content provider [90]. In order to overcome these limita-
tions, a peer-assisted architecture can combine content servers and peers intelligently.
In this thesis, we focus on peer-assisted Video-on-Demand (VoD) streaming, where
users can request pre-stored videos at any time. Figure 2 shows different stakeholders
participating in peer-assisted VoD. In order to understand the relationships between
them and to identify the possible tensions, we must understand their roles in the
architecture:
overlay providers contribute the initial content and host servers for content injec-
tion and indexing. In a pure commercial scenario the overlay provider also acts
as a content provider2, while in a scenario with user-generated content the con-
tent is contributed by users that upload it to content servers. Typically, an overlay
provider receives certain payments for the hosted content, either directly from
users (usage-dependent or subscription-based) or indirectly via advertisements.
users consume the streamed videos but also provide their resources to the system,
such as upload bandwidth, local storage space, and online time. The users typi-
cally pay flat-rate fees for the Internet access, which explains why they allow an
overlay provider to use their upload bandwidth.
network operators provide infrastructure for Internet access and receive flat-rate
payments from the users for this service. Typical delivery overlays span several
network domains controlled by different network operators. Therefore, network
operators must manage both the internal and external traffic flows to avoid con-
gestion and excessive payments for traffic transit.
2 From now on we are using the term overlay provider as a general term for the content and server provider.
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A peer-assisted solution shifts the main load of content delivery from the overlay
providers’ servers to users. However, the actual delivery costs are shifted from the
overlay providers to the network operators [65]. The reason is the widespread accep-
tance of flat-rate based pricing for the Internet access. These pricing schemes allow
network operators to attract users and to sell high-speed Internet connections. But
peer-assisted overlays can also lead to bottlenecks and link congestions, since the In-
ternet architecture is built for the client-server traffic pattern where the traffic flows
from content servers to the users. In the last years, the management of overlay traffic
that crosses the boundaries of network operators’ domains has gained a lot of atten-
tion in the research community [17, 114, 157, 33]. Thereby, various traffic management
methods have been proposed to relieve the tension between the overlays and network
operators. However, most of them fail to satisfy the demands of both parties.
In the following section, we take a closer look at the challenges of peer-assisted VoD
addressed in this thesis.
1.1 challenges
In this section, we discuss the specific challenges of peer-assisted VoD streaming. Most
of these challenges arise from the necessity to achieve quality of service (QoS) compa-
rable to client-server systems, while using the limited resources of unreliable peers.
• Limited resources of an individual peer compared to a typical server mean that
the resources of many peers must be combined to serve the same streaming
request. This applies in particular to the upload bandwidth, which is typically
much smaller than the download bandwidth [115, 39].
• Heterogeneity of peers in terms of their resources and behavior. For example, the
upload capacity is a resource that differs between the users and affects the sys-
tem’s performance significantly [88]. The relevant behavior includes the request
frequency and the time a peer stays online to serve other peers without con-
suming any content. The unpredictability of these factors makes a proper di-
mensioning of the servers (that must provide missing resources) difficult. While
over-dimensioning might waste server resources and result in undesired costs,
an under-dimensioned system will fail to provide the desired level of streaming
quality.
• Lack of service guarantees at peers makes it difficult to ensure a quality stream-
ing experience to the users (comparable to well-dimensioned server-based sys-
tems). In a commercial scenario, in contrast to pure p2p-based systems, all users
should be able to receive the quality they paid for, which makes the coupling
between the peer’s contribution of resources and received streaming quality un-
desirable [119].
• Missing or insufficient incentives for users to contribute their resources are a common
issue for p2p-based systems [81, 7, 96, 106]. In a commercial scenario, it can be
partially solved by offering rewards or discounts for contributed resources [65,
106]. For example, a peer might get certain credits for each megabyte of data
uploaded to other peers. However, this does not solve the issue of users that
should remain online in order to provide content availability.
• Energy consumption is becoming an important challenge for content delivery [91].
While various approaches were proposed to increase the energy efficiency of
servers and routers in terms of reduced power consumption [44], the same issue
applies for the users’ devices. One interesting aspect here is whether an idle
peer should stay online to serve new requests or leave the system. While the
first option would maximize the peer’s contribution to the system, the second
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option would save energy that might be wasted if the services of this peer are
not required.
• Negative impact on the network infrastructure is another issue in peer-assisted and
pure p2p delivery architectures. Most p2p and peer-assisted overlays apply their
own application-level routing mechanisms that might have undesired effects on
the underlying network such as congested links or high costs for the transit
traffic [5, 133]. In this regard, existing approaches can advise the application of
network-friendly decisions [134, 157, 124]. However, obeying them might deteri-
orate the overlay’s performance [120, 93]. Nonetheless, some network operators
try to enforce the fulfillment of their policies, which results in dissatisfied over-
lay users [145, 152]. This raises the need for alternative solutions able to satisfy
the requirements of all parties: overlay provider, network operator, and users.
After presenting the challenges, we describe the goals of this thesis in the next
section.
1.2 goals
The main question of this thesis is how to satisfy the partially conflicting interests
of the three stakeholders involved in the peer-assisted VoD: overlay providers, users,
and network operators. On the one hand, an overlay provider aims to reduce the costs
of server hosting by utilizing user resources. However, too extensive reduction might
deteriorate the streaming quality for the users. On the other hand, network operators
wish the overlays to behave network-friendly. This could reduce the amount of costly
transit traffic. However, network-friendly behavior might contradict the fulfillment of
service guarantees to the users or even require the deployment of additional servers,
which is undesirable from the overlay providers’ perspective.
In this thesis, we aim to improve the peer-assisted VoD by considering the require-
ments of all three stakeholders, as follows:
1. The first goal of this thesis concerns the server hosting costs of overlay providers.
In this regard, we aim to utilize servers and peers efficiently in order to minimize
the load on the content servers while guaranteeing a desired QoS level.
2. The second goal is to reduce the large amount of costly transit traffic generated
by peer-assisted (and pure p2p) overlays. The network operators and overlay
providers should cooperate to reduce this traffic in a user-friendly way. This
would enable network operators to attract VoD users while keeping their own
costs low. At the same time, overlay providers and users could benefit from the
higher overlay performance.
3. The third goal is an efficient management of such end-user devices as home gate-
ways and STBs. Contrary to desktop PCs, these devices do not have to be man-
ually controlled by the users and could boost the performance of peer-assisted
VoD. The question remains how to utilize these devices efficiently from the users’
point of view.
This thesis addresses the presented goals and provides adaptive mechanisms in
order to achieve a suitable trade-off incorporating the interests of the involved stake-
holders.
1.3 outline
The rest of this thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces the relevant background for this thesis. The chapter provides
relevant knowledge about the alternative delivery architectures and introduces major
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p2p-based streaming methods and topologies, including an example p2p VoD proto-
col. Furthermore, it elaborates on the topology and requirements of network operators,
especially in regard to their co-existence with p2p-based delivery overlays. Finally, the
chapter provides relevant background of STBs concerning their utilization in a peer-
assisted VoD streaming.
Chapter 3 presents in detail the scenario of commercial peer-assisted VoD. First,
our architecture is described, followed by the major assumptions of this thesis. Sub-
sequently, the chapter addresses the problem statement to be answered in the rest of
this thesis and discusses selected architecture components.
Chapter 4 presents our approach to server and peer allocation in peer-assisted VoD,
including the related work on this problem, an analytical model, and our allocation
mechanism. We present two specific allocation policies in detail, followed by their
evaluation in various scenarios, including the application of proposed policies for
STBs.
Chapter 5 introduces an incentive-based approach to traffic management of over-
lay applications. To this end, we discuss the related work on traffic management of
p2p-based overlays, its shortcomings, and analyze the requirements for alternative
approaches. Subsequently, we present our approach to incentive-based traffic manage-
ment, called Highly Active Peer (HAP) promotion. The chapter discusses the required
functionality: monitoring, selection, and promotion of peers. Finally, we describe our
evaluation methodology and report the results obtained in the conducted evaluation
study.
Chapter 6 covers the aspect of energy awareness for peer-assisted VoD based on
STBs. This includes the motivation and shortcomings of existing approaches for STB
utilization. The system model and the online time management problem, including
common approaches, are introduced. Subsequently, the requirements for adaptive
standby policies are stated and two alternative policies proposed. The devised poli-
cies are carefully evaluated and compared to alternative approaches.
Chapter 7 concludes this thesis by summarizing our findings and contributions. It
further discusses potential directions for the future research in the context of this
work.

2BACKGROUND
This chapter describes the terms, definitions, and concepts required to understand the
scenario and contributions of this thesis. Since our goal is to make video delivery over
Internet more efficient, we start with a discussion of common delivery architectures.
Subsequently, we focus on the basics of p2p streaming and present relevant methods,
topologies, and an exemplary state-of-the-art streaming protocol. We proceed with
an overview of Internet’s infrastructure and its interplay with video delivery systems.
Finally, we elaborate on specific properties of end-user devices used to receive and
re-distribute streamed videos.
2.1 delivery architectures
In this section, we discuss the basic architectures for video delivery over the Internet.
The considered architectures build overlay networks on top of the underlying network
infrastructure by autonomously deciding which host certain data should be delivered
from. Thereby, we focus on application-layer delivery mechanisms that do not expose
any additional requirements on the underlying networks, such as Internet Protocol
(IP) multicast [49].
Initially, content delivery over the Internet was carried out in a client-server manner,
where a content provider offered one or several central servers streaming content to
clients (see Figure 3a). However, this approach exhibits limited scalability, since new
servers must be added when the amount of users increases. Server-based systems are
also costly because the servers must be dimensioned for the peak demand, which
results in low server utilization and potentially high hosting costs [65]. An additional
drawback is the potentially long distance from the client to the server resulting in long
delay and extensive usage of network infrastructure [24].
To overcome the limitations of client-server architectures, Content Delivery Net-
works (CDNs) arose, which offer a distributed infrastructure of servers, with single
servers (or server farms) located close to the users (see Figure 3b). A CDN replicates
the content on different servers to maximize the bandwidth offered to the users and
to avoid network bottlenecks close to the initial content servers [141]. Furthermore, a
CDN typically hosts a vast amount of different content items resulting in a multiplex-
ing effect by offering items with different popularity. By placing content close to the
user, the latency and packet loss can be reduced, while the traffic between the net-
work domains can be minimized. Some examples of commercial CDNs are Akamai1
and Limelight Networks2 that offer hosting services to content providers. Additionally,
large content providers, such as YouTube3, build their own CDNs [89]. Though a CDN
improves content availability and avoids bottlenecks compared to pure client-server
solutions, it still faces the issue of limited scalability and relatively high costs [67, 121].
Peer-to-peer (p2p) paradigm offers another method to deliver content by utilizing
the resources of end-users (see Figure 3c). Here, each user, called peer, acts simultane-
ously as a consumer and as a service provider by uploading the downloaded content
to other users [139]. This results in an increased system capacity with regard to the
processing power, storage, and upload bandwidth [9, 99]. Unlike the client-server sys-
tems and CDNs, p2p systems scale well with the increased number of users [139].
However, pure p2p systems are not able to offer service guarantees common for
1 www.akamai.com (Accessed: 02.11.2010)
2 www.limelightnetworks.com (Accessed: 02.11.2010)
3 www.youtube.com (Accessed: 02.11.2010)
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Figure 3: Examples of delivery architectures.
server-based systems, since peers providing a service can fail or leave the system
unexpectedly. This issue can be tolerated for file transfers by replacing the failing
peers. However, in streaming systems this so-called peer churn might result in play-
back degradations [99].
Finally, peer-assisted content delivery systems illustrated in Figure 3d try to combine
the benefits of server-based and p2p approaches [129]. Here, an overlay provider offers
content servers to provide initial resources while peers contribute their local resources,
mainly storage and upload bandwidth, so that the data can be streamed both from
content servers and peers. On the one hand, such a system utilizes central servers to
achieve availability, reliability, and quality of service. On the other hand, the system
utilizes peer resources to reduce server hosting costs and to scale with the number of
users [66]. Due to these properties, such systems attracted significant interest in the
research community and several systems have been deployed [159, 158, 68, 97, 56].
In the rest of this thesis, we focus on the peer-assisted overlays. Since such overlays
combine different types of entities, their management is more complex compared
to traditional server-based systems. In order to understand how to combine server
and peer resources intelligently, the next section presents basics and examples of p2p
streaming.
2.2 peer-to-peer streaming
Streaming is a common term for techniques that enable users to play content while
downloading it. The basic principle is the same for audio and video content, while
the latter case imposes much higher bitrates and, therefore, bandwidth requirements.
Typical streaming over the Internet started with 200-400 kilobit per Second (kbps)
encodings [66], while bit rates of one Megabit per Second (Mbps) and higher are
considered as high resolution Internet videos [68]. In particular, the distribution of
high resolution videos can result in high costs for content providers.
Due to the much lower bandwidth requirements of audio and to avoid possible
synchronization problem of audio and video, we assume that both video and audio
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are encoded into one stream. In order to provide the watch-while-download experience,
streaming imposes at least the requirement of sequential (or near-sequential) down-
load of file content and requires to use a video codec (and player) that enables playing
partially downloaded video. One very popular video codec for video streaming on the
Internet is H.264 [71].
In the context of this thesis, videos are streamed over the Internet using the Internet
Protocol (IP), where sender and receiver processes are located on different hosts (e.g.,
streaming server and streaming client). A satisfactory streaming experience at the
client side requires that the startup delay of video is relatively small (e.g., few seconds
for short trailers and tenth of seconds for full-length movies) and the video playback
does not stall.
2.2.1 Methods
In order to understand the challenges for peer-assisted (or in general for p2p-based)
video streaming, it is important to understand how video content is generated and
consumed. Two kinds of video streaming methods can be distinguished based on the
data freshness [99]:
live streaming offers one or more so-called channels. The video content is gen-
erated and/or streamed in real-time. Therefore, all consumers watch the same
video scenes with only slightly shifted playback positions. Only the currently
streamed channels and scenes can be watched and no rewind or seeking func-
tionality is supported because future scenes are not available yet and past scenes
are not stored on clients. A typical live streaming example is TV broadcasting,
either over an IP, cable, or terrestrial network. The largest Internet-based (peer-
assisted) live streaming network in Europe in 2009 was Zattoo [25].
on-demand streaming or Video-on-Demand (VoD) does not work with live data.
Instead, a user has access to a certain amount of videos and can consume them
at any time. During playback, the user can pause or jump forth and back to
arbitrary positions. The latter might require additional playback delays if the
data at the given position is not downloaded and buffered yet. One of the most
popular VoD platforms on the Internet is YouTube that hosts (mostly short) user-
generated content. There are also other VoD platforms focusing on full-length
movies and TV programs, such as Hulu, BBC iPlayer, and Maxdome.4
In the following, we consider implications the different streaming methods have on
a peer-assisted solution. For a better comparison, we also discuss file transfers as the
simplest type of p2p-based content distribution. Indeed, besides the commonality of
peers acting both as consumers and providers, there are important differences with
regard to the download behavior for file transfers, live streaming, and VoD. Another
commonality among the considered streaming methods (and file transfers) is the sep-
aration of a video into many segments that can be downloaded separately.
In a live streaming scenario, all peers have the same playback position and are there-
fore interested in the same content. This makes the usage of a multicast approach
most promising. Furthermore, the time constraints are most sever in this scenario,
since only very short distribution delay from the data source to the consumer is tol-
erable. This requirement limits the entropy of the system with regard to the choice of
data blocks to be exchanged and selection of neighbor peers [48].
In case of file transfers the liveness of content is not important. This introduces sig-
nificant freedom with regard to the order in which single segments are downloaded,
such as the rarest-first policy that is used in the BitTorrent protocol [36]. The most
4 http://www.hulu.com/, http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/radio, http://www.maxdome.de/ (Accessed:
02.10.2010)
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important requirement here is a short download time of the file (or the average down-
load speed, which is the reciprocal value of the download time). However, due to the
near-random segment download order, for media files, such as video content, it is not
possible to start playback before the whole file (or at least a major part) is downloaded.
Therefore, file transfers are not considered as streaming of videos.
P2P-based Video-on-Demand offers a compromise between live streaming and file
transfers. Contrary to live streaming, different users have different playback positions
which makes multicasting less efficient [99]. On the other hand, if peers keep played
video segments in their local storage, they can forward these segments to peers with
earlier playback positions. VoD further allows some randomness with regard to the
download order of video data. The data close to the playback position corresponds
to the playout buffer and is typically downloaded in-order. If the data at the moving
playback position is missing, the playback must be paused, which results in stalling
(contrary to skipping of missing data for live streaming). The rest of the file, however,
can be downloaded in an arbitrary order, which offers a lot of optimization opportu-
nities [2].
A typical problem of streaming applications is the need to deal with unexpected
delay or loss of required data to proceed with the playback. In a p2p system the peer
churn (unexpected shutdown or failure of peers) as well as the limited bandwidth
of peers often result in undesired delays for time-critical data. A technique called
prefetching is used to build a reservoir of video to alleviate this issue [66]. To this end,
the peer starts with the playback only after a receipt of a certain amount of consecutive
video segments. Prefetching also allows to download the video with a higher speed
than the actual video bitrate (the rate at which the data must be provided to the video
player).
In this thesis, we are focusing on VoD streaming, though, many of the proposed
techniques can be applied in a similar way to live streaming too. In the following, we
take a look on typical topologies used for p2p-based (including peer-assisted) content
distribution and compare their suitability for VoD streaming.
2.2.2 Topologies
The two basic schemes to support p2p streaming are tree-based and mesh-based ap-
proaches. Each of them organizes the structure of the overlay differently, which results
in different properties with regard to the overlay efficiency, resiliency, and manage-
ment overhead [4].
Tree-based P2P Streaming
In a tree-based approach, peers form a multicast tree with the initial content source
(either a peer or a content server) as a root and regular peers as intermediate nodes
and leaves. While, originally, this approach was mostly used for live streaming, certain
proposals for tree-based VoD exist.
For example, in P2Cast [54] the peers with similar playback positions are grouped
together. Each group is supported by a server with a separate base stream that is
forwarded inside of the group in a multicast manner. Additional patch streams are
used to supply peers with data missing in the base stream of their group.
An issue in tree-based streaming is the missing upload utilization of peers acting as
leaves of the tree, a circumstance that some approaches try to alleviate by modifying
the tree structure (e.g., multi-tree approaches [86, 23]). Another drawback of tree-
based approaches is their vulnerability to churn since a failure of intermediate nodes
disconnect whole subtrees and require repair of the tree structure [4].
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Mesh-based P2P Streaming
Mesh-based systems utilize the swarming techniques well-known from the popular
file-sharing protocol BitTorrent [36]. The video is again divided into segments, also
called blocks or pieces by different authors. These segments with a typical size of
16–256 kilobytes are then exchanged between peers according to a certain download
strategy [99].
Each peer regularly exchanges the list of completely downloaded segments with
its neighbors so that each of them can request desired segments owned by this peer.
If the segments owned by direct neighbors are sufficiently distinct a very high up-
load bandwidth utilization and download speed can be achieved [2]. However, this
diversity requirement complicates the direct application of this approach to VoD. The
reason is that segment diversity contradicts in-order download of segments close to
the playback position of a peer [123, 2].
A typical drawback of a sequential download policy is low diversity of segment
sets, since new peers have nothing to offer to peers with farther playback positions.
On the other hand, a pseudo-random download order (e.g., the rarest-first policy
used in BitTorrent-like systems) results in a very long startup delay. Indeed, the prob-
ability that a segment is missing in a playout buffer grows with the playout buffer
size. In fact, it is 1− (mn )
b for m downloaded segments out of n possible and buffer
size b. Therefore, mesh-based p2p VoD typically applies a combined approach where
segments closer to the playback deadline are downloaded with a higher probabil-
ity [37, 149, 105, 2]. In the following, we present an example of a mesh-based streaming
protocol.
2.2.3 Give-to-Get Protocol
The mechanisms, presented in this thesis, are applicable to a wide range of streaming
protocols that share the features of prefetching and having a playout buffer. Never-
theless, a detailed evaluation must rely on a concrete system. For this purpose, we
consider a state-of-the-art p2p streaming protocol. We used this protocol in one of
our simulation studies (see Section 4.6) and in the prototype implementation of our
resource allocation policies (see Section 4.7), which require insights into startup and
stalling delays.
Give-to-Get (G2G) [105] is a mesh-based protocol for VoD streaming inspired by
the BitTorrent protocol. G2G differs from the latter in several aspects: connection man-
agement, the bartering policy (the decision which other peers should be served by a
given peer), and segment management. For example, the bartering policy in G2G lets
uploaders prefer peers that turn out to be good forwarders. To this end, the uploader
examines the amount of data each neighbor was able to forward to other peers.
In order to provide a watch-while-download experience, the video segments are
managed in three distinct priority sets: high, medium (mid) and low (see Figure 4).
The first one is the most crucial, since it corresponds to the playout buffer. Therefore,
a peer always tries to fill the high priority set first. If it is already full, the mid pri-
ority set is filled, and, finally, the low priority set. Furthermore, the segments in the
high priority set are downloaded in-order to avoid playback stalling. The other sets
are filled according to the rarest-first policy to increase segment diversity in the neigh-
borhood. Since the mid and low priority sets do not overlap with the playout buffer
of the video player, these sets are filled to enable prefetching of video content. While
the prefetching increases peer utilization, it might also result in bandwidth wastage.
For example, if the user decides to stop watching content and leaves the overlay, the
prefetched segments would be neither consumed nor forwarded to other peers.
Unlike the original G2G approach (as described in [105]), we do not skip the delayed
segments of the video, but rather stall the playback until the playback buffer can
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Figure 4: Priority sets of the G2G protocol (based on [105]).
be filled. This appears to be more suitable for a VoD application, since most users
would prefer to see parts of the movie with delay instead of skipping them completely.
Furthermore, stalling enables to offer these segments to other peers later on. The same
solution is applied for VoD in Tribler [147], a prototypical implementation of G2G.
Additionally to the open-source Tribler client [147], G2G is used by the P2P-Next
project that is building a p2p-based Internet Protocol TeleVision (IPTV) technology [75].
Since G2G was designed as a pure p2p protocol, it offers only limited support for
server utilization. Tribler (and also the P2P-Next prototype) focus on pure p2p stream-
ing in the first place. Typically, a powerful peer that possess a complete video copy,
the so-called initial seed, is used to inject content in the first place. However, the upload
resources of the initial seed do not adapt to the user demand. Instead, a fixed upload
bandwidth is used to serve other peers. In a commercial scenario, when a content
provider is offering such an initial seed, its non-adaptive nature might result either in
unnecessary high upload costs for the content provider or bad streaming experience
for the users. In Chapter 4 we develop an appropriate solution to this issue.
2.3 network operators
Content distribution of video content, as discussed in the previous section, became
possible in recent years because of the steadily increasing bandwidth available to the
end-users [6]. With today’s download bandwidth for DSL and cable connections being
at least one megabit per second, high quality videos can be streamed over the Inter-
net. An additional factor is the widespread acceptance of flat-rate payment schemes
without traffic volume limitations, which became de-facto standard in many coun-
tries [113].
All this factors enabled the emergence and rise of various content distribution meth-
ods discussed in Section 2.1 (server-based, CDNs and p2p-based content delivery).
Since each method creates a virtual network on top of the actual network structure,
the term overlay is used to distinguish it from the underlying (IP-based) infrastruc-
ture, which is consequently termed underlay [1]. One of the properties of many over-
lays is the lack of knowledge about the structure and link capacities of the underlay,
which makes the overlay operation often suboptimal from the underlay’s perspec-
tive [79]. Furthermore, especially the p2p-based content delivery tends to shift the
costs from content providers to the network operators (not users because of flat-rate
pricing) [65, 94, 120].
2.3.1 Domains and Interconnections
In order to understand the impact of video delivery overlays (which constitute ma-
jor part of total Internet traffic [35]) on the underlying network, we must consider
the structure of the Internet. The video consumers connect to the Internet via dial-
up, cable, DSL, wireless, or dedicated lines. These connections are offered by network
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operators that are also called Internet Service Providers (ISPs). The Internet as such
constitutes thousands of edge networks, so-called Autonomous Systems (ASs), which
are interconnected directly or via additional networks and backbones [89, 62]. A cer-
tain operator might own one or several ASs that might be located close together or
be separated geographically, effectively constituting an operator’s network domain. In
the rest of this thesis, we address such domains as an organizational and business
unit, especially when considering their inbound and outbound traffic that result in
associated interconnection costs.
Network operators can be roughly classified into three hierarchical categories, so-
called tiers, as shown in Figure 5, with the following characteristics [89, 61]:
tier-1 network operators build the core of the Internet. They provide transit services
over national and international backbones, with mostly tier-2 network operators
as customers. While pure tier-1 operators do not provide services directly to
end-users, large CDNs, such as YouTube and Akamai, build their own global
networks that connect to the network operator domains at so-called Internet
eXchange Points (IXPs).
tier-2 network operators are connected to tier-1 network operators and rely on their
transit services. Tier-2 network operators can manage their own (national or
regional) backbones and provide services to tier-3 network operators and end-
users.
tier-3 network operators are typically smaller than tier-2 network operators (with
regard to the network size and customer number) and rely on transit services of
tier-1 and tier-2 operators to offer Internet connectivity to their customers.
With regard to the economics of network interconnections, certain payments are
involved when traffic flows between operators’ domains [65]: Typically, network op-
erators closer to the Internet core (i.e. tier-1 and tier-2 operators) charge the network
operators in the higher tiers (tier-2 and tier-3) for the exchanged traffic. This results
in inter-domain traffic being more expensive for most network operators, a sever issue
with overlay applications spreading over several operator domains and generating a
lot of transit traffic. Because most of the end-users tend to generate more download
than upload traffic (see e.g. [31]), inbound traffic from lower tiers dominates the in-
terconnection costs of tier-2 and tier-3 network operators. The so-called 95-percentile
rule is applied to charge for this traffic [79, 112, 113].
While the actual costs of intra-domain and inter-domain traffic depend on the type
of the last mile connection (DSL, cable, or wireless) and the individual interconnec-
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tion agreements between the neighboring domains, in the following, we assume the
following simplified model (cf. [89]):
• Tier-3 network operators try to reduce their inbound traffic in the first place rather
than the outbound traffic. This asymmetry stems from symmetric inter-domain
links and asymmetric end-user access profiles.
• Tier-2 network operators try to reduce inbound and outbound traffic to/from tier-1
network operators. At the same time, they try to increase or preserve outbound
traffic to tier-3 network operators.
• Tier-1 network operators try to maintain or even increase the inbound and out-
bound traffic, though try to avoid bottlenecks during busy hours.
2.3.2 Coexistence with Overlay Networks
From the arguments, presented in Section 2.3.1, we make two important observations:
(1) The increasing popularity of high-resolution video content enables network oper-
ators to attract new customers and to sell high-end Internet connections [31]. (2) A
content delivery overlay might span users and servers from various network operator
domain and, therefore, induce significant amount of costly inter-domain traffic [89].
Consequently, the network operators are often interested in reducing the negative
impact of overlays by various mechanisms. The relevance of this issue manifests
in the recently created IETF working group for Application-Layer Traffic Optimiza-
tion (ALTO) [134]. In this regard, an important concept is the locality promotion, mean-
ing that peers should exchange data with peers inside of the same network domain
instead of remote peers. This and other approaches aim to reduce the amount of inter-
domain traffic. We discuss them in more detail in Chapter 5.
In this thesis, especially the requirements of tier-2 and tier-3 network operators are
considered, since they are the only ones to interact with p2p users directly. Here, traffic
management techniques can be applied by the overlay applications to act network-
friendly (e.g., within a tier-3 network operator by reducing inbound traffic).
2.4 set-top boxes
Finally, we address the new kind of end-user devices that can be utilized for peer-
assisted video streaming.
In the past, most Internet multimedia users downloaded and watched streamed con-
tent using their Personal Computers (PCs). With the increasing amount of IP-enabled
entertainment devices, such as TVs, Digital Video Recorders (DVRs), and digital re-
ceivers, more content is being consumed without a PC. For example, the Cisco Visual
Networking Index forecasts that the amount of traffic induced by Internet Video to TV
will grow by 107 % per year until 2014 [35]. This content will be delivered via the
Internet but viewed on a television screen using so-called Set-top Boxes (STBs).
Since STB is a broad term, different devices belong into this category. Conventional
STBs are receivers for dedicated channels, such as cable networks, satellite, or terres-
trial broadcasts. Additionally, IP-enabled STBs receive video data over the Internet
or the local area network. STBs can also employ an internal hard drive and act as
a Digital Video Recorder, where a user can download content once and then watch
it at will. Simple functionality can be even provided by home gateways, such as DSL
modems with a hard drive and extended features. More powerful devices, such as me-
dia servers or video game consoles, can offer more complex functionality and higher
performance.
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Different types of STBs are already used for various IPTV and VoD platforms such
as Tivo, Apple TV, Roku player, and Sony Playstation.5 In this regard, the research
community and industry propose to use them also for peer-assisted video delivery [90,
24, 148, 41, 140, 85]. For example, Laoutaris et al. argue that STB-based architectures,
which they call nano data centers, can benefit from higher availability and provider-
side control. This should allow them to outperform traditional best-effort p2p systems
where users’ contribution is unpredictable and unstable [90].
2.4.1 Deployment Alternatives
A typical commercial IPTV architecture is shown in Figure 6. In this example, the
video content is delivered from TV stations to end-users’ devices (either PC or tele-
vision via STB) through the IP backbone of one or several network operators. Digital
Subscriber Line Access Multiplexers (DSLAMs) aggregate traffic for hundreds or thou-
sands of users and, therefore, constitute a potential bottleneck with regard to the
throughput. In a traditional server-based architecture, live content can be delivered
via IP-multicast while VoD content must be delivered via single streams. In both cases,
peer-assistance can be used to reduce server load and even to reduce the amount of
inter-domain traffic [90, 24, 27].
In general, two major types of suitable end-devices can be considered in this archi-
tecture:
home gateways are networking devices such as DSL or cable modems used to
connect home devices to the Internet. High-end gateways can be equipped with
hard or flash drives able to store several hours of video data. In a peer-assisted
architecture, such devices must be able to forward stored video content not only
to the local STB, IP-enabled TV, or desktop PC but also to other users [148]. One
of the most prominent properties of such devices is their high availability since
they must be online in order to provide Internet connectivity to other home
devices.
set-top boxes in the narrower sense are always connected to a television to dis-
play content. Typical examples are IP-enabled digital video recorders, digital
receivers, and also increasingly game consoles. These devices exhibit stronger
capabilities with regard to storage (they can have internal hard drives), CPU
power, and main memory. These properties, as well as their convenient usage to
5 http://www.tivo.com/, http://www.apple.com/appletv/, http://videostore.de.playstation.com/,
http://www.roku.com/ (Accessed: 12.10.2010)
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display video content, make them attractive candidates for peer-assisted content
distribution [74, 142, 27]. A potential downside is their relatively high power
consumption (especially of game consoles) and, accordingly, users wish to turn
them off in order to save baseline power [63, 91, 21]. This issue reduces the
potential online time of such devices to few hours per day, therefore, reducing
their availability and potential to offload content servers in a peer-assisted de-
ployment.
2.4.2 Open Issues
Depending on the abilities of a certain STB, employing it in a peer-assisted solution
results in different advantages or limitations. For example, a streaming-enabled DSL
modem has limited CPU and storage capacity but also lower power consumption com-
pared to a dedicated multimedia STB or game console. In general, most of such de-
vices are able to support customized p2p-based streaming protocols as demonstrated
by the P2P-Next project offering an STB-ready prototype of their software [140].
With the increasing complexity of STBs also their baseline power consumption in-
creases. Even power-efficient devices that consume only 10-20 Watt in an idle mode,
might generate significant annual energy consumption. Therefore, users might switch
them off to avoid baseline power consumption [148, 91]. Such a selfish behavior, how-
ever, would reduce the efficiency of a peer-assisted system by making local content
replicas unavailable to the system. Therefore, the overlay provider must consider the
online time of STBs and the incurred power consumption as additional user costs.
The trade-off between the availability of STBs and their aggregated energy consump-
tion is one of the research questions, covered in this thesis (see Chapter 6). We aim to
find a proper compromise between the requirements of the overlay provider (low load
on content servers) and users (high quality-of-service, no wastage of energy). Also the
aforementioned requirements of the involved network operators are addressed.
2.5 summary
This chapter provided the technological background of a peer-assisted VoD system.
We covered common architectures for video delivery on the Internet, namely: client-
server systems, CDNs, pure p2p systems, and peer-assisted systems. We further dis-
cussed different methods to provide video content to users: VoD, live streaming, and
file transfers. This background is relevant to understand the specific requirements of
peer-assisted VoD that is the focus of this thesis. This chapter also justified the us-
age of a mesh-based topology and utilization of servers as initial and backup content
sources. We further highlighted the tension between network operators and deliv-
ery overlays, where operators would like to limit their interconnection costs, while
still allowing high-quality video delivery to attract customers. Finally, we introduced
STBs as promising devices to build peer-assisted streaming platforms and stressed the
power consumption of idle devices as a relevant cost factor.
The next chapter describes the considered architecture for peer-assisted VoD, our
main assumptions, the problem statement of this thesis, and selected components of
the considered architecture.
3SCENAR IO
In this chapter, we present an architecture for peer-assisted VoD. The architecture com-
bines centralized and decentralized components in order to operate cost-efficiently
but with service guarantees. The considered system utilizes state-of-the-art compo-
nents such as the underlying streaming protocol, network-friendly resource selection,
and IP-enabled STBs. In this sense, the architecture involves all three stakeholders of
peer-assisted video delivery: the overlay provider, network operators, and users. In the
described scenario, the mechanisms devised in this thesis are applied. Furthermore,
this chapter presents the assumptions and problem statement to be solved by the
mechanisms presented in the rest of this thesis. We also discuss selected components
of our system.
3.1 architecture
The considered architecture is inspired by the rising popularity of commercial peer-
assisted VoD systems such as PPLive, SopCast, and the BBC iPlayer1. These systems
combine central servers used to guarantee basic content availability with peer-assistance
(in terms of upload bandwidth and storage) to reduce costs of video delivery and
to provide scalability for a large number of users. However, the proposed approach
differs from existing systems with regard to the utilized protocol for server allocation
and focuses on the collaboration with network operators and STB support. In the
past, discontinued peer-assisted applications such as Joost have shown that building
a successful application is not trivial [127].
The considered peer-assisted architecture comprises three types of entities (see Fig-
ure 7): indexing server, content server(s), and peers. These entities constitute the de-
livery overlay and are spread over multiple network domains managed by different
operators. Overlay provider maintains indexing and content servers, but also man-
ages the client application (including the software development, configuration etc.)
and, therefore, controls the mechanisms applied by the application.
Video files are divided into segments and initially injected from content servers.
These servers upload segments to a subset of peers that exchange these segments
with each other and, therefore, contribute their upload bandwidth.
The content servers initially inject new content into the system and act as backup
video sources in case the desired content cannot be streamed from peers. This backup
functionality is unavoidable to deal with unpredictable user demand, however, the
load on these servers must be minimized to reduce hosting costs.
The indexing server tracks videos available in the overlay, including the information
about videos downloaded, and provides information about available video sources
(both servers and peers) to peers requesting them. To this end, the indexing server
answers a search request with a list of peers holding video replicas, which enables
bootstrapping and effective contact management for participating peers. While the
indexing server has the global view of the system, the information might be partially
outdated.
Finally, the peers download videos on behalf of their users’, store videos in (size-
limited) local caches, and offer videos to other peers. The peers are organized in a
mesh-based topology that is resilient to failures of single peers and can easily support
upload of the same video from multiple sources. Organizing peers in a mesh instead
1 www.pplive.com, http://www.sopcast.org/, http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/radio (Accessed: 03.11.2010)
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Figure 7: Simplified example of peer-assisted overlay, which shows the involved entities: servers,
peers, and network routers. Dashed lines show which router certain peers and servers
are attached to.
of a tree, simplifies the handling of node arrivals and departures (as discussed in Sec-
tion 2.2.2).
A new peer joining the system selects a video to watch and sends a request to the
indexing server. The returned peer list contains addresses of peers owning at least
some segments of the video. The peer connects to some of other peers that build its
neighborhood. Peers exchange the information about available and desired segments
with their neighbors and choose segments to download depending on their playback
deadlines, that means, segments closer to the current playback position are prioritized
(see Section 2.2.3). The most urgent segments are managed in a high priority set,
whose size can range from few seconds to a minute of the video. Since the high
priority set roughly corresponds to the playout buffer of the video player, peers are
interested in keeping it full.
3.2 assumptions
In this section, we present our main assumptions with regard to the behavior and
goals of stakeholders participating in the presented architecture.
3.2.1 Costly Server Traffic
Our first assumption is that the overlay provider aims to reduce the load on its servers.
In order to satisfy user demand, the overlay provider must dimension its server for the
peak demand (typically in the prime evening hours), a fact that makes server hosting
expensive [65]. We consider the common case when the overlay provider pays for the
uploaded traffic volume [66]. While peer-assistance enables reducing this volume, the
savings depend on the efficiency of the utilization of peer resources.
A peer-assisted system is highly dynamic because peers might arrive and depart
from the system unexpectedly, which results in fluctuating demand and supply of
bandwidth. Additionally, the resources of users are heterogeneous: some users have
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high bandwidth capacities and others quite low [39]. A departure of a high bandwidth
peer can result in a significant performance decrease [88]. Even worse, since the up-
load bandwidth is typically much lower than download bandwidth, only a subset of
peers exhibit upload bandwidth higher than the video bitrate [39]. Thus, the dynamic
number of concurrent viewers and fluctuating capacities of peers must be alleviated
by servers’ contribution. This results in a potentially high server traffic and, therefore,
high hosting costs.
3.2.2 Streaming Quality
We assume that users of a commercial peer-assisted VoD system expect streaming
quality similar to that of a well-dimensioned server-based system [10]. The question
arises how to measure this quality. There exist various metrics to assess the user’s
Quality of Experience (QoE), including subjective and objective metrics [165, 45]. Un-
fortunately, subjective metrics require real users to provide perception feedback on-
line and are hardly applicable to simulation studies. On the other hand, objective
metrics work at the frame level, which limits the scalability of evaluation studies. To
avoid such constraints many researchers resort to more network-centric Quality of
Service (QoS) metrics, such as the continuity index [149, 97], throughput, or packet
delay [60].
For our purpose, VoD-related metrics: startup delay and total stalling time appear as
most appropriate. They are objective and can be directly perceived by users. Ideally,
the video playback should start within few seconds and there should be no playback
stalling. The exact values of tolerable startup delays and stalling times depend on the
content type and preferences of single users. For example, a startup delay below ten
seconds is tolerable and the relative stalling should be less than one percent of video
length.
3.2.3 Incentives for User Contribution
We assume that the overlay provider is able to incite or enforce users to contribute
their resources to the system. The more a peer contributes the higher reward should
be granted by the overlay provider. This can be most easily measured in terms of
useful data uploaded to other users.
The key to a high contribution is the provision of peer resources, especially the
local storage (to cache videos), online time (to be available), and upload bandwidth.
With regard to the local storage we assume that each peer is willing to cache at least
few videos at once, which requires a moderate storage space of 10-20 gigabytes (GBs).
For the online time, either the level of altruism or strategic behavior can dominate the
decision whether a peer is online or not. In any case, being online without contributing
any resources is highly undesirable, since such an idle peer wastes resources without
any reward from the overlay provider.
Finally, we do not consider a reputation scheme or special incentive mechanism to
make users contribute their resources. There is extensive research on this topic in the
p2p community (e.g. [47, 82, 119, 81]), but for the considered commercial scenario we
assume that users are indeed interested in contributing more (as far as their resources
suffice and the overhead is not too high, e.g., staying online 24h to serve just one GB
of data would be inappropriate).
3.2.4 Bandwidth Bottleneck
The next assumption is that peers’ upload bandwidth is a crucial bottleneck in peer-
assisted VoD. In the best case, the upload bandwidth of an average Internet connection
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is similar to the desired bitrate of a video in moderate quality. For example, accord-
ing to the Ookla database [115], in 2010 the mean upload bandwidth of a residential
Internet access in Germany was 1.4 Mbps (vs. 15.42 Mbps for the download band-
width). At the same time, according to Cisco [35], a high definition Internet video
might exhibit a bitrate of up to 31 megabyte per minute (= 4.13 Mbps). Consequently,
in order to provide videos in high definition quality, several peers must contribute
their bandwidth or even the content server must help them.
This assumption is consistent with the trends observed in commercial VoD systems
where it might require 6–8 peers to serve one video stream [68]. The reason is that
the users orient their expectations on their download bandwidth that is typically much
higher than the upload bandwidth.
3.2.5 Costly Inter-Domain Traffic
Next, we consider the costs of network operators that carry the traffic of video de-
livery. Despite their interest in customers using such delivery overlays, the opera-
tors must operate their networks cost-efficiently. Unfortunately, the flat-rate payment
plans for operator’s customers do not allow for usage-based charges and, therefore,
non-monetary techniques are required.
We assume that the interconnection costs dominate overlay-induced costs of net-
work operators (see also Section 2.3). Consistently, the operators aim to reduce the
traffic volume that crosses the boundaries of their domains (the same assumption is
made for example in [79, 150, 112]). Furthermore, network operators are continuously
upgrading their networks with new technologies, such as fiber-to-the-home [31] to
catch up with the increased user demand for higher bandwidth. This might lead to an
over-proportional increase in the access bandwidth and create bottlenecks in the core
of the Internet.
3.3 problem statement
In this section, we state the questions arising from the assumptions discussed in the
previous section. These questions constitute the problem statement of this thesis:
real streaming experience with startup delays of few seconds and almost zero
stalling with high probability (for example, to guarantee certain delay for 95%
of users). Since we cannot guarantee that peers can always provide this quality
level, servers must be intelligently allocated to assure quality.
reduced load on content servers compared both to the pure server-based and
state-of-the-art peer-assisted solutions. This should happen by intelligent utiliza-
tion of available peer resources instead of server resources. Note that the over-
lay provider does not have global knowledge of peers’ capabilities and states.
Therefore, the estimation of required server resources is more complex than in a
client-server scenario.
reduced inter-connection costs for network operators should be achieved
through overlay- and network-friendly traffic management techniques. In this
regard, strategic behavior of overlay providers, users, and network operators is
assumed, which means that each stakeholder tries to optimize the own pay-
off [120, 11, 113]. This means that any cooperative solution that does not benefit
both sides, the overlay and the network, will be hardly accepted.
reduced energy consumption of peers should be achieved in the STB-scenario
(which can be optionally applied in the system). This addresses the elimination
of idle times when peers stay online without contributing any resources. But it
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also demands to avoid that peers with desired content go offline, which requires
content servers to provide content that could be otherwise provided by peers.
The ability to fulfill the above requirements results in a content delivery solution
capable to satisfy the demands of all three stakeholders (overlay provider, users, and
network operators), which is the so-called triple-win situation for Internet-wide con-
tent delivery [138].
3.4 selected components
In this section, we describe several components of the considered architecture to com-
plete our scenario. The understanding of their functionality is relevant for the analysis
and evaluation of the mechanisms devised in this thesis.
3.4.1 Streaming Protocol
The efficiency of the utilized streaming protocol affects both the streaming quality and
the load on content servers. Because of the large amount of proposed streaming pro-
tocols, we do not design a new one from the scratch but rather apply our mechanisms
to a state-of-the-art protocol. The level of maturity, documentation, and availability of
a prototype where we can integrate and test our mechanisms dictate our choice. In the
default case, we use the Give-to-Get streaming protocol described in Section 2.2.3. An
open-source implementation of this protocol enables performance analysis of our solu-
tions in a realistic setting both via simulations and prototype measurements (as done
in Chapter 4). Whenever appropriate, we abstract from the details of the underlying
streaming protocol, thus, focusing on its generic properties.
Furthermore, we use the same protocol for data exchange from server to peers and
between single peers. This simplifies the integration of different entities, including
regular desktops, content servers, or even STBs.
3.4.2 Server Utilization
There are several methods how server resources can be utilized in a peer-assisted
system:
1. Static resource allocation per peer means that servers provide guaranteed band-
width to each peer, with other peers offering only patch streams for future con-
tent (as proposed e.g., by Guo et al. [54]). In this case, peers would only upload
data outside of the high priority set. A problem arises since this approach may
under-utilize peer resources and waste server resources.
2. Static global allocation lets servers upload only most urgent segments if they cannot
be served by peers as proposed e.g. in [2]. However, this simple approach might
request urgent segments from servers even though they could be served by other
peers. Moreover, it would be difficult to decide how many peers each server
should serve due to fluctuating necessity of server contribution.
3. Static allocation of resources per swarm assigns fixed server resources to a single
video (where all peers watching this video constitute a single swarm). Because
of the fluctuating demand of video popularity (e.g. flash crowd effects), a pre-
cise estimation of user demand is difficult and can be applied only for short
time spans of stable demand. Furthermore, this approach requires prediction of
content popularity. We consider this approach as our reference scenario.
4. Dynamic allocation of resources is the most flexible option that enables adjusting
the server contribution depending on the current situation in the system. Be-
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cause of its flexibility and the opportunity to guarantee stable performance, we
follow this approach and design suitable algorithms (presented in Chapter 4).
3.4.3 Content and Peer Search
In order to exchange video segments a peer must first discover interesting content
and then find peers or servers having this content in their caches. This content and
peer search can be implemented either using a central entity (such as a tracker in
BitTorrent) or with a decentralized search mechanism.
In a commercial scenario, the resources required to provide a search functionality
are much lower than those required for the actual delivery of video content (we show
an example in Section 4.6.2). Furthermore, for the purpose of accounting and statis-
tics collection, an overlay provider must know which users consume which content.
Therefore, our architecture uses a centralized search mechanism in the first place with
a centralized indexing server.
Optionally, a decentralized search mechanism (such as gossiping [30] or distributed
hash tables [43]) can be used to offload the indexing server, but in general the search
accounts for much lower traffic than the delivery of video streams, and is, therefore,
not the main cost factor for the overlay provider.
3.4.4 Peer Selection
In its general sense, peer selection refers to the selection of a subset of peers out of a
candidate set according to a certain criteria, such as current load, network proxim-
ity etc. A typical example of peer selection is the choice of the overlay neighborhood
that is the set of peers a given peer connects to. Another example when peer selec-
tion becomes necessary is when the available upload bandwidth of peers caching a
certain video becomes larger than the required service rate. By utilizing this degree
of freedom different criteria can be considered, such as load distribution, network-
friendliness, or reputation of peers [123].
In peer-assisted VoD, the same video segment can be downloaded from different
peers. The selection of a suitable peer to provide these segments can influence the per-
formance of the overlay and the load on the network infrastructure. In the following,
we consider examples of simple peer selection metrics. Then we show how they can
be combined.
• Random peer selection is the simplest metric where peers are chosen randomly.
Underlay-aware metrics sort peers according to the number of inter-domain
hops (the amount of network domains that must be crossed to send data from
the source peer to the current peer) or end-to-end delay [1]. Typical proximity
metrics are very crucial for live streaming to assure data freshness, while in a
VoD scenario the average throughput is more significant than the end-to-end
delay of individual data packets.
• Load balancing is a suitable metric to increase fairness among users (with regard
to their contribution to the system). It can also improve utilization of peers that
cached less popular content. Given two candidate peers p1, p2 and their contri-
bution to the system denoted as u(·), we define:
p1 <load p2 iff u(p1) < u(p2). (3.1)
A peer can now sort the candidate list in ascending order according to this rela-
tion and send download requests to top peers. This will result in peers with less
contribution so far to serve new download requests.
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• Locality awareness [164] is an important metric because of the interplay with the
underlying network (see also Chapter 5). Here, the peers from the same network
domain as the requesting peer p0 should be preferred. With d(p) being the net-
work domain of peer p, we define:
p1 <loc,p0 p2 iff d(p1) = d(p0) and d(p2) ￿= d(p0). (3.2)
That is, by sorting the peers in ascending order the peers from the same domain
will be selected first.
While Equation 3.1 aims to reduce the number of bandwidth misses by offloading
peers that cache mostly popular content, Equation 3.2 aims to reduce the amount of
inter-domain traffic. Since many candidate peers might be located in the same network
domain, a combination of locality awareness with other metrics appear feasible. In this
regard, we propose a combined metric where locality awareness works as a filter for
another metric (such as the load balancing metric) by following the rule: Given a set
of potential candidates order the list according to network domain as a primary key
and totally served data as a secondary key. The resulting formula is:
p1 <combined,p0 p2 iff (p1 <loc,p0 p2) or
￿
p1 =loc,p0 p2 and p1 <load p2
￿
. (3.3)
Note that p1 =loc,p0 p2 always holds if d(p1) = d(p2) (independent of p0). The im-
pact of these peer selection metrics on the system performance is covered in Chapter 5
and Section 6.5.4.
3.4.5 Caching Strategy
In our scenario, each peer can store several videos in its local cache. A cache replacement
policy is involved if the maximum cache size is exceeded. This policy aims to reduce
the number of system-wide cache misses by adjusting the amount of available copies
to the request rates of individual videos. Commonly used cache replacement policies,
such as Least Frequently Used (LFU) and Least Recently Used (LRU) are good candi-
dates to be used. They can rely on either local request history (managed by each peer)
or global history (managed centrally at the indexing server). Neighborhood-based ap-
proaches are also possible, where peers exchange historical data with their neighbors.
As shown by the related work [144, 156], even simple cache replacement strategies,
such as LFU, LRU, or even First-In First-Out (FIFO) work quite well for peer caches.
Since each peer acts as a cache, the system-wide number of cached copies per item
is proportional to the popularity of the content [144]. Nevertheless, in certain sys-
tems, more complicated replacement schemes are used [68]. We experimented with
various schemes (combining LFU, LRU, or FIFO with local or global request history)
and chose a simple policy (FIFO) that relies only on local information at a peer and
avoids additional messaging overhead, because more complex policies did not result
in significantly better cache hit rate.
Replication is another alternative to assure appropriate availability of content in the
system [148]. The difference to caching is that replication generates copies proactively.
For example, with STBs content servers could distribute new content to STBs during
idle hours so that they can be served to requesting users during busy hours. The major
benefit of replication is traffic smoothing, since the server can shift the peak requests
from the busy to idle periods. Nonetheless, the total amount of data that must be served
by servers is not reduced by this approach. Even worse, if the prediction of the content
popularity is wrong, the number of video replicas might be too high leading to an
unnecessary usage of server resources. Because of this, we do not consider active
replication in our system, though it can be easily integrated. Another possibility is
that peers replicate the content of their local caches under certain conditions (e.g.
each time they have to remove an item), but this again might not result in significant
performance improvements [144].
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3.5 summary
This chapter presented the overall architecture of the considered peer-assisted VoD
system. The hybrid architecture combines indexing server and content servers as cen-
tralized entities with decentralized peers. We further described our assumptions with
regard to the requirements of involved stakeholders such as high costs of inter-domain
traffic and streaming-related quality metrics. The problem statement of this thesis was
derived from the presented requirements and addresses all three stakeholders: overlay
providers, network operators, and users. We further presented selected components
of our architecture: the utilized streaming protocol, server utilization method, search
mechanism, peer selection, and caching strategy. We use them as a foundation and
evaluation setup for the mechanisms described in the next chapters.
4ADAPT IVE ALLOCAT ION OF PEER - AND SERVER RESOURCES
This chapter focuses on allocation of peers and servers in peer-assisted VoD. First, we
motivate our research question and discuss the related work on server and peer allo-
cation. Subsequently, we provide an analytical model for estimation of instantaneous
bandwidth demand of such a system and gain insights into relevant system parame-
ters. We present our adaptive approach that fits into the architecture described in the
previous chapter. Next, we propose two different allocation policies: The first policy
is inspired by the related work, while the second policy introduces novel concepts. In
order to evaluate the performance of proposed policies, we apply segment-level sim-
ulations. The experiments analyze the policies’ overhead, compare the policies with
each other, and, additionally, benchmark them against a perfect static allocation. We
show that our policies increase the efficiency if applied to content servers and/or
peers managed by the system (such as STBs). The results of the simulation study are
additionally verified in a testbed using a real streaming application.
4.1 motivation
Besides the utilization of upload bandwidth of users, a satisfying streaming quality
for users requires the employment of dedicated nodes, either servers or peers that
already downloaded a copy of the video in the past and can provide this content
to other peers. The upload resources of such distributed caches can be allocated to
guarantee the desired streaming quality, but must be used sparingly to avoid resource
wastage. The latter would result in unnecessary traffic costs in the case of servers and
unnecessarily congested upload links in the case of peer caches.
Cache dimensioning in peer-assisted systems is more complex compared to pure
server-based systems. The reason is that many peers might be not connected to caches
and the prediction of required resources in advance might be not accurate enough.
Furthermore, not only the current demand (depending on the current number of
downloaders) but also the resource supply of the system is dynamic. Therefore, the
questions to be answered in this chapter are:
1. How much bandwidth can be contributed by active downloaders and how much
bandwidth must be provided by caches?
2. How can we measure the current bandwidth demand of the system?
3. How many caches should be allocated to provide sufficient streaming quality to
the currently watching peers?
4. Which peers should the allocated caches serve?
4.2 related work
In this section, we discuss related approaches that deal with the allocation of servers
and caches in peer-assisted content distribution in order to improve user experience
and/or to reduce servers’ load. Recent work on how to deal with temporary under-
capacity in p2p systems can be classified into two major categories: (1) server and peer
allocation policies; (2) alternative proposals that do not allocate additional resources.
In the following we discuss each category in detail.
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4.2.1 Allocation of Servers and Peers
Concerning the allocation of servers in peer-assisted systems, different proposals have
been made, which deal mostly with file sharing in BitTorrent-like systems and live
streaming systems [38, 128, 118, 155, 48].
In case of BitTorrent, Das et al. [38] propose that overlay providers deploy spe-
cial overlay nodes (servers running the BitTorrent protocol) to guarantee minimal
download speed to users. They introduce a queuing model to estimate the average
download time of each peer depending on the current peer arrival rate. The authors
propose that the overlay provider uses this model to (1) determine the number of
servers needed to guarantee a target download speed up to a certain peer arrival rate
and (2) dynamically adapt the number of servers upon a sudden popularity increase.
Note that the approach focuses on the download speed as a metric and assumes that the
servers run the unmodified BitTorrent protocol. Moreover, the authors do not consider
the overhead and do not provide any simulative or real-life results.
Similarly, Rimac et al. [128] analyze dimensioning of servers for in BitTorrent over-
lays. They use a deterministic fluid model to describe the single swarm dynamics
and extend the approach to multiple swarms using a stochastic fluid model. The
model enables estimation of the amount of server bandwidth required to satisfy the
users’ demand with a high probability. Thereby, the download time is the main quality
metric and no real-time adaptation is considered. The authors further state that the
amount of upload bandwidth contributed by peers is crucial to keep the server traffic
low and highlight the benefits of controlled scenarios such as utilization of Set-top
Boxes (STBs).
In AntFarm [118] a coordinator server allocates peers and servers to swarms to
provide minimal service level, which is again measured in terms of download time.
Here, the focus is on the bandwidth allocation among competing swarms, for which
purpose the authors introduce so-called response curves. The latter describe the impact
of allocated bandwidth on the aggregated system bandwidth. The coordinator always
prefers swarms with a steeper response curve increase. Again the focus on the down-
load time as the main metric and the lack of short-term effects (such as stalling in VoD
systems) discern from our requirements.
The discussed approaches focus only on the download speed of peers, which is
not constrained by the playback positions and playout buffer states. Therefore, they
do not deal with the issue of startup delays and stalling times that are relevant for
VoD. Nevertheless, they are an interesting starting point for cache allocation in VoD
scenario, so that we propose a policy motivated by these works.
In the area of peer-assisted streaming, Wu, Li, and Zhao present a prediction al-
gorithm to estimate server bandwidth demand for peer-assisted live streaming [155].
The approach predicts the future server bandwidth requirements in a multi-channel
streaming overlay using the channel’s priority, popularity, and streaming quality. The
streaming quality metric counts the number of peers that have a buffer count ￿ 80%.
Differently to our work, the authors do not address the playback delay explicitly. Fur-
thermore, unlike in VoD, live streaming does not deal with the issue of prefetching
and its interplay with the streaming quality. Nevertheless, the idea of taking into ac-
count a metric specific for a streaming application is an important aspect, which is
also considered in our work.
Similarly, Niu et al. propose a learning framework to predict the required server
bandwidth for peer-assisted live streaming [111]. Their trace-driven simulation study
demonstrate that large-scale peer departures and flash-crowd effects have severe im-
pact on the system’s performance and quality of prediction.
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4.2.2 Other Approaches
There is a substantial amount of related work covering various mechanisms for peer-
assisted VoD. For example, Annapureddy et al. try to improve streaming quality and
reduce server traffic in p2p VoD using advanced network coding, segment scheduling,
and peer-matching algorithms to improve the throughput and bandwidth utilization
for p2p streaming [10]. The authors argue that a p2p VoD system can provide a “play
as you download” experience and can efficiently support a playback rate close to 60%
to the peer’s upload bandwidth with a small startup delay and no stalling times. How-
ever, they do not deal with availability issues and service guarantees, which makes
servers or peer caches inevitable in a commercial scenario.
Kumar, Liu, and Ross argue that the ratio of slow and fast users determines the p2p
VoD performance [88]. They develop a theoretical model that enables calculating the
maximum achievable streaming rate in p2p and distinguish three different operation
regions: over-capacity, critical, and under-capacity region, depending on the average
peer upload rate. The authors stress the importance of prefetching (called buffering
here) and propose admission control and scalable video coding to deal with system’s
under-capacity. This is different in a peer-assisted scenario, where server and peer
caches can be allocated to balance the system performance.
Garbacki et al. [48] derive an entropy-based model for p2p VoD to describe the
probability of peers being able to exchange segments, which depends on their play-
back positions. They show that an excess of upload bandwidth relative to the play-
back rate and appropriate prefetching techniques can reduce server stress efficiently.
Furthermore, they propose to avoid a bad user experience (caused by low upload
bandwidth) by using helper peers, which donate their bandwidth to increase the down-
load speed of their friends. However, the helpers cannot be allocated adaptively and
require a pre-existing relationship among peers. Furthermore, the authors do not con-
sider streaming related metrics such as playback delay or startup time.
Huang et al. [66] analyze the impact of prefetching on peer-assisted VoD in surplus
and deficit modes, which they define in terms of available and required upload band-
width. They show that prefetching can significantly reduce the server traffic, especially
when the bandwidth demand is close to the supply. Inspired by these results we pro-
pose to combine prefetching and adaptive server allocation to balance the supply of
upload bandwidth close to the demand.
Carlsson et al. concentrate on the support for newly arrived peers in a p2p VoD
system [22]. Such newcomers have typically no segments to upload to other peers,
which reduces their upload utilization and bartering possibilities. To avoid too long
startup delays for such peers, the servers should support such peers explicitly. The
authors propose a modified server-to-peer protocol, which provides the newcomers
with rare pieces that should be most interesting for other peers. The work considers
the average startup delay and the percentage of late pieces. It states that an increase
in server bandwidth has a positive effect on both metrics. However, the authors do
not address the issue of adaptive allocation of server (or peer) resources and do not
consider the possibility of outliers.
There are more works that deal with various aspects of peer-assisted VoD streaming,
such as [32, 28, 160, 98, 106, 19]. For example, Choe et al propose a system called Toast
(Torrent Assisted Streaming), which combines server-based streaming with BitTorrent
[32]. In Toast, the server is invoked if the desired segments cannot be downloaded
from other peers. The authors discuss the benefits of finished downloaders staying
in the system but do not discuss the possibility of adaptive allocation of server or
peers. Furthermore, they use the server traffic savings as their main metric and do not
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4.3 analytical model
This section provides an analytical model for the transient bandwidth supply and de-
mand estimation in peer-assisted VoD streaming. It offers the insights into the design
requirements of cache allocation policies.
Let us assume that there is a set of controllable caches, which can be either overlay
provider’s servers or user-owned STBs controlled by the overlay provider.
• In the first case, we assume that the overlay provider has access to a pool of
servers that can be either run by the provider or rented, such as Amazon Elastic
Compute Cloud (EC2)1. In this scenario the overlay provider pays for the total
volume of data uploaded from its servers, while Amazon also charges for usage
time. Therefore, the provider is interested to avoid unnecessary uploads if the
segments can be served by other peers.
• In the second case (STBs), the bandwidth and hosting costs are paid by the users,
but the overlay provider must reward the users for their contribution, e.g. by
offering price discounts. An accurate estimation of the number of required STBs
to serve the current demand enables switching the remaining devices offline and
save their baseline power (in Chapter 6we discuss the energy awareness in more
detail).
In both cases the goal of the overlay provider is to ensure a high streaming quality
while minimizing the utilization of caches in terms of upload bandwidth and online
time. Uploading too few segments will result in unsatisfied users, while too many
segments uploaded by the servers will result in unnecessary high costs.
Our model focuses on distribution of a single video stream, though, the model can
be easily extended to multiple streams. We further assume that sufficient caches are
available to satisfy the demand gap of peers’ assistance (i.e. the difference between
bandwidth demand and supply). The model does not cover explicitly the distribution
of video copies to caches. In case of server caches, this distribution would happen
inside of data centers at much higher speed and lower costs compared to the traffic
exchange between servers and peers. On the other hand, peer caches would already
possess a previously downloaded copy of the video.
With respect to a distribution swarm of a certain video, we distinguish two types of
caches (owning a copy of the considered video). A cache is either active if it is currently
participating in the swarm and is uploading segments of this video to other peers or
passive, otherwise.
In order to estimate the bandwidth supply and demand in peer-assisted streaming
we use the notation listed in Table 1. As already explained in Section 2.2 prefetch-
ing is required to pre-load future segments, and, thus, allows to increase the number
of segments possibly interesting for the peer’s neighbors. A suitable prefetching fac-
tor can differ depending on the utilized protocol. For example, in the G2G protocol
(see Section 2.2.3) f should be at least 1.2 to allow smooth video playback [105]. Note
that both factors f and g depend on the system design and user behavior and that in
general dr(l) = min(d, f · r) for all l ∈ L.
Furthermore, the peer upload utilization factor g is the ratio of the average upload
speed of peers to their upload bandwidth. Ideally, this value should be close to 1 but
peers might not be able to exploit their upload bandwidth due to the lack of segments
required by other peers (content bottleneck). In real systems utilization values around
0.8 have been reported [97]. On the other hand, a server can typically utilize its upload
bandwidth since it possesses a complete file copy.
We can easily compute the total (upload) bandwidth demand of the system as
Rtotal = |L| · dr = |L| · f · r. (4.1)
1 http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/ (Accessed: 04.11.2010)
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Table 1: Key parameters. We also use the time-dependent notation, e.g. S(t), if appropriate.
S totally available caches (passive and active)
S ￿ active caches (subset of S)
us upload bandwidth of cache s (in case of homogeneous caches denoted
as u ￿)
L peers active in distribution swarm (downloaders)
ul,dl upload and download bandwidth of peer l (in case of homogeneous
peers also u and d)
r video bitrate (r ￿ dl for all l ∈ L)
f prefetching factor of the system (f > 0)
dr = f · r required download speed (r ￿ dr ￿ d)
g average peer upload utilization factor (g ∈ [0; 1])
|M| size of a set M
That is, the system must assure that all current downloaders receive the data at the
video bitrate speed plus the overhead required for prefetching.
4.3.1 Homogeneous Upload Resources
In this case, all peers have the same upload bandwidth, i.e. ul = u for all l. Further-
more, us = u ￿ for all caches. The total available upload bandwidth is then:
Utotal = |L| · g · u+ |S ￿| · u ￿. (4.2)
By comparing the total bandwidth supply and demand we can distinguish the fol-
lowing system states (similar to [65]):
deficit mode is if Dtotal < Utotal and, therefore, the streaming quality cannot be
assured. Additional caches should be allocated to the system.
balance mode applies if Dtotal = Utotal where, ideally, all peers should experi-
ence satisfying streaming quality.
surplus mode is observed if Dtotal > Utotal so that some cache can be removed
from the system.
For an acceptable streaming performance the system must be either in the balance or
surplus mode and, therefore, Utotal ￿ Rtotal is required. This results (after inserting
of Equation 4.1 and Equation 4.2 and some trivial rewriting) in the following required
number of caches:
|S ￿| ￿ max(|L| · dr − g · u
us
, 0), with us > 0. (4.3)
4.3.2 Heterogeneous Upload Resources
While Equation 4.3 applies only for homogeneous upload and download capacities,
in the heterogeneous case, we obtain the total bandwidth supply as:
Utotal =
￿
l∈L
ul · g+
￿
s∈S ￿
us (4.4)
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Figure 8: Number of required caches S ￿ for different video bitrates r and peer upload capacities
u (u ￿ = 1024 kbps, g = 0.8, f = 1.2, L = 100 peers).
and again the bandwidth demand as:
Rtotal =
￿
l∈L
r · f = |L| · f · r. (4.5)
Our goal is to find the minimal subset S ￿ ⊂ S with Utotal ￿ Rtotal, which requires:
￿
s ￿∈S ￿
us ￿ ￿ max(
￿
l∈L
(dr − ul · g), 0). (4.6)
The right side expresses the missing upload bandwidth of the downloaders (in case
that they cannot provide enough upload bandwidth) while the left side is the total
contribution of the selected active caches. Note that the values dr and g can vary
among peers and, therefore, can be only estimated to compute the desired number of
caches.
The effect of Equation 4.6 is plotted in Figure 8 with varying peer upload capacity.
We can immediately see that in a system with the upload bandwidth of peers being
very high (say ul = u ￿ f·rg ) the cache contribution becomes marginal. For example,
with u = 800 kbps and r = 512 kbps no caches are required, except to assure content
availability and to catch up with fluctuations in user demand and upload supply. For
a double video playback rate of 1024 kbps the average upload bandwidth of peers
must be higher than 1500 kbps to perform well without caches (see Figure 8). Such
a case when the peer upload bandwidth is significantly higher than the video bitrate
is rather rare for typical Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) and cable access profiles [39].
Therefore, additional bandwidth from caches becomes inevitable.
In summary, the actual demand of server contribution depends on three factors: (1)
current number of downloading users L, (2) upload bandwidth of the active users ul,
(3) users ability to utilize the available bandwidth g. The last factor depends strongly
on the age of peers, since newcomers hardly have segments to offer, while peers stay-
ing in the swarm longer can utilize their bandwidth to a high degree.
Ideally, the caches could contribute just enough upload bandwidth to balance out
the available bandwidth in the system by resolving Equation 4.6. However, since
the situation can change any time due to departure or arrivals of peers, the over-
lay provider must allocate cache bandwidth adaptively to avoid serious degradations
in streaming quality.
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Figure 9: Example of a cache allocation policy applied to a single swarm.
4.4 cache allocation policies
In this section, we first describe the general cache adaptation framework before pre-
senting our policies. The first policy is inspired by the related work, such as [118] but
was previously applied only to the BitTorrent swarms. The second policy is tailored
to the specific requirements of VoD systems. For the time being, we focus on a single
swarm workload. However, the realization of our policies (described in Section 4.7)
demonstrates that multiple swarms can be supported easily.
In order to provide high quality of service for the users, our system utilizes the
architecture presented in Section 3.1 with the modifications depicted in Figure 9. The
indexing server monitors the peers’ performance (step 1). Based on the peers’ reports,
the indexing server determines the required upload bandwidth and allocates caches
(step 2). Subsequently, these caches join or leave the video swarm (step 3) and provide
the missing upload bandwidth to peers in the most efficient manner (step 4).
Since users might abort the playback without watching the whole video, too ag-
gressive prefetching might waste upload bandwidth. Therefore, exploiting the down-
load bandwidth far beyond the video playback rate is not reasonable. Otherwise, fast
peers could consume too much bandwidth and leave fast without contributing enough
bandwidth in return. In order to avoid such unfair resource utilization, we limit the
utilization of download bandwidth to a reasonable threshold, e.g, two or four times
the video playback rate.
A cache allocation policy aims to optimize S ￿ ⊂ S according to the system parame-
ters (as described in Section 4.3): the current number of peers L(t), their upload and
download bandwidth ul and dl, video bitrate r, and peer upload utilization factor g.
These factors could be measured by the indexing server, but might not be up-to-date
due to the swarm dynamics. The factor f depends on the utilized streaming protocol
and must also be taken into account while determining S ￿.
We define an actual cache allocation policy as P = (Γ ,∆,Λ) with the following
components:
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monitoring mechanism Γ : This component collects the information about the
swarm performance and state of single peers. This is done by the indexing server
that is otherwise used for contact management. While the plain contact member-
ship information is normally reported at a scale of several minutes, the stream-
ing quality information must be updated more often to enable fast reaction on
performance degradation.
decision metric ∆: Different metrics can be used to decide when a cache should
join or leave the swarm. The candidate list includes the current cache-to-peer
ratio, missing upload bandwidth (difference between the total demand and the
total available upload bandwidth), current download speed, and buffer states.
We consider the (global) average download speed and playout buffer states as
the most promising metrics for VoD.
connection management Λ: Once a cache decides to leave the swarm it can do
so: (1) immediately once the bandwidth excess was detected, (2) after finishing
current transfers, or (3) once the connected peers are able to find new neighbors
to replace the departing cache. For the join procedure, the question is to which
peers a new cache should connect. A possible improvement is also the decision
to which peers to allocate the upload bandwidth.
Note that our system is managed by a provider that controls the caches and the
client software, similar to the Skype network [13]. Therefore, we do not address the
free-riding and the possibility of modified client software. In order to utilize the same
architecture with open software and protocols, additional measures must be applied
to prevent false reports from the users. For example, the indexing server could log the
peer reports and cross-check them to identify malicious peers and ban them from the
network.
In general, the monitoring mechanism can be realized in a centralized (indexing
server-based), distributed (multiple indexing servers), or decentralized (using a DHT
or via gossiping) manner. For the time being, we assume that a single indexing server
manages the monitoring per swarm. This allows for the global view on the swarm
performance and avoidance of undesired synchronization effects (such as concurrent
decisions of several caches to leave the swarm even so only one should be removed).
As we demonstrate later on, the overhead incurred through the peer reports for the
monitoring functionality can be kept low compared to the actual exchange of the
video segments.
In the following we present two concrete policies that instantiate the abstract com-
ponents.
4.4.1 Global Speed Policy
The goal of this policy is to allocate minimal cache resources necessary to balance the
global swarm performance. To achieve this, the indexing server monitors the average
download speed from all active downloaders, which is reported in regular intervals
(e.g. each 10 seconds) as shown in Figure 10, step 1. Based on these reports the index-
ing server calculates the average global speed:
Gmeasured =
￿
l∈L(t)
d ￿l(t)/|L(t)|. (4.7)
with d ￿l(t) being the latest download speed reported by peer l before t.
According to Section 4.3, if Gmeasured ￿ f · r the system is acting in the surplus
mode, otherwise in the deficit mode. When the global speed falls below the desired
level, additional caches are allocated to the swarm. However, if the measured speed is
too high, some caches are removed from the swarm (see Figure 10, steps 2 and 3).
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Figure 10: Global speed policy.
Thereby, the target speed is defined accordingly to the desired prefetching factor f ￿
as:
Gtarget = r · f ￿. (4.8)
Note that the value of Gtarget is independent from the actual number of the on-
line peers |L(t)|. Furthermore, the intended prefetching factor f ￿ might differ from the
actually achieved prefetching speed. The missing upload bandwidth to be provided
by additional caches can then be calculated as:
Umissing = (Gtarget −Gmeasured) · |L(t)|. (4.9)
The variable Umissing can also take negative values, in which case there is super-
fluous bandwidth in the system and the number of caches can be reduced.
The exact algorithm of the global speed based decision metric is presented in List-
ing 1: The indexing server computes the average global speed Gmeasured over the
last interval I (based on the recent peer reports), compares it with the target speed
Gtarget, and allocates caches according to their difference (lines 10-17). The indexing
server performs these calculations in short periods (e.g. each few seconds) and adds
or removes only one cache at once, to avoid too big performance oscillations. Note
that there is a special case when no peers are currently present in the swarm. In order
to avoid further oscillations in light of minor performance changes, the caches are
re-allocated only if the measured speed deviation exceeds 5% of Gtarget (lines 2-6).
Connection management of caches is done similar to the regular peers. A cache
that receives an instruction to leave, waits until the transmission of current segments
is finished to avoid upload of incomplete segments. Contrary, a join action can be
performed immediately.
Reporting Overhead
In order to achieve good accuracy, peers must report their download performance
frequently. There are two ways to determine the required report frequency for the
current set of active peers L(t):
1. Fixed reporting interval I at the client side, which results in the variable num-
ber of regular reports at the indexing server. Here, the indexing server must
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Listing 1 Decision metric ∆ of Global Speed Policy
Require: Pre-defined prefetching factor f ￿, currently active peers L(t), latest peer re-
ports {d ￿l(t)|l ∈ L(t)}, available caches S, active caches S ￿
Output: Active supporters S ￿
1: Gtarget ← r · f ￿
2: if |L(t)| = 0 then {No bandwidth demand}
3: while |S ￿| > 1 do {Assure content availability}
4: s← random(S ￿)
5: S ￿ ← S ￿ \ {s} {remove random cache}
6: end while
7: else
8: Gmeasured ← average(d ￿l(t)|l ∈ L(t))
9: Gdiff ← Gmeasured −Gtarget
10: if |Gdiff| > 0, 05 ·Gtarget then
11: if Gdiff < 0 then
12: s← random(S \ S ￿)
13: S ￿ ← S ￿ ∪ {s} {allocate random cache}
14: else
15: s← random(S ￿)
16: S ￿ ← S ￿ \ {s} {remove random cache}
17: end if
18: end if
19: end if
process |L(t)|/I client reports per second, which might become a bottleneck for
thousands of videos and ten thousands of users.
2. Fixed amountA of reports at the indexing server results in variable reporting interval
I = A/|L(t)| for the peers. This value must be adjusted each time the number of
peers is changing in the swarm and can be sent back by the indexing server
upon peers’ reports (see Figure 10, step 1).
Figure 11 shows the comparison of both approaches. As we can see the second
option (fixed amount of reports) scales better with the increasing number of active
downloaders, especially with large swarms.
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Figure 12: Supporter policy.
4.4.2 Supporter Policy
The supporter policy differs from the global speed policy by concentrating on the play-
back continuity rather than on the download speed. This policy also addresses another
possible drawback of the global speed policy where some peers might experience
bad performance even if the global speed is balanced. Therefore, instead of using the
average swarm performance as a metric to allocate caches, the supporter policy con-
centrates on the peers experiencing bad (streaming) performance. In summary, the
supporter policy addresses the possible drawbacks of the previous solution in order
to avoid:
• bad streaming experience for a subset of users, even if the average performance
is high,
• too frequent status reports to the indexing server from too many peers,
• high download speed but stalling playback (due to the lack of desired segments
in the peer’s neighborhood).
The approach is depicted in Figure 12 where each peer maintains the so-called high
priority setwhich is at least as large as the playout buffer (as explained in Section 2.2.2).
Instead of periodic download speed reports, a peer sends only the suffering status mes-
sage to the indexing server in the case when the peer cannot download high priority
segments fast enough (step 1). Only peers that experience (potential) performance
degradation send these messages. Once the indexing server receives a certain amount
of such requests in a given time, a passive cache is selected to become a supporter (step
2) and joins the swarm (step 3). The supporter receives from the indexing server the
list of peers considered as starving and serves those peers exclusively (step 4). The
supporter stops serving peers that are not considered as starving anymore. Later, if
no more starving peers are assigned to a supporter, it can leave the swarm.
A supporter accepts only a reduced number of neighbors, so that it can provide
segments at a speed greater or equal to the playback rate. The number of supported
neighbors should be not higher than us/r so that starving peers can recover fast
and smoothly continue with the playback. In order to supply starving peers as fast
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Figure 13: Downloader states in the supporter policy.
as possible, a supporter exclusively serves the peers assigned to it. As long as the
supporter has free upload slots, additional suffering peers can be assigned.
Supporter’s Decision Metric
An important question is when a peer should be considered as starving. A naive ap-
proach could consider peers as starving only if their playback is stalling because the
segments to be played next are missing in peers’ playout buffers. This has two draw-
backs: (1) users might experience a stop-and-go behavior of undesired stalling and
recovery phases and (2) in the pre-buffering phase the peers might be considered as
suffering even if the swarm has sufficient resources available. In the latter case, the
pre-buffering phase would be considerably short even without supporter assignment
to newcomer.
To avoid these undesired effects, we try to identify starving peers before the actual
stalling happens while tolerating startup delays of few seconds. This results in the
following states of peers monitored by the indexing server (cf. Figure 13):
• Default: peer’s playout buffer is full.
• Watched: peer was missing segments in the playout buffer recently.
• Starving: peer time in the watched state reaches the sufferTime threshold.
• Supported: total number of starving peers reaches the minStarving threshold.
The algorithm to decide when and which peers should be considered as starving
and receive help from supporters is described as a peer state diagram in Figure 13.
As shown there, we start watching peers if they miss segments in the playout buffer. A
peer that enters the watched state sends a suffering report to the indexing server. Since
missing segments in the playout buffer can have a transient nature, watched peers are
considered as starving only if they were not able to fill their buffer in the pre-defined
time interval (called suffer time) being an important parameter of the mechanism. Only
in the starving state a peer will be connected to active supporters that currently serve
less than maxPeers. If no free supporter can be found, a new supporter is allocated, but
only if the number of unserved starving peers reaches the minStarving threshold. Note
that this condition also covers peers being too long in the startup phase. Directly after
joining the video distribution swarm, such newcomers will into the watching state
and, if other peers cannot provide them required segments fast enough, they will be
served by supporters.
The decision metric calculation in the indexing server is depicted in Listing 2. It
uses the collected reports from peers, the knowledge about the current assignment of
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Listing 2 Decision metric ∆ of the Supporter policy.
Require: Latest reports of all peers P, active and passive supporters S, minStarving
threshold
Output: Active/Passive supporters, assignment of starving peers to supporters
1: Precovered ← Peers that were supported before and recovered
2: Pstarving ← Peers that should receive support
3: Savailable ← Active supporters with free upload slots
4: if |Pstarving|− |Precovered| > minStarving then
5: m = |Pstarving|− |Precovered|−
￿
s∈Savailable slotsfree(s) {additional slots
required to support starving peers}
6: while m > 0 and |Spassive| > 0 do
7: s← random(Spassive) {activate additional supporter}
8: Savailable ← Savailable ∪ {s}
9: Spassive ← Savailable \ {s}
10: m← m− slots(s)
11: end while
12: end if
13: for all l ∈ Pstarving do
14: assign l to the next free s ∈ Savailable
15: end for
16: {The deactivation of supporters happens implicitly once all upload slots are empty
(see Listing 3).}
peers to supporters, and the minStarving threshold. After the calculation of the new
peer states in lines 1–3 (according to Figure 13) the decision is made whether new
supporters are required (line 4). If they are required and additional slots are needed,
additional supporters are activated (lines 6–11). Finally, starving peers are assigned to
supporters with free slots (lines 13–15).
Supporter’s Connection Management
The algorithm applied by the supporter is shown in Listing 3. The supporter receives
from the indexing server two lists: (1) starving peers to support and (2) recovered
peers that should not be supported any more. At first, connected peers that left the
starving state and do not fall back in the recover time interval, are disconnected from
the supporter (lines 4–6). Then the supporter connects to new starving peers that were
not supported yet (lines 7–9), if sufficient slots are available (lines 10–12). Finally, if all
assigned peers have been served and no new peers have been assigned, the supporter
leaves the swarm (lines 14–15).
An interesting property of the supporter policy is that we do not need the availabil-
ity guarantee as required for the global speed policy for swarms with (temporarily) no
downloaders (cf. Listing 1, availability condition). A peer that joins an empty swarm
will immediately start to send suffering reports to the indexing server that, in turn,
will discover that there are no active supporters (and other peers besides the new-
comer) and assign a supporter to the newcomer.
Reporting Overhead
Since the peers send reports only if they are not able to fill their playout buffers in
time, the reporting overhead depends on the system load. In the surplus mode, only
the newcomers will need some time to fill their playout buffers and therefore the
load on the indexing servers will be relatively low (it will be proportional to the peer
arrival rate). In the balance mode, the load will slightly rise, since some peers might
experience temporary difficulties to fill their playout buffer, while in the deficit mode
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Listing 3 Connection management Λ of a supporter.
Require: Currently connected peers, peers to be supported
Output: Updated list of peers to support
1: Precovered ← Peers that were served by this supporter and recovered
2: Pstarving ← Peers that should receive support (sorted by descending waiting
times)
3: Pconnected ← Peers that are connected to this supporter
4: for p ∈ Precovered do
5: disconnect(p)
6: end for
7: for p ∈ Pstarving \ Pconnected do
8: if slotsfree(self) > 0 then
9: connect-to-and-support(p)
10: else
11: return {No free slots left}
12: end if
13: end for
14: if slotsutilized(self) = 0 then
15: leave-swarm(self)
16: end if
more peers will experience problems and send suffering messages to the indexing server.
The latter case is, however, rather improbable in case of well-dimensioned caches.
4.4.3 Support for Heterogeneous Caches
So far we did not consider that the resources of caches, especially their upload band-
width, could vary a lot. For example, in the STB scenario (as described in Chapter 6)
the overlay provider controls both low-capacity STBs (peer caches) with upload band-
width in the range from 128 kbps to few Mbps and content servers (server caches) with
upload bandwidth from several Mbps to one Gigabit per second (Gbps). That means
that a server cache can serve much more peers in parallel than a peer cache. Addi-
tionally, the costs of traffic served by different caches might differ so that the overlay
provider prefers serving segments from peer caches rather than from server caches if
possible.
These considerations result in the following additional rules that can be combined
with both of the presented allocation policies:
1. If several caches are available for allocation, select peer caches first.
2. If some caches are to be removed from the swarm, select server caches first.
3. Calculate the number of upload slots of cache s as slots(s) = us/r where us is
the upload bandwidth of s and r is the video bitrate. If us < r applies, more
than one cache must be allocated or removed at once (to achieve
￿
us ￿ r).
4. Allocate only caches that possess the desired segments.
Rules 1 and 2 reduce the load on server caches by prioritizing peer caches. Note that
in case of the supporter policy rule 2 is applied implicitly because a supporter leaves
the swarm if it has no starving peers to support. Rule 3 takes the heterogeneous
upload bandwidth of peers into account. Finally, Rule 4 supports peer caches that
possess only an incomplete copy of the video. Therefore, as a general rule of thumb,
partial caches should be allocated only if they possess at least 50% of the video. For
the supporter policy we can also reuse the knowledge about playback positions of
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starving peers to calculate the desired segments and to select partial caches owning
these segments.
4.5 evaluation methodology
This section describes the methodology applied to evaluate the proposed adaptive
allocation policies. The policies should improve the streaming quality and reduce the
server traffic compared to static allocation of cache resources. In this regard, we focus
on the server caches in the first place and use the perfect static allocation of server caches
as a benchmark (which would require perfect prediction in practice).
Our second goal is the verification, whether the streaming-centric supporter policy
can outperform the global speed policy in terms of average and outliers’ performance.
We further aim to investigate the scalability and overhead of our policies.
Special attention is paid to the utilization of peer caches additionally to server
caches and the related impact on streaming performance and server traffic. In the
latter case we use not only the static allocation of server caches but also the pure
server-based video delivery as a benchmark.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed allocation policies, we im-
plemented them in an extended version of the OctoSim simulator [16]. This discrete
event-based simulator models data transfers at the level of file segments. As the under-
lying streaming protocol, we implemented in the simulator the G2G protocol (see Sec-
tion 2.2.3) according to the specification provided in [105]. All simulation runs were
repeated ten times and we provide average values over all ten runs together with their
standard deviations unless mentioned otherwise.
4.5.1 Workload
The performance evaluation is done using the following workloads (see also Table 2),
which provide either the short-term or long-term view on the system performance:
1. Basic: constant peer arrival rate with short YouTube-like videos,
2. Diurnal: full length movies with the typical 24 hours usage pattern.
We first describe their common setup before covering the specific properties of each
workload.
In all scenarios the overlay provider can either allocate cache servers statically to a
particular video or, alternatively, an adaptive allocation policy can be used to allocate
servers on demand.
The peers are divided into three groups based on their upload capacities, represent-
ing slow (DSL with 256 kbps), moderate (high-speed DSL or cable with 512 kbps),
and fast (Ethernet with 1024 kbps) Internet connections similar to [65]. The relative
size of these user groups is 0.3, 0.5, and 0.2, respectively. We also limit the maximum
download bandwidth of peers to 2048 kbps to avoid fast peers consuming too much
download bandwidth. In any case the download limit is four times the video playback
rate and, therefore, sufficient even for an aggressive segment prefetching. Since even
for high-end users greedy utilization of the upload bandwidth might result in throt-
tling through the network operator, we also limit the maximum upload bandwidth
of Ethernet users to 1024 kbps to avoid too unfair resource utilization. Finally, each
server has an upload bandwidth of 2048 kbps.
We model the session length of peers as follows:
Tsession = min(Tstartup + Tplayback + Tstall, Tdeparture). (4.10)
Here, users might stop the session without watching the complete video after the
random time Tdeparture. We model the departure process by letting peers on average
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Table 2: Evaluation workloads.
Parameter Basic Diurnal
Simulation duration 30 minutes 24 hours
Video length 5 minutes 70 minutes
Video bitrate 512 kbps
Available servers 10 10–40
Server upload bandwidth 2048 kbps
Peer groups (relative sizes) 0.3, 0.5, 0.2
Peer upload bandwidth (per group) 256, 512, 1024 kbps
Peer download bandwidth 2048 kbps
Arrival rate (exponential) 12 peers/min 100–1100 peers/h
Playout buffer size 10 seconds
Departure rate ∼50% of video ∼39% of video
abort the playback and depart from the swarm after 50% (or 39%) of video length
after they start playing. The peers are enforced to upload the content as long as they
watch it.
Basic workload
The first workload models a VoD scenario where an overlay provider offers short
clips, such as trailers, news reports, or YouTube-like user-generated videos, and tries
to reduce its costs and increase system scalability by deploying a peer-assisted system.
The specific properties of this workload are short session times (∼ 2.5minutes per peer)
and the total simulation duration of 30 minutes, which result in the total number of
360 peers. The video length and peer departure rate of this workload are modeled
similar to the MSN Video traces presented in [65].
Diurnal workload
VoD systems are used not only for short videos on YouTube-like portals but also
for pay-per-view online video rental shops such as Maxdome or Netflix. The offered
content are mostly serials and full-length documentary or motion pictures. The in-
creased content length requires also a longer simulation duration (24 hours instead
of 30 minutes) and allows for other specific properties of video workloads, such as
longer session times.
To evaluate the policy performance in a scenario with full-length movies, we con-
sider a 24-hours workload with the characteristical diurnal behavior (see Figure 14).
This behavior describes the variable arrival rate of user requests over different periods
of time [76]. A typical example is the changing request intensity between the morning
and evening hours.
We model such diurnal behavior according to Yu et al. [159] who measured a large
VoD system deployed by China Telecom over the period of 219 days. Based on their
findings, we model a variable peer arrival rate as shown in Figure 14. We set the video
length to 70 minutes and let peers depart from the swarm after watching 39% of the
video (randomly distributed). The calculation of the departure rate is again based
on [159]. Because of the higher number of concurrent peers (up to 450 peers in the
peak hours), the maximum server number is also increased from 10 to 20, 30, or 40
servers.
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Figure 14: Varying peer arrival rate with the diurnal workload.
This workload is also suitable to evaluate the allocation of peer caches since peers
that downloaded the content in the beginning of the day can be reused later on to
serve new peers. Since the number of peer caches is growing continuously with the
time only a subset of them is required later on with the actual number depending on
the system dynamics. In this regard, the extended version of allocation policies can be
applied to further offload the overlay provider’s servers (see Section 4.4.3).
4.5.2 Metrics
We use the following playback specific metrics to evaluate the performance of the
streaming swarm: startup delay until the video can be played and stalling times during
the playback. Thereby, we apply the startup decision proposed for the G2G protocol:
the playback starts after the initial playout buffer (which corresponds to the high pri-
ority set) is filled and the remaining download time plus 20% overhead is smaller than
the video duration. Whenever appropriate, we also consider the total playback delay of
peers (or total delay for short), which is simply the sum of startup delay and stalling
time per peer. We consider especially the 50th and 95th percentiles of the delays, ex-
pressing the maximum delays experienced by 50% or 95% of users, respectively.
At the side of the overlay provider, the main metric is the hosting cost of its servers.
To this end, we focus on the bandwidth cost incurred by the uploaded data. We further
distinguish the amount of data uploaded from the servers and peers to demonstrate
the cost savings of the proposed solution.
Last but no least, we measure the reporting overhead incurred by the adaptive alloca-
tion policies by measuring the number of peer reports arriving at the indexing server.
In this regard, we assume binary encoding of reported values (average speed for the
global speed policy, starving state for the supporter policy) resulting in the message
size that easily fits into the standard IP payload size of 1500 bytes, which is is the
standard maximum transmission unit of IP over Ethernet [143].
4.6 evaluation results
This section presents the evaluation of the proposed allocation policies, which was
performed using simulations and presented in Section 4.6. The verification of the
obtained results in a testbed is then shown in Section 4.7.
In order to demonstrate the feasibility and benefits of the proposed policies we
conduct several experiments that analyze:
Comparison of Static and Adaptive Policies compares the performance and
costs of adaptive policies to static server allocation.
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Figure 15: Comparison of static and adaptive policies.
Scalability of the Supporter Policy analyzes the scalability and overhead of
the supporter policy.
Diurnal Effects analyzes the impact of the diurnal traffic pattern.
Impact of Heterogeneous Caches considers the impact of peer cache utiliza-
tion (STBs), including a comparison with a pure server-based solution.
We expect our policies to eliminate stalling and to perform at least as good as the
static allocation policy with perfect predictions of user behavior. Furthermore, the
supporter policy should be able to avoid too many outliers experiencing much worse
performance than average users. The utilization of peer caches should offload server
caches without decreasing the streaming quality.
4.6.1 Comparison of Static and Adaptive Policies
In this subsection, we compare the performance of both adaptive policies and the
static allocation of server caches. The analysis is performed using the aforementioned
basic workloads with the following parameterization of single policies:
For the static policy we let the fixed number of servers stay in the network for
the whole duration of the experiment. The number of servers is varied for different
runs to determine the best static setup (no stalling and startup delays of less than ten
seconds).
The adaptive policies can allocate up to ten servers on demand. For the supporter
policy we use the following parameters (based on the sensitivity analysis described in
Section A.1.2): minStarving = 1, maxPeers = 4, sufferTime = 5 seconds, and recoveryTime
= 20 seconds. Finally, for the global policy the target speed factor is set to 1.5 (the
impact of various factors is presented in Section A.1.1). Furthermore, the global speed
policy uses the dynamic reporting interval of 10 messages per second independently
from the swarm population.
We present the 95th percentiles of the relevant metrics for different configurations
of the static policy and the best obtained adaptive policies in Figure 15. Table 3 addi-
tionally provides exact values of 50th and 95th percentiles for all three policies with
the best configuration.
The results for the playback delays are reported Figure 15a show startup and stalling
times for the static policy, and only startup delays for adaptive policies, since no
stalling took place (standard deviations for adaptive policies are reported in Table 3).
We make the following observations:
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Table 3: Performance comparison of various policies with the basic workload. Stalling times are
not shown since they are zero for all considered configurations.
Policy Server traffic Startup Delay (Std. Dev.) [s]
[GB] 50% 95%
Best static 1.75 12.2 (1.3) 30.9 (2.6)
Global speed 1.60 10.3 (0.9) 29.0 (2.4)
Supporter 1.78 10.3 (0.3) 15.5 (0.5)
• With the static allocation, the system performs best with 4 servers, though some
peers still experience playback stalling. With too few servers the delays are
high while with many servers the delays go down due to bandwidth over-
provisioning.
• The adaptive policies exhibit comparable performance, while the supporter pol-
icy outperforms the global speed policy (50% shorter startup delay). The prob-
able reason is that supporters upload to starving peers in the first place, while
the global speed and static policies allocate the bandwidth to random peers.
• In Figure 15b we also show the data volume uploaded by servers. We can see
that in the static configuration the server contribution grows almost linearly with
the server count. With four static servers they have to upload roughly the same
amount of data compared with the adaptive policies. Though the supporter pol-
icy uploads slightly more data than the global speed policy, it is able to achieve
much lower startup delays (see also Table 3).
In summary, this experiment shows that an adaptive policy enables an overlay pro-
vider to reduce costs by allocating available resources according to the swarm perfor-
mance. This allows to achieve the performance of a well-dimensioned system without
knowing the user demand and upload supply in advance. Even if the overlay pro-
vider could perfectly estimate the demand for the best static allocation (here with 4
servers), the supporter policy deals better with the system dynamics and provides
better streaming performance than the static and global speed policies.
4.6.2 Scalability of the Supporter Policy
In this experiment, we analyze the scalability of the supporter policy with regard to
the streaming performance, server traffic, and messaging overhead. A proper adap-
tive policy should be able to allocate less server resources when the system load is
low and more servers with the increasing load. We use the basic workload setup
(see Section 4.5.1) and vary the peer arrival rate to put the policy under stress. The
peer arrival rate is varied in the range [0.1; 1] peers per second and results in the total
number of 180 to 1800 peers (the arrival rate of 0.2 peers/second corresponds to the
basic setup).
Before presenting the performance results we can calculate the maximum arrival
rate that can be supported without streaming quality degradations. According to the
analytical model presented in Section 4.3 the total supply of our system can be com-
puted as U = 537 · L · 0.8+ 10 · 2000 kbps (537 is the average upload capacity of peers,
0.8 is their average utilization, and there are up to 10 servers, each with 2000 kbps
upload bandwidth). Note that the average peer upload bandwidth in our workload
is slightly larger than the playback rate (537 vs. 512 kbps), but the higher arrival rate
results in a large number of newcomers, which have no segments to offer until they fill
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Figure 16: Impact of the increasing peer arrival rate on the supporter policy.
their playout buffers and prefetch rare segments. Therefore, a higher arrival rate leads
to a higher bandwidth deficit and higher demand for servers. The bandwidth demand
is D = L · 1.2 · 512 (where L is the supported number of concurrent downloaders and
1.2 is the desired prefetching factor.). In order to find the balance mode we set U = D
and resolve L = 10 · 2000/(512 · 1.2− 537 · 0.8) = 108.2 concurrent peers. We can apply
now the Little’s Law [72] expressing the relationship between the mean number of
customers in the system L (or downloaders in our case), their arrival rate λ, and their
mean time in the system T , as:
L = λ · T (4.11)
We then insert L = 108.2 peers that we calculated above. Furthermore, it applies
that T = 0.5 · 5 minutes because an average peer in our setup watches 50% of the 5
minutes long video. Then we can resolve Equation 4.11 for λ in order to obtain that
the maximum sustainable peer arrival rate:
λ = L/T = 108.2/(0.5 · 5) = 43.3 peers/min = 0.72 peers/second
The corresponding simulation results for the streaming performance and server
traffic are presented in Figure 16. We observe that the median and the 95th percentile
of the total playback delay are constantly kept low up to the arrival rate of 0.6 peers
per second (see Figure 16a). Above this saturation point there are not enough servers
to catch up with the missing peer resources and the playback delay starts to increase,
while the median increases moderately compared to the 95th percentile. We also ob-
serve that the measured saturation point of 0.6 peers/second is quite close to the pre-
viously calculated theoretical value of 0.72 (the relative error is |0.6− 0.72|/0.72 = 0.16).
We further observe in Figure 16b that the traffic volume uploaded by servers in-
creases linearly with the peer arrival rate up to the saturation point, after which the
load is constant (all servers are allocated). This is consistent with our expectation
that the policy scales up to the maximum server capacity. Furthermore, the reporting
overhead, which is induced by the suffering messages from peers unable to fill their
playout buffers, increases linearly with the arrival rate with a steep increase above
the saturation point. Below this point the overhead at the indexing server is quite
low compared to the content server traffic. For example, with the peer arrival rate of
0.4 peers/minute content servers upload around 4 GB of data while the messaging
overhead is only 30 MB, which is less than 1% of the total server traffic.
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Figure 17: Performance of allocation policies with the diurnal workload.
4.6.3 Diurnal Effects
So far we evaluated the short-term behavior of our adaptive allocation policies. For
this purpose, the videos were short (and, therefore, also the user sessions and the
required simulation duration). In the current experiment we evaluate the performance
of the same policies (static, global speed, and supporter) in the much larger diurnal
scenario (see Table 2). Thereby, we vary the number of available cache servers, while
the impact of the available peer caches is covered in the subsequent experiment.
The main results of this experiment are shown in Figure 17. The analyzed metrics
are again the total playback delay (both the median and 95th percentile) and the server
traffic. We observe the following effects:
• The supporter policy outperforms other policies both with regard to the play-
back delay (see Figure 17a and Figure 17b) and the server traffic (see Figure 17c).
Concerning the median playback delay the supporter policy offers a 58% better
performance and with regard to the 95th percentile even an 82% better perfor-
mance (with only 10 available servers).
• The streaming performance improves with the increasing number of servers
where the supporter policy saturates its performance around 25 servers, while
both other policies make extensive use of up to 40 servers (see Figure 17d). Nev-
ertheless, the supporter policy performs even with 20 servers better than other
policies with 40 available servers. Here, focusing on playout buffers and starving
peers provides a significant benefit.
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Table 4: Performance of allocation policies with the diurnal workload.
Policy Allocated Server tra- Reporting Total delay (Std. dev.) [s] Stalling [s]
servers ffic [GB] [GB] 95% 50% 95% 50%
Static 30 563 – 210 (13.0) 49 (1.6) 175 14
40 726 – 159 (15.5) 36 (1.5) 127 5
Global speed
￿ 10 183 1.16 421 (17.2) 101 (6.3) 372 58
￿ 20 337 1.16 280 (12.4) 70 (3.0) 242 33
￿ 30 456 1.16 212 (11.7) 55 (1.6) 177 21
￿ 40 538 1.16 163 (12.1) 45 (2.0) 127 13
Supporter
￿ 10 172 2.9 156 (9.4) 49 (2.2) 117 19
￿ 20 266 2.9 51 (2.0) 29 (0.8) 25 5
￿ 30 283 2.9 44 (0.9) 27 (0.4) 18 4
￿ 40 283 2.9 45 (1.2) 27 (0.3) 18 4
• The global speed policy can only slightly increase the streaming performance in
comparison with the static allocation. The reason is the less efficient allocation
of resources as visible in Figure 17d. It shows that for the maximum number
of 20 servers the global speed policy uses all of them during the daytime and
reduces its engagement only during the night hours. Contrary, the supporter
policy allocates all servers only during the extreme peaks (at 1 and 10 pm) and
reduces its engagement significantly around 4 pm and even more during the
night hours.
• Comparing the behavior of the supporter policy with 20 and 40 available servers,
we also observe that this policy makes only sparingly use of additional 20 servers
by allocating some of them during the extreme 10 pm peak (see Figure 17d). This
explains why the server traffic increases only moderately if more than 20 servers
are available. This is contrary to the global speed policy (and even more aggres-
sive static allocation) which utilizes much more additional servers without a
visible streaming performance improvements (see Figure 17c).
Additional performance and overhead results are reported in Table 4. We observe
that the reporting overhead is higher for the supporter than for the global speed
policy, which is still quite low compared to the server traffic savings. For example,
with 30 available servers the server traffic is reduced by 456− 283 = 173 GB at the
cost of 2.9− 1.16 = 1.74 GB of additional reporting overhead over 24 hours, which
corresponds to only 21.1 KB/second higher indexing server load.
We also notice that the staling times (both the median and the 95th percentile) de-
crease with the supporter policy dramatically. This also applies to the stability of the
system (visible in the decreasing standard deviation for the supporter policy com-
pared to other policies).
We conclude that the supporter policy again outperforms both the static and global
speed based allocation policies. Incurring a relatively low reporting overhead, the
server traffic can be drastically reduced up to 47 and 61% compared to the global
speed and static policies, respectively. At the same time, the streaming experience is
improved with regard to both the total playback delay and stalling times. The im-
provement is significant both for the median user and the outliers.
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Figure 18: Performance of adaptive allocation policies applied to server and peer caches (diurnal
workload).
4.6.4 Impact of Heterogeneous Caches
A significant issue in the workloads evaluated so far is the required availability of
server caches being able to satisfy the difference between the bandwidth demand
and the bandwidth supply through downloading peers. This requires that the overlay
provider either has access to a sufficient amount of server resources (either in its
own data centers or rented resources). Another possibility is to reuse the resources
of peers that already downloaded the content before and whose upload bandwidth
could be reused to serve new peers. For the time being we assume that the devices
are online and can re-join the video swarms on demand. This applies especially to the
provider controlled systems based on STBs (the online and standby policies for STBs
are discussed in detail in Chapter 6).
In this experiment, we (1) evaluate the performance of allocation policies applied
to the peer caches and (2) compare the potential savings of the peer-assisted system
with and without peer caches relative to the pure server-based solution.
For this purpose, we reuse the diurnal workload and apply the extended version
described in Section 4.4.3 to the supporter policy . Additionally to servers, finished
peers stay available in the system, and can be reused to increase system’s performance.
Figure 18 shows the total playback delay of both adaptive policies and the incurred
server traffic. We make two key observations:
1. Both policies achieve very similar median streaming performance but the sup-
porter policy achieves a two times better performance for the outliers (see Fig-
ure 18a);
2. The server traffic of the supporter policies is much lower than that of the global
speed policy with 8.5 versus 297 GB, which is 95% better (see Figure 18b).
While the first observation is consistent with our previous results, the much lower
server traffic can be explained as follows: the upload resources of peer caches are
much lower than that of server caches (the average of 537 kbps for peers and 2 Mbps
for servers), which results in the fact that much more caches must be allocated to the system.
Allocating them to random peers results in a suboptimal utilization of their upload re-
sources and, therefore, insufficient global speed. For this reason, the supporter policy
performs more efficiently resulting in a better situation both for the users (eliminating
outliers) and lower server costs.
Additional details including stalling times and standard deviations are consistent
with other results and are provided in Table 5 for the purpose of completeness.
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Table 5: Adaptive allocation of peer caches (diurnal workload).
Policy Allocated Server tra- Reporting Total delay (Std. dev.) [s] Stalling [s]
servers ffic [GB] [GB] 95% 50% 95% 50%
Global speed ￿ 20 297 1.16 124 (5.0) 37 (1.6) 90 7
Supporter ￿ 20 8.5 3.76 63 (4.1) 31 (0.7) 34 7
Comparison with Client-Server
In Table 6 summarizes our results from the diurnal workload by comparing the sav-
ings of various policies with the performance of a pure client-server model. The latter
case means that all data is uploaded from servers, for which purpose we repeat the
simulation with the peer’s upload bandwidth set to zero. For the adaptive allocation,
we calculate the combined load on content and indexing servers, and consider both
the workload with and without utilization of peer caches.
We observe that with the client-server model, the servers have to stream 2,578 GB
of video data. A peer-assisted solution with a well-dimensioned static allocation pol-
icy (using 40 servers) saves 71.84% of server bandwidth, while the global speed pol-
icy (without peer caches) saves 79,09% of traffic. Furthermore, the utilization of peer
caches (STBs) with the global speed policy saves further 9% of traffic. Finally, with
the supporter policy the same savings can be achieved even without STB utilization,
while the setup with STBs results in savings of 99,52%.
In the basic case, using the supporter policy and peer caches, the servers upload
only 8.5 GB262.5 MB = 33.15 video copies (video size is 262.5 MB), while there are more
than 12, 251 download requests. Note that the optimal savings would be to stream
only a single copy of each video from the servers, which would result in savings of
2578 GB
262.5 MB = 0.9999 or 99.9%.
This analysis provides estimation for potential overlay provider’s savings for single
swarms. Therefore, this result cannot be generalized too easily to estimate the total
savings of a peer-assisted system. In the whole system there are many videos, some
of them very popular and others not. For the less popular videos the number of con-
current viewers might be very low, resulting in a more frequent segment downloads
from servers. If a user wants to watch several videos in a sequence, the upload band-
width must be shared among cached videos, thus, further reducing the total upload
Table 6: Potential traffic savings compared with a server-based system (diurnal workload).
Configuration Server traffic
[GB]
Reporting
[GB]
Combined
traffic [GB]
Savings [%]
Client-server 2,578 – 2,578 –
Static 726 – 726 71.84
Global speed 538 1.16 539 79.09
Global speed STB 297 1.16 298 88.44
Supporter 283 2.90 286 88.91
Supporter STB 8.5 3.76 12.3 99.52
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bandwidth of the system. Furthermore, the storage of peers is limited, which will
result in older or less popular videos being removed and less available. Finally, the
ability of peers to be online at the right time is desired to serve the content from
the peers. Therefore, we need additional analysis and additional mechanisms, as we
demonstrate in the following sections.
4.7 verification in a testbed
Additionally to the simulative evaluation presented in the previous section the adap-
tive cache allocation mechanisms were evaluated in a testbed. In order to obtain results
comparable with those observed in our simulation study, we decided to implement
our mechanisms in the open-source Tribler client [147]. Thereby, we focus on the sup-
porter policy that turned out to be more suitable for a peer-assisted VoD scenario.
Since the Tribler client is based on the same p2p streaming protocol as our simulation
model similar performance can be expected. However, because of the certain protocol
optimization of the client implementation, different levels of detail, and the external
effects of the realistic deployment, certain deviations can be expected.
In the following, we describe the most relevant details of the prototypical realization
before presenting the obtained results and comparing them with the simulations.
4.7.1 Implementation in a Prototype
The basic architecture of the Tribler client provides only one node type: the Tribler
client itself. This client can act both as a regular peer, a simple server (so-called initial
seed). The client can further run the internal tracker, besides acting as a regular peer
or initial seed. A client that does not initiate any downloads acts as a stand-alone
tracker. The tracker is responsible for the contact management providing the basic
functionality of an indexing server where clients can ask for IP addresses and listen
ports of other peers. Furthermore, the tracker provides a system administrator with a
simple monitoring functionality.
In our scenario three different entities are built by running the client in one of
those modes (regular peer, server, or stand-alone tracker). An implementation of the
supporter policy requires the following modifications to each of these entities (shown
in Figure 19):
1. SupporterMonitor module extends the Tribler’s tracker with the monitoring
functionalities to provide the functionality of an indexing server. More specifi-
cally, it can receive suffering requests from streaming clients calculate their state
(according to Figure 13), and dispatch starving peer lists to the supporters.
2. Client module is a modified Tribler client that additionally monitors the inter-
nal buffer state and sends suffering requests to the SupporterMonitor module if
segments are missed in the playout buffer. Each regular peer that is not acting
as a supporter server is extended with this module.
3. SupporterServer module is realized by modifying the client’s contact manage-
ment and upload behavior. A supporter server communicates with the supporter
monitor to receive the list of allocated regular peers. The supporter connects and
uploads to these peers, exclusively.
The following use cases have been identified for supporter monitor (they corre-
spond to the monitor’s interface shown in Figure 19):
1. A supporter server joins the overlay by registering at the supporter monitor. The
registration information contains the ID of the server, its listen port, and the
capacity of the supporter server in terms of the maximum number of supported
peers.
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+receive_peer_list(list):bool
+is_alive():bool
-maxPeers: int
-supportedPeers: list)
SupporterServer
+register_supporter(ID, port, maxPeers)
+register_peer(peerID, Port)
+request_support(peerID)
+abort_support(peerID)
-monitored_peers: list
-monitored_supporters: list
SupporterMonitor
1..* 1
+start_download(torrentID)
+stop_download(torrentID)
-peerID: string
-playoutBuffer: map
Client
1
1
1..* 1..*
Figure 19: Design overview of the supporter policy implementation (low-level details are omit-
ted).
2. A regular peer joins the overlay and registers at the supporter monitor. For this
purpose, the peer signals its compatibility with the supporter-related protocols
and sends its ID and listen port. If a peer is member in multiple swarms (one
swarm per video), then the peer registers for each swarm separately.
3. A registered peer detects that its buffer is not full and reports this to the sup-
porter monitor.
4. A registered peer detects that its buffer is completely full and reports this to the
supporter monitor.
In order to enable these messaging types, the SupporterMonitor extends the HTTP-
based communication protocol of the Tribler tracker with additional HTTP resources.
The internal algorithm was realized according to the Listing 2. For this purpose, the
supporter monitor tracks the calculated states of regular peers and the list of peers
allocated to the available servers. After each re-allocation phase the list of peers to be
supported are dispatched to the servers using the interfaces offered by the supporter
server.
The SupporterServer module extends the Tribler client with an additional inter-
face. This interface is based on XML-RPC [153] and provides two methods to control
supporter server from the supporter monitor:
1. receive_peer_list(list_of_peer_ids): upon the invocation of this method a
supporter server updates its internal list of peers to be supported.
2. is_alive(): This method enables the supporter monitor to detect failed or dis-
connected supporter servers and is invoked in regular intervals.
It is important to ensure that each peer is connected to a supporter. Therefore, the
tracker implementation is modified to include at least one supporter in the contact
lists provided to peers. We further modify the upload behavior of supporter servers
to ensure that only starving peers are served. For this purpose, the relevant Chocker
class of the Tribler client is altered to serve exclusively the peers whose IDs were
included in the last message received from the supporter monitor.
Finally, the regular peer is extended by registering callback handlers that are in-
voked by the underlying VoD algorithms in regular intervals (once per second). The
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Figure 20: Performance of allocation policies in a testbed.
handler verifies the content of the playout buffer and, if some segments are miss-
ing, sends a request_support report to the SupporterMonitor. The client also sends
abort_support messages to the SupporterMonitor once the playout buffer is full
again.
4.7.2 Comparison with Simulation Results
The evaluation of the supporter extension was performed in the G-Lab facility [46] that
is a national German testbed for the Future Internet and comprises around 150 physi-
cal nodes distributed over five German universities. In order to reduce the amount of
traffic between the G-Lab sites, each experiment was performed within a single site.
The main goal of the testbed verification is to confirm the results obtained in a
simulation. Due to the limited scalability of the available testbed and to enable com-
parability with the simulations, the setup resembles the basic workload described
in Section 4.5.1 as much as possible. Each setup was repeated three times and we
report the average values together with the standard deviations. Up to 360 peers par-
ticipate in a single experiment run.
In order to verify the results obtained by simulations we repeated selected simula-
tion setup. In the following, we present two of them: comparison of allocation policies,
and scalability of the supporter policy.
Comparison of Allocation Policies
Figure 20 shows the performance comparison for the default configuration of the sup-
porter policy with three selected static configurations. For each setup both the testbed
and the simulation results are shown. The testbed results were obtained using the
aforementioned setup, while the simulation results are an excerpt of those presented
in Section 4.6.1.
The following observations can be made concerning the testbed performance of the
policies compared to the simulation results:
• Both evaluation methodologies provide very similar results. The supporter pol-
icy provides the same streaming quality as the well-dimensioned 7 static servers
(see Figure 20a) while keeping the server traffic at the level of 4 static servers
(see Figure 20b). Furthermore, compared with 4 static servers, the streaming
quality is much better (14 vs. 23 seconds in the testbed, 16 vs. 33 seconds with
simulations).
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Figure 21: Performance of the supporter policy in a testbed.
• The most significant deviations with regard to the playback delays are observed
with one static seed (see Figure 20a). There is also a slight deviation with regard
to the server traffic with the supporter policy (see Figure 20b). We attribute these
deviations to the different level of details of the methodologies in use.
Scalability of the Supporter Policy
Additionally, Figure 21 shows the comparison of testbed and simulation results with
regard to the scalability of the supporter policy. The testbed results were obtained
similar to the previous experiment but with a variable arrival rate of peers, ranging
from 12 to 36 peers per minute. Due to the limitations of the available testbed, it
was not possible to repeat this scenario with higher arrival rates. Therefore, the plots
include only the corresponding subset of the simulation results from Section 4.6.2.
We observe that for the peer arrival rates up to 32 peers per minute the simulation
and testbed results are very similar. This applies both to the playback delay shown
in Figure 21a and to the server traffic shown in Figure 21b. Only with the highest
peer arrival rate of 36 peers per minute significant deviations occur. We attribute
this effect to the link congestion in the testbed when too many peers exchange data
simultaneously.
In summary, the performance evaluation with the real client has shown that the
results obtained in a testbed verify the results obtained via simulations. That is, the
supporter policy outperforms the static policy by providing good streaming quality
and limiting the required server’s contribution. Furthermore, the scalability of the
supporter policy can be verified for scenarios that do not exceed the capacity of G-
Lab testbed.
4.8 summary
In this chapter, we presented adaptive allocation policies for servers and peer caches in
peer-assisted VoD streaming. The policies enable the overlay provider to avoid under-
capacity and streaming quality degradation in the system. At the same time, they
avoid wastage of cache resources. To achieve this, we provided an analytical model
that revealed the relevant parameters of peer-assisted VoD. Our approach provides a
flexible combination of three components: demand monitoring, cache allocation de-
cisions, and connection management for the caches. We devised two policies: global
speed that tries to balance the average download speed in the swarm and supporter that
focuses on the playout buffers of single peers. We showed by means of simulations
that adaptive policies can handle unknown user demand and provide high streaming
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quality to the users. Furthermore, they can keep the server traffic at a low level. This
properties were evaluated with two different workloads (stable peer arrival rate and
dynamic diurnal scenario). The results showed that the supporter policy was able to
outperform other policies (perfect static allocation and global speed) by eliminating out-
liers (visible in 95th percentiles of playback delays). With the diurnal workload this
also applies to the median streaming performance and the server traffic. We also esti-
mated the potential savings of our system compared to a client-server and STB-based
system. In the latter case, the allocation of provider-managed STBs allowed the high-
est savings of server traffic. Finally, we implemented the supporter policy in a real VoD
client and measured its performance in a realistic testbed to verify selected simulation
results.
In this sense, the chapter provided the basic functionality of a peer-assisted stream-
ing in terms of adaptive peer and server utilization. Due to the scalability issues,
accounting for low-level interactions between servers and peers forced us to focus on
single videos in the performed evaluation study. In the following chapters, we take
the efficient allocation of servers and peers for granted. This allows us to consider
distribution of multiple videos in the long-term.

5INCENT IVE -BASED MANAGEMENT OF OVERLAY TRAFF IC
In the previous chapter, we saw that an overlay provider can significantly reduce its
the load on its servers by utilizing peer-assistance. In this chapter, we discuss how
network operators can manage the traffic of such delivery overlays without deterio-
rating their performance. First, we discuss existing traffic management approaches
and identify their shortcomings. We derive the requirements for overlay-friendly traf-
fic management, analyze existing approaches with regard to these requirements, and
present main insights for an alternative solution. Our contribution is an approach
to indirect traffic management that aims to meet the requirements of users, overlay
providers, and network operators. We evaluate our approach via simulations in the
scenario of peer-assisted VoD to show its effectiveness.
5.1 motivation
Today, pure p2p and peer-assisted overlays are responsible for a large amount of con-
sumer traffic, including the costly inter-domain traffic (see Chapter 1, Figure 1). As
we already discussed in Section 2.3, these overlays shift the content distribution costs
from overlay providers to network operators. The utilization of peers as data sources
introduces a vast amount of content sources, located in various network domains.
An overlay routes content from such content sources to content consumers follow-
ing overlay-specific metrics that are often network-oblivious. This introduces a large
amount of costly inter-domain traffic and demand for appropriate traffic management
in the network. The situation is different compared to the other prominent type of de-
livery overlays, namely CDNs, that tend to reduce inter-domain traffic by design [59].
Since the appearance of first p2p-based overlays the research community and net-
work providers were concerned about their impact on the network performance [8,
83, 34, 17, 131]. In the beginning this mostly applied to file sharing overlays, such as
Gnutella, eDonkey, and BitTorrent [132]. But with the increasing popularity of video
traffic also the relevance of commercial overlays is growing [89]. Therefore, both over-
lay providers and network operators started to search for appropriate solutions, which
manifested in the establishment of the Application-Layer Traffic Optimization (ALTO)
group of the Internet Engineering Task Force [134]. Unfortunately, while many of the
proposed solutions are able to reduce the costly inter-domain traffic, they might dete-
riorate overlay performance or introduce additional issues, as discussed below. Before
presenting an alternative approach, we give an overview of major traffic management
approaches and discuss their shortcomings.
5.2 related work
The existing traffic management approaches can be roughly divided into three cat-
egories: traffic shaping, network caches, and application layer traffic optimization.
While the first two categories describe traffic management approaches applied by a
network operator, the latter category includes approaches that are applied either only
within the overlay or require a collaboration between the overlay and network.
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5.2.1 Traffic Shaping
Traffic shaping is one possible technique to reduce the costly inter-domain traffic in-
curred through p2p overlays [109]. Here, p2p traffic receives lower priority than other
types of traffic such as HTTP downloads, which are considered to be more network-
friendly. A prominent example is an incident where a network operator, namely Com-
cast, actively disrupted BitTorrent traffic by resetting connections through spoofed
control packets [145]. Such measures, however, typically result in unsatisfied users and
overlay providers because of the throttled transfers [109]. Additionally, their impact
on network neutrality is highly debatable, since they prioritize certain applications
and users [117]. Consistently, network regulation authorities can enforce network op-
erators to change their policies [50].
The first necessary step for traffic shaping is to detect overlay traffic, where different
techniques can be used, such as comparing source and target ports of network packets
with those used by well-known protocols and applications. After p2p overlays started
to use changing ports, Deep Packet Inspection was introduced where not only packet
headers but also the application data contained within a packet is analyzed [104].
After the p2p overlays started to encrypt the transferred content, researches proposed
to recognize specific patterns to identify p2p traffic [78].
5.2.2 Network Caches
Another option are network caches tailored to specific p2p overlays [95, 131, 17, 163,
92]. A network cache is a server deployed by the network operator to store popular
content in the local network domain and to redistribute it to local peers. This way the
cache prevents local peers from downloading this content from remote peers. Different
commercial products exist, such as the Overcache solution offered by Oversi [116].
Caches, however, fail to handle encrypted p2p traffic and the network cache owner
might face problems, if caching illegal content.
As described by Lehrieder et al. there are three categories of caches for p2p over-
lays [92]: transparent caches, ultrapeers, and caches known to the peers. A transparent
cache is located at the border of a network domain and operates invisible to peers by
intercepting requests to peers in remote domains and replying to those requests dis-
guised as the remote peer. Repeated requests for the same content are then served by
such a cache to avoid redundant data to cross domain borders. Deployment of trans-
parent caches was evaluated for such p2p overlays as BitTorrent and Gnutella [17, 131].
In contrast to that, ultrapeers act like normal peers in the overlay but are managed
and inserted into the overlay by the network operator [92]. Their upload bandwidth is
significantly higher than that of the other peers, so that they can serve many requests.
Furthermore, they cannot be distinguished from ordinary peers by a peer that requests
data from them.
The third type comprises caches that are known to the peers of the overlay, i.e. non-
transparent caches. They are made available to the overlay, so that overlay peers are
aware of their origin and might try to request data from them instead of remote peers.
Such an approach, therefore, requires a specialized cache discovery [58].
Besides the potential caching of illegal or copyright-restricted content, another se-
rious problem of the discussed caching approaches happens when only one network
operator deploys caches: while the local peers can be served very fast from the local
caches and receive increased performance, these local peers also become an attrac-
tive content source for remote peers, thus, leading to an undesired increase in the
inter-domain leaving the local domain [92].
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5.2.3 Locality-aware Overlays
A different approach is to enhance p2p applications with knowledge about the under-
lying infrastructure, thus, making them locality-aware. A locality-aware overlay mod-
ifies peers’ internal behavior to exchange data inside of the local network domain
first, before contacting remote peers [133, 123]. Different locality-aware techniques
were proposed applicable to different types of p2p overlays, such as BitTorrent and
p2p streaming [17, 114, 150, 135, 33]. The common idea is to prefer local peers to re-
mote peers. This distinction can be applied, for example, when a peer decides which
other peers to connect to or from which peers to request certain data. According to
the ISO/OSI model (as described by Zimmermann [161]) these approaches belong to
the application layer because they optimize traffic within the applications themselves
instead of applying lower level routing and traffic shaping mechanisms applied by
network operators.
Such approaches can be further divided into two categories: client-side only traf-
fic optimization and operator-supported traffic optimization. In client-side only traffic
optimization a peer attempts to determine the locality of other peers through measure-
ments. One such approach is the Ono plug-in for the Azureus BitTorrent client [33].
Ono contacts existing CDNs, such as Akamai or Limelight, to determine the proxim-
ity of peers. Before actually transferring data, a CDN redirects users to the providing
server that is nearest to the requesting user. An Ono-enabled peer inspects the redi-
rected requests for the hosted content and compares the lists of returned CDN servers
with other peers. Peers with a higher overlap in the returned lists are considered as
more local.
Other approaches of pure client-side locality use round-trip time measurements to
calculate peer proximity [40, 1, 154] or geolocation databases provided by independent
parties [80]. A positive aspect of these approaches, however, is the independence from
the network operator. On the other hand, these techniques are based on heuristics and
might be imprecise or contradict operator’s interests.
The inaccuracy of client-side only traffic optimization can be alleviated by deploy-
ment of dedicated information services, provided by network operators. Examples of
such operator-supported approaches are Proactive network Provider Participation for
P2p (P4P) [157], BGP-based locality promotion [124], and the “oracle” service [5]. The
core idea of these approaches is that the network operator offers special information
servers able to provide accurate status information of the network as well as infor-
mation on peers locations. Whenever an overlay has a choice to select a subset of
candidate peers, an information server can be requested to rate the candidates, so
that the overlay can decide which connections are more network-friendly. However,
the deployment of such a system is costly because a network operator needs to pro-
vide these information servers. Furthermore, these approaches rely on a certain trust
between overlay users and network operators, since an overlay cannot verify the cor-
rectness of operator’s ratings.
While different studies confirmed the potential savings of locality awareness for net-
work operators, the performance of the overlay is not always improved [17, 114, 124,
135, 157, 79, 73, 84]. The main reason is that locality awareness does not increase the
resources of the overlay due to the bandwidth bottlenecks located mostly in the access
networks [39]. Piatek et al. state that such approaches may even reduce the robustness
of overlays [120].
5.3 requirement analysis
In this section, we present the desired requirements for a traffic management approach
that provides a benefit both for the network and the overlay. We also discuss how far
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the existing approaches from the related work (discussed in the previous section) are
able to fulfill them and which lessons we can learn for an alternative solution.
We state the following requirements resulting from the assumptions stated in Sec-
tion 3.2, the need of coexistence between overlay and underlying network, and further
issues discussed in the previous section.
1. Reduction of inter-domain traffic: This is a crucial requirements of network oper-
ators. A successful fulfillment would reduce the required capacity and installa-
tion costs of inter-domain links, as well as the potential payments the lower tier
providers pay for transit services. Additional issue here is the differentiation be-
tween the inbound and outbound traffic (i.e. entering or leaving the operator’s
domain), since certain operators pay for them differently [151].
2. Operator-controlled: This requirement states that the traffic management mecha-
nism must be applied by network operators. The reason is that operators have
the major interest in efficient usage of their infrastructure. On the other hand,
overlay-controlled approaches might be never applied unless users or overlay
providers see a clear benefit.
3. Incentive compatibility: This requirement specifies that overlay providers and users
must receive a performance increase. This way the network operator can incite
the overlay to cooperate.
4. Impact: The traffic management mechanism must address applications that in-
troduce the largest traffic, so that the overall impact is visible. It implies that the
network operators should focus on file sharing and video streaming applications
instead of such applications as e-mail or VoIP [35] (see also Figure 1).
5. Protocol independence: This property enables supports for various overlay applica-
tions including the future ones. Otherwise the traffic of new overlays cannot be
managed unless the support is implemented. This would delay the deployment
and increase the implementation costs of the approach. Furthermore, protocol
independence facilitates the management of encrypted traffic, in particular in
combination with with the next requirement.
6. Content unawareness: Network operators must not know which content is dis-
tributed by the overlay (or even which users). This has several reasons: Users
might be not willing to reveal which content they consume due to privacy is-
sues; Overlay providers might be concerned about the copyright protection of
the content; Finally, the network operators want to avoid an involvement in a
potential copyright infringement if the content turns out to be illegal.
7. Network neutrality: This concept defines how far a network operator is allowed to
influence the network traffic of its customers. In its basic notion network neutral-
ity describes the central conflict between efficiency of a system (i.e. operator’s
network) on one side and fairness of it on the other side [113]. One common in-
terpretation for the Internet is that users can expect all their traffic to be treated
equally by the network operators. Tim Berners-Lee, the inventor of the world
wide web, defined network neutrality from a QoS perspective as:
“If I pay to connect to the Net with a certain quality of service, and you pay
to connect with that or greater quality of service, then we can communicate
at that level.”[15]
Consistently, network operators are not allowed to prefer or discriminate certain
applications or overlay providers, if it results in deteriorated QoS [55, 50, 57].
Table 7 summarizes the discussion of existing traffic management approaches pre-
sented in Section 5.2with respect to the stated requirements. The comparison includes
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Table 7: Requirement analysis of traffic management approaches.
Requirement Traffic Network Locality- Incentive-
shaping caches awareness based
Traffic reduction (in-
bound/outbound)
both inbound
only
both both
Operator-controlled yes yes no yes
Incentive compatibility no yes no yes
Impact yes yes yes yes
Protocol independence limited no yes yes
Content unawareness yes no yes yes
Network neutrality no yes yes yes
three major approaches from the related work and our incentive-based approach pre-
sented and analyzed in the rest of this chapter.
Furthermore, traffic shaping enables reduction in the inter-domain traffic, at least
in cases when the traffic and application type can be identified reliably. The major
drawback however is that this approach clearly violates the principle of network neu-
trality. Throttling p2p traffic most likely lowers the experienced QoS for the p2p users.
Even worse, the active disruption of certain protocols (such as the handling of the
BitTorrent protocol by Comcast) might render the p2p-based application completely
useless. This discrimination against p2p applications may lead to disgruntled cus-
tomers of the network operator [152]. As those customers may decide to switch to
other network operators, this form of traffic management might even be harmful to
the network operators themselves. Another important issue is that the decrease of the
overlay performance might seriously impact the commercial success of an overlay pro-
vider. For example, in a peer-assisted system a reduction of traffic served from remote
peers might require more traffic to be served by overlay provider’s servers, which
eliminates the benefit of peer-assistance and ruins the business model.
Network caches are able to reduce inbound inter-domain traffic for supported pro-
tocols.1 but suffer from certain problems First of all, such caches require a significant
investment as the huge data amount being transferred requires large storage space at
the caches to serve a lot of requests [53]. Another problem of caches are legal aspects
because of unavoidable content awareness. Thus, a network operator might violate
the law by storing certain data on servers within its domain. On the one hand, the
stored data may be illegal in its own right (e.g., pirated copies of movies or music).
On the other hand, there may exist copyright laws that allow the transfer of that data
to certain geographical regions only or for a certain amount of time. The network
operator that caches such data would have to guarantee that these policies can be
ensured [92]. Further limitations of caches are the required investments to support
different protocols and their inability to reduce the outbound inter-domain traffic.
Finally, locality awareness can avoid many problems of traffic shaping and network
caches but relies on external services and therefore requires a certain level of trust.
This risk of wrong locality advises might be too high for the overlay provider and
users, who cannot expect significant performance improvement in return [120]. For
this reason, network operators deploying the required information services cannot ex-
pect strategic users to obey their advise and might hesitate to deploy such information
services.
1 Unless the caches are misconfigured or equipped with insufficient resources.
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Finally, our incentive-based approach was designed to fulfill all of the presented
requirements. Thereby, it does not have to be used exclusively but can effectively
coexist with the locality awareness in the overlay.
5.4 approach overview
The previous sections revealed that current approaches to the management of overlay
traffic have not been able to sufficiently solve ongoing problems. The reason is that
p2p traffic inherently generates additional traffic within a network and across network
boundaries. So far, none of the presented approaches has achieved a solution that is
acceptable for all three parties: network operators, overlay providers and users of a
p2p application. In this regard, any strategy for traffic management that explicitly
throttles inter-domain traffic results in degradation of the overlay performance. This,
in turn, results in either poor QoS of the application from user’s perspective or in
an increased load (and therefore costs) on the overlay providers’ servers that have to
provide the missing bandwidth.
In particular, client-side locality awareness brings no benefit to the overlay and,
therefore, lacks an incentive to be widely adopted by overlay providers and users.
The reason is that the performance of p2p overlays for content distribution (such as
file sharing and streaming) relies strongly on two factors: availability of the content
and the upload bandwidth of participating peers. While the overlay performance only
considers these factors globally, the network operators should attempt to improve
them in the local domain. Only then they can successfully promote locality without
hurting overlay’s performance.
We conclude that the attempts to promote locality without first improving content
availability and locally available bandwidth might lead to overall deterioration of the
overlay performance. In order to overcome such limitations, we propose that network
operators provide a clear and measurable incentive for locality-aware behavior at the
overlay level. To this end, the network operators should promote users that are compli-
ant with overlay and network requirements by increasing their upload and download
bandwidth. This approach is able to increase the overlay performance and to reduce
the amount of inter-domain traffic resulting in the so-called triple-win situation:
1. Network operators can reduce the costly inter-domain traffic generated by p2p
overlays. At the same time they do not risk to disgruntle their clients.
2. Overlay providers benefit from the increased bandwidth of overlay peers. Their
own resources are relieved from traffic load even more than without any active
traffic management. Thus, the overlay provider can choose either to save server
hosting costs, to increase QoS for the delivered content, or even to increase the
video resolution.
3. Users can directly and indirectly benefit from incentive-based traffic manage-
ment by the network operator. The provision of additional resources directly im-
proves the performance of the overlay and, therefore, indirectly the experienced
quality of each overlay user. Furthermore, the users selected for promotion can
benefit from free resources without extra fees by using network-friendly appli-
cations (or application configurations).
5.4.1 Incentives
The key factor for the performance of a p2p overlay (either pure or peer-assisted) is
the availability of bandwidth at peers. Considering the example of a peer-assisted VoD
streaming application, the “p2p effect” is getting stronger, if the total upload capacity
of peers can satisfy the total download rate demand. The required download rate here
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Figure 22: Example of Highly Active Peer promotion from the perspective of local network
operator.
must be at least as high as the video playback rate to achieve the “watch-while-you-
download” behavior. This is not a trivial task, since the upload bandwidth of peers is
typically sparse (e.g., 1:4 or even 1:8 for DSL connections) and users tend to leave the
overlay once they finish the download. Thus, providing additional upload bandwidth
to users makes them better contributors, improves their standing in the system, and
increases the overall capacity of the system.
The measures how the available bandwidth can be increased in the local domain
(without introducing additional entities, such as network caches) comprise two alter-
natives: either the upload bandwidth of local peers should be increased or the local
peers should stay longer online, even if they do not consume any traffic. While the
local operator can accomplish the first part by promoting the users’ access profiles, the
second part requires the operator to promote only certain users, thus, rewarding only
the biggest contributors. Furthermore, by promoting only a subset of peers, the oper-
ator can also decide to reward locality-aware peers, thus, providing a clear incentive
for this behavior.
Consequently, the proposed mechanism suggests that the network operator increases
the total available upload bandwidth in its domain by increasing upload bandwidth
for the selected subset of overlay users, promoting them to so-called Highly Active
Peers. These users are most likely to increase the overlay performance and to promote
locality for the benefit of the network operator. Thus, the mechanism focuses on pro-
moting the best overlay users to HAPs by significantly increasing their bandwidth for
sufficient time intervals. Ideally peers promoted to HAPs should also behave locality-
aware by exchanging data mostly with local peers. Otherwise, they might use the
increased bandwidth to upload data to remote peers and increase the outbound traf-
fic. To enable the re-evaluation of promoted peers, the promotion, and any associated
benefits, stays active until the next evaluation phase takes place. The peers that already
have been HAPs in the previous phase either remain HAPs (if they have behaved as
expected) or are demoted to normal peers otherwise.
The resulting situation is shown in Figure 22. In the local network domain the net-
work operator monitors the usage profiles of peers to identify those having the highest
(potential) impact on the overall upload traffic (step 1). The network operator manages
this data in its billing and provisioning system that aggregates the historical data and
offers it to the network management system (step 2). The network management sys-
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tem analyzes this data, selects certain peers and assigns them additional bandwidth,
which makes them more attractive for other peers (step 3). Now other local peers
should detect these highly capable peers and download content from them (step 4).
Additional measures can be applied to assure that other local peers easily discover the
promoted peers, and that remote peers do not overuse their resources. While the first
measure assures that the inbound traffic is reduced, the latter case prevents a parallel
increase in outbound traffic.
5.5 details
Previous section presented the general idea of incentive-based traffic management
through HAP promotion. While this approach provides a clear benefit to the over-
lay by increasing peers’ capacities for free, certain questions arise with regard to its
effectiveness for the network operator:
1. How can the promotion be performed in suitable time intervals in a real net-
work?
2. Which users should be promoted, i.e. which selection metrics should be applied
to select HAPs?
3. Can we incite the overlay provider or single users to behave network-friendly by
promoting mostly locality-aware peers?
4. How to avoid that the increased network capacity is abused by the overlay, which
results in an increased inter-domain traffic when the increased bandwidth is
used to upload data to remote peers?
5. Is it beneficial for a single network operator to deploy HAP promotion?
6. Which is the impact on the traffic composition, that is, which is the effect on
inbound and outbound traffic of network operators?
In this section we describe in detail the concrete mechanisms that give answer to
these questions and fulfill the requirements stated in Section 5.3. For this purpose we
split the proposed approach into the following steps:
monitoring mechanism : The network operator monitors the performance of lo-
cal overlay users and collects their usage statistics by the means described in
Section 5.5.1.
hap selection strategy : Based on the monitoring statistics aggregated at reg-
ular intervals, network operator calculates a rating metric and decides which
peers to offer the possibility to act as HAPs (see Section 5.5.2).
promotion functionality : The network operator uses automated reconfigura-
tion capabilities of its network equipment to promote selected peers by increas-
ing their upload bandwidth (see Section 5.5.3 for details). This promotion can
also include a certain increase in download bandwidth, so that peers immedi-
ately see the promotion and understand that their network-friendly behavior
was rewarded.
Another important aspect is the dimensioning of the mechanism with respect to the
total bandwidth used for HAP promotion, the number of peers to promote, and the
additional bandwidth per peer. We discuss them in Section 5.5.4.
The resulting HAP promotion algorithm is executed at the beginning of each pro-
motion interval. Based on the computed rating values, the network operator performs
the promotion of peers using the selected rating metric. Promotion is only active for
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Figure 23: Example of a traffic monitoring of a single user over 24 hours.
the duration of the promotion interval τ, since during the next interval a new set of
HAPs is selected, while peers not eligible to be HAPs again are reverted back to their
normal access profile.
5.5.1 Monitoring Peers’ Behavior
In order to decide which peers should be promoted to HAPs, a network operator
must collect information about their usage profiles. This can be done either through
the monitoring functionality of the network operator’s network equipment (such as
NetFlow [137]), or from the overlay application itself. Both approaches have their
advantages and disadvantages, some of which depend on the specific equipment in
use by the network operator.
The first option, in-network monitoring, makes the mechanism protocol-independent,
as it only requires deployment on the network operator side and no extension in the
application itself. In order to achieve best results, the network operator should be
able to classify the exchanged data according to the protocol type: p2p, HTTP, etc.
This can be done by the means of Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) or traffic pattern
detection [78]. Otherwise, the collected statistics will contain the data about the total
traffic of the given network operator’s customer, resulting in a certain deviation. This
can be tolerated to some extent by focusing on users generating significant upload
traffic volume, since most non-p2p applications are rather making use of upload than
download bandwidth.
The second option, collecting behavior information from the overlay, requires additional
cooperation between the overlay provider and the network operator. For this purpose,
the network operator must offer an interface for local peer to report the amount of
traffic exchanged with other peers. Unfortunately, this information cannot be fully
relied upon as it can be potentially tampered and mislead the network operator into
promoting wrong users. This issue can be partially addressed by cross checking the
provided information, which, however, complicates the procedure, since some peers
could try to collude [81].
Based on this analysis we propose to collect data from the network equipment in
the first place. The non-forgeability of this data is its major advantage. Furthermore,
this approach does not require any changes to the monitored overlay applications
and, therefore, supports any p2p overlay. A real-life example from a network opera-
tor monitoring facility is shown in Figure 23. The plot is generated using RRDtool2
and visualizes the total upload and download traffic of a single peer. Especially, the
2 http://www.mrtg.org/rrdtool/ (Accessed: 15.10.2010)
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Table 8: Traffic statistics collected per user and measurement interval t.
Parameter Description
Vup(t) Traffic uploaded
Vlocup (t) Traffic uploaded within the local domain
u(t) Upload bandwidth during last promotion interval t
Vdown(t) Traffic downloaded
Vlocup (t) Traffic downloaded within the local domain
active link usage during the morning hours can be attributed to a p2p (file sharing)
application.
The per-peer statistics required for our algorithm are listed in Table 8. All of them
can be collected either protocol-independent or classified to a certain class of protocols,
that are p2p protocols in our case. This ensures two important properties of our solu-
tion: protocol-independence and content-unawareness. The first-level or gateway routers
can collect all of the presented parameters, with the upload bandwidth of peers being
the only exception, since it is managed by the network management system anyway.
Notably, the statics do not have to be available in real time because the approach re-
quires this data at the level of several hours. For example, the network operator can
collect them on the daily basis and access them during the night, when the network
equipment is less loaded than during the day.
We can justify the assumption that these values are available to the network op-
erator. Since network operators are able to perform volume-based charging for their
users, they have to know their upload and download traffic as demonstrated in Fig-
ure 23. Furthermore, network operators have a global view on the locality of Internet
addresses that belong to their domain, which allows them to distinguish between
local and remote traffic. It is also important that monitored values, do not contain spe-
cific information about the content of the exchanged data, thus, fulfilling the content-
unawareness requirement (see Section 5.3). Therefore, the monitoring mechanism does
not impose privacy or trust issues between a network operator and its users.
5.5.2 Selection Strategy
The goal of the HAP selection is to identify most active and available peers. These
peers must be able to act as locality-promoting HAPs and bias the overlay traffic
for more locality. The questions to be answered is therefore: which peers should be
promoted to HAPs by increasing their bandwidth.
In order to answer this question we consider the relevant properties that qualify a
peer to become HAP . In the first place, a peer must be an attractive source for other
peers, that is, it must possess popular content in its local cache. Furthermore, this
peer should be more available than other peers, which is the case when a peer either
consumes more content (becoming a heavy users) or keeps the application running in
the background without using it (being an altruistic user). The latter behavior is also
called seeding. These both properties do not have to be aligned, since a peer might
consume a lot but not seed after finishing its downloads.
Finally, the peer might behave differently with regard to its network operator by
either being locality-aware or not (see also Section 3.4.4). For example, in BitTorrent
networks there is a possibility to install additional plugins that try to bias the client
behavior for more locality and, implicitly, more network operator friendliness [33].
Such peers are also good candidates to be promoted to HAPs, either to utilize their
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locality-aware behavior or to reward them, thus, inciting other users to change their
behavior towards more locality in order to increase the probability to be promoted.
Basic Metrics
Based on the above considerations, HAP selection strategy needs to consider both the
relative contribution of the peers to the overlay network as a whole as well as the con-
tribution to the local domain. Thus, we can address the interests of network operator
and overlay providers, which are not always aligned. As peers can have rather diverse
configurations, all evaluations have to be done relative to the maximum possible con-
tribution in any given period of time, thus, keeping the selection fair to all potential
HAPs. In the following we present selection metrics suitable to detect HAP candidates
according to these criteria. For this purpose, we assume that the network operator has
access to the per-user data that describes peer’s contribution to the overlay in global
and local domains (see Table 8). For simplicity, we set the duration of the measure-
ment interval τ equal to the promotion duration, while in a real setup it depends
on the minimal possible possible promotion interval and monitoring equipment ca-
pabilities (one day or less appears feasible). It must be also taken into account that
too short measurement intervals might lead to wrong estimation of peer’s suitability
since random or diurnal effects can distort the measured values.
A HAP selection metric assigns a rating value R(t) to each peer p for the currently
examined period t, so that the network operator can select the highest ranked peers
to be promoted. The basic considered metrics are:
• The Contribution metric C(t) represents the total contribution of the peer to the
overlay. Peer’s contribution is crucial for the overlay’s performance, since peers
who already contributed a lot, could potentially contribute even more. The met-
ric is calculated as:
C(t) =
Vup(t)
u(t) · τ
with u(t) ￿= 0 and τ > 0. Note that to keep this metric fair for all customers
and agnostic to actual customer’s bandwidth the upload volume is divided by
its upper bound u(t) · τ that would have been observed if a peer continuously
uploaded data at full speed. Furthermore, this normalization allows for fair com-
parison between HAPs and normal peers.
• The Network-friendliness metric F(t) prefers peers that probably apply locality-
aware peer selection or that are popular inside the domain, being more quickly
discovered by other local peers. We compute F(t) as:
F(t) =

Vlocup (t)+V
loc
down(t)
Vup(t)+Vdown(t)
if Vup(t) + Vdown(t) > 0
0 otherwise.
• The Seeding Ratio metric S(t) is the amount of a peer’s upload traffic relative to
the total traffic volume. It enables selecting peers that are altruistic in the sense
that they stay online to provide content and not only to consume it. This allows
us to avoid the measurement of actual online time of peers, that is practically
rather difficult. We calculate seeding ratio S(t) as:3
S(t) =
 S(t) =
Vup(t)
Vup(t)+Vdown(t)
if Vup(t) + Vdown(t) > 0
0 otherwise.
3 Note that our definition differs from the seeding ratio common in the BitTorrent networks which is de-
fined as Vup(t)Vdown(t) . Our version has the benefit of normalization, since all values are in the range [0 : 1].
Nevertheless, the resulting order of peers is the same.
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Figure 24: Combination of two HAP selection metrics, 4 out of 10 peers should be selected. 6
peers are selected by the primary metric and then re-ranked by the secondary metric
(the numbers in squares denote values assigned by metrics).
Furthermore, we include a random HAP selection metric that assigns a random
rating value to a peer. It serves as a baseline for comparison since it does not rely on
any knowledge about the peers’ behavior.
Combining Metric
Each of the previously presented basic metrics can be used either by itself or in com-
bination with other metrics. For example, a combination becomes relevant, if we want
to combine the detection of locality-aware and most active peers.
A simple combination possibility is the weighted sum of single metrics similar to
the proposal in [135]:
R(t) = wc ·C(t) +wf · F(t) +ws · S(t). (5.1)
Since each metric returns values in the range [0 : 1] and wc +wf +ws = 1 it applies
that R(t) ∈ [0 : 1], too. Furthermore, by setting any two of three weights to zero, we
obtain a single metric. An issue with this approach is the selection of appropriate
weights wc, wf, and ws. Because the metrics have different semantics, there is no
intuitive way to define them.
Therefore, we propose an alternative way to combine two metrics, such as Network-
friendliness and Contribution. The idea is to use one metric as a filter before applying
the other one. Let us consider a set P of candidate peers N and the primary metric C.
We define Cr1(P) as the r1-th percentile of P according to C. In the first filtering step,
we select the best r1 ·N peers as:
PC = {p ∈ P|C(p) ￿ Cr1(P)}.
This step removes all peers that do not show significant activity in the overlay. In the
second filtering step, the best r2 · |PC| peers are selected resulting in the overall number
of r1 · r2 ·N selected peers. Using Network-friendliness as the secondary metric (and
its r2-th percentile) we obtain:
PC,F = {p ∈ PC|F(p) ￿ Fr2(PC)}.
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Figure 25: Case study of HAP promotion (applied by one network operator).
For example, if 20% of peers can be promoted, the operator could set (r1, r2) =
(0.5, 0, 4). An example with N = 10, r1 = 0.6, and r2 = 2/3 is shown in Figure 24.
Here, the first metric selects six peers instead of four, while the second metric limits
the selection to the desired four peers.
Measurement History
The HAP selection algorithm must also consider that the behavior of peers and, there-
fore, the measured values, might fluctuate over time, either due to random and diur-
nal effects, or because of changes in behavior of single users. The usage of historical
data can alleviate the effect of such fluctuations, but older values should receive lower
weights to allow for long-lasting changes in user behavior and in order to keep the
entrance barrier low for new peers.
We choose the modified exponential moving average [122] to aggregate historical data
with exponentially diminishing weights. Given a certain HAP selection metric R for
the current measurement interval t, this results in the aggregated rating R ￿ with:
R ￿(t) =
￿
α · R(t) + (1−α) · R ￿(t− 1) for t > 0
0 for t = 0.
A useful property of this metric is that the network operator has to store only
a single historical value per peer, resulting in reduced storage and computational
complexity.
The value of α depends on the interval duration τ and the user behavior fluctuations.
For our evaluation, we set α = 0.5, so that newly measured value R is taken into
consideration with the same weight as the last determined R ￿(t− 1) value for a peer.
5.5.3 Changing User Access Profiles
The incentive-based traffic management technique described in this chapter takes ad-
vantage of the capabilities provided by Next Generation Networking (NGN) compati-
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ble equipment, which, among other features, allows on-the-fly automated updates of
the customer access profiles [70]. In our case this is the increase of the totally accessible
upload and download bandwidth of certain users. While there are different operator-
and vendor-specific solutions possible, we present one realistic example where our
approach was successfully implemented.
The resulting network topology is presented in Figure 25. In this case study, the
customer access bandwidth is not limited by the DSLAM but is throttled by the use
of a customized Linux-based traffic shaper. That means that the bandwidth provided
to single users by the DSLAM is one or two times higher than the shaped bandwidth.
Such an architecture, that is otherwise used to provide triple-play or similar services
that require QoS enforcement for different types of traffic, can be easily reused for our
approach. Thereby, the billing and provisioning subsystem stores the current band-
width assigned to single peers and traffic shaper enforces such limits. The applied
limits can be reconfigured dynamically to promote certain customers to HAPs. This
case study demonstrates the feasibility of the proposed approach, where the reconfig-
uration of clients takes place at least once per day.
Local vs. Global Bandwidth Increase
So far, we considered increasing the users’ bandwidth globally, which means that the
network operator cannot control the way in which the users use the additional band-
width. Indeed, peers promoted to HAPs might upload a lot of traffic to remote peers
and, therefore, even increase the outbound inter-domain traffic. Even if such peers
might be demoted after the next HAP selection round, the new set of peers might
exhibit the same behavior. The reasons for such network-unfriendly behavior might
be diverse, including the lack of locality awareness in the overlay, deficit of available
bandwidth (or desired content) in other network domains. Because of this, promot-
ing the right peers by using the proposed metrics cannot mitigate such an undesired
increase of the outbound traffic. To avoid such outbound traffic increase we propose
that the network operator increases the bandwidth only locally, that is, inside of its net-
work domain. This is an alternative to the global bandwidth increase that we consider
as the default option. This decision may have a significant impact on the overall per-
formance of the incentive-based traffic management system. The expectation is that
a global increase is more beneficial for the whole overlay, while a local increase is
more efficient from the network operator’s perspective if outbound traffic is costly for
the given operator. As discussed in Section 2.3.1 some operators might pay only for
inbound traffic, or even be payed by other operators for the outbound traffic.
Figure 26 demonstrates the differences between the both types of bandwidth in-
crease. With global bandwidth increase the unused bandwidth can be utilized for
both local and remote transfers, while the local bandwidth increase makes it available
only for local peers. Therefore, the network operator that is concerned about possible
increase of outbound traffic can safely choose the second option. This typically ap-
plies to tier-3 operators (see Section 2.3.1), while tier-2 operators might prefer the first
option.
An interesting side effect of this approach is that it benefits locality-aware peers,
similar to the classical traffic shaping because it makes local peers more attractive.
Thus, the peers are not only incited to behave locality-aware to be promoted but they
also benefit from other promoted peers.
5.5.4 Bandwidth Dimensioning
So far, we assumed that network operator is going to promote a subset of peers to
become HAPs. The intuition behind is that only certain peers should be rewarded
and that, furthermore, some peers are much more active than others (as measured for
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Figure 26: Local vs. global bandwidth increase.
example by Cho et al. [31]). After we presented how the list of HAP candidates can
be ranked by various metrics, the question remains: How many of the candidates should
be promoted to HAPs?
The problem can be formulated as: Given the set of candidate peers N, choose
a subset of best peers N ￿ according to a metric R such that ∀n ￿ ∈ N ￿ there is no
n ∈ N with R(n) > R(n ￿).4 This selection is subject to the following constraints:
(1) maximum possible bandwidth increase per peer u ￿max and (2) maximum possible
total bandwidth increase U ￿ (to avoid congestion of inter-domain links). There are also
similar constraints with regard to the download bandwidth, but, since the download
bandwidth increase is only used to signal the promotion status to peers, the required
amount of bandwidth is of lower priority.
There are at least two different ways to determine the desired subset of peers to be
promoted to HAPs:
1. The network operator decides on the additional upload and download band-
width U and D that should be allocated to all HAPs and the per peer upload
increase u ￿ and d ￿. Then the total number of supported HAPs is:
n = min(U/u ￿,D/d ￿)
2. Alternatively, the network operator defines a rating threshold Rt and promotes
all peers with higher ratings.
We opt for the first solution, since it allows the network operator to limit the poten-
tial traffic increase in its network, though, a combination of both approaches can be
used that promotes up to N best peers whose ratings exceed the threshold Rt. Our
choice is based on considerations of financial feasibility as every extra HAP not only
leads to potential savings (due to increased locality of p2p traffic) but also brings
some operational costs because of additional load on network routers and DSLAMs.
Therefore, it is necessary to limit the total bandwidth increase.
Proceeding with the first solution, we focus on the upload volume as the most scarce
resource from the overlay’s perspective. We further define the following parameters of
HAP promotion based on the total number of HAP candidates being N and u0 being
the upload bandwidth of not-promoted peer:
4 This means that R can also be a partial order onN.
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promotion volume U = u ￿ ·n is the total bandwidth that must be invested by the
network operator additionally to the original upload bandwidth of its customers
u0 ·N.
promotion ratio λ = n/N is the relative number of promoted peers.
promotion factor δ = (u0 + u ￿)/u0 is the relative increase per HAP.
We can show that only two of these three parameters can be varied independently
because it applies that:
U = u ￿ ·n = u ￿ · (λ ·N) = (u ￿ + u0 − u0) · uo
uo
· λ ·N = (δ− 1) · uo · λ ·N. (5.2)
In general, the more volume U is assigned to HAPs the higher is the potential
impact of the mechanism. The appropriate value depends on the technical possibilities
of the network operator (how far the upload links can be upgraded) and the capacity
of intra-domain links. HAP factor δ and HAP ratio λ, in turn, should be selected
carefully to assure that most relevant peers get sufficient bandwidth to change the
overlay’s traffic significantly.
5.6 evaluation methodology
In this section, we present the performance evaluation of the proposed incentive-based
traffic management approach. Our application scenario is again a commercial peer-
assisted VoD system as described in Section 3.1. Consistently, our evaluation goals
are:
1. to understand whether the proposed approach can result in a “win-win” situa-
tion both for the overlay and network operators,
2. to understand the impact of various parameters and optional techniques of HAP
selection,
3. to assess the impact of locality awareness in the overlay and its interplay with
the HAP promotion,
4. to assess the feasibility of the mechanism for a single network operator.
The operation time of HAP promotion considers long-term effects with 24 hours be-
ing the basic management interval. Therefore, we decided for long-term simulations
as a suitable methodology to estimate the effectiveness of the mechanism. This dis-
tinguishes our methodology from other works, where single BitTorrent or streaming
swarms are often observed over a time interval of few hours [18, 114, 92].
Because of the probabilistic nature of our simulations, random effects could bias the
measured values. We address this issue by repeating each simulation run up to five
times, with different random seeds controlling all random numbers generated. The
result sets are then combined by computing the average values and their respective
confidence intervals. The confidence level is set to 95% and the confidence intervals
are included into generated plots as vertical bars for each measured value.
The rest of this section presents the evaluation setup and describes our metrics
while the outcome of the performed experiments is reported in Section 5.7.
5.6.1 Workload
Our simulation scenario models the behavior of a peer-assisted VoD building an over-
lay that spans the domains of several network operators. An efficient implementation
of this system in a custom discrete event-based simulator allows us to simulate a
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Table 9: Evaluation setup for HAP promotion.
Parameter Default Variations
Peers 50,000 –
- Initial upload bandwidth 700 kbps –
- Cache size 4 GB –
- User groups {heavy,casual}x{altruistic,selfish} –
- Seeding behavior 50%: 0 minutes, 50%: 60 minutes –
- Inter-request time 20%: 8 hours, 80%: 48 hours –
- Diurnal pattern idle: 12 hours, busy: 12 hours –
- Peer selection policy locality-aware oblivious, mixed
Videos 2,500 –
- Size 800 MB –
- Rate 950 kbps –
- Popularity distribution Zipf (α = 0.85) –
Network Operators 10 customer and 1 server domain –
- Topology Star –
- Size distribution see Table 10 –
- Operators employing
promotion
all none, only A, only G
Traffic Management
- Managing interval 24 hours 6, 12, 18, 30, 36 hours
- HAP selection metric contribution network-friendliness,
seeding ratio, random
- Promotion factor 5 2, 3, 4, 6, 7
- Promotion volume 100% 0 – 300%
- Promotion ratio 25% 100, 50, 33.3, 20, 16.7%
- Bandwidth increase global local, none
scenario of four weeks. This is a sufficient duration to understand whether the selec-
tion of HAP candidates and modification of their access profiles result in significant
benefits.
A generalized peer-assisted application is modeled as follows: The content is ini-
tially available only on a content server. Each peer requests videos (according to a
popularity distribution) and asks the indexing server for a list of video sources. The
returned list contains all peers holding a copy of the video and the content server as
a backup source. Possible video sources are (besides the content server) peers that
already consumed the video before, did not remove it from the local cache, are online,
and have free upload resources. The amount of required bandwidth for a single down-
load is dictated by the video bitrate. The downloader always tries to download con-
tent from other peers. That is, the content server contribute only the missing upload
bandwidth (calculated as the difference between the video bitrate and the bandwidth
provided by other peers). This way, the overlay provider offloads it servers as much
as possible and reduces its costs, while the users receive the desired QoS.
Our incentive-based traffic management approach was implemented in the simula-
tor at a including all mechanisms described in Section 5.5. Additionally to the HAP
promotion, we implemented locality awareness as an optional overlay-side traffic man-
agement mechanism. Therefore, peers (either all or a subset of them) can behave either
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network-oblivious or locality-aware when choosing their communication partners. Since
servers are considered as most costly from the overlay’s perspective, with both peer
selection policies, remote peers are always preferred to content servers when choosing
download sources.
Table 9 shows the default setup used for simulations. The parameters are split in
four groups covering different aspects of the scenario: peer properties, video proper-
ties, network operators, and traffic management parametrization. For each parameter
we specify a default value, followed by the values varied in single experiments. The
parameter variations are also mentioned explicitly in each experiment’s description.
Peers
The overlay consists of 50,000 peers with an initial upload bandwidth set to 700 kbps.
The latter value is based on a static of Ookla Net Index revealing that the median
upload bandwidth of German users is 697 kbps [115]. According to the same source,
the median download bandwidth is significantly higher with 6095 kbps. This is more
than eight times the upload bandwidth, which is a typical situation in asymmetrical
broadband networks, such as DSL. Since this value is much higher than the video
bitrate, we do not consider it as a bottleneck and assume that all peers have sufficient
download speed to stream videos. We do not limit the upload bandwidth of the con-
tent servers, since we are interested in their load under various traffic management
configurations. Furthermore, the local caches of peers have the size of four GBs, which
is sufficient to cache five videos, and apply the FIFO cache replacement policy.
We model the user behavior based on various measurement studies revealing het-
erogeneous usage patterns [29, 68, 67, 31]. For this purpose, we divide the users into
four groups based on two independent properties: seeding behavior and inter-request
time. While the inter-request time specifies how often a user consumes content, the
seeding behavior describes how long a peer stays online after finishing watching a
video. For the inter-request time, we apply the Pareto distribution to user requests,
resulting in 20% of heavy users generating 80% of streaming requests, while the re-
maining 80% of users are considered as casual (similar to the patterns observed by
Cho [31] and Basher [14]). We model the average inter-request times for heavy users
with 8 hours and for casual users with 48 hours and distribute them exponentially.
With respect to the seeding time that describes the user’s level of altruism, we divide
the users in selfish users that do not seed at all, and altruistic users, whose seeding
times are exponentially distributed with the mean of one hour. This seeding behavior
corresponds to observations in many p2p systems, such as [82].
Another relevant factor is the so-called diurnal traffic pattern, which describes the
differences of the Internet usage during the daytime. Based on the measurements
in [67], we model the diurnal traffic pattern by splitting the day into two phases:
a 12-hour busy phase and a 12-hour idle phase where the request-per-day rates are
increased or reduced respectively.
Last but not least, the overlay peers can use different peer selection policies that
can influence their network-friendliness. As discussed in Section 3.4.4 we consider
two extreme cases: network-oblivious and locality-aware peer selection that can be
configured for individual peers. This allows us to specify the probability of locality-
aware behavior per peer, resulting in mixed scenarios (for example, 10% of peers
might behave locality-aware).
Video Content
We model the video content library with with 2,500 videos where each video is 800
MB large and has an average bitrate of 950 kbps. This corresponds to the length of 115
minutes of a full-length movie and a resolution of roughly 854x480 pixels, which is
quite a conservative choice for a high-definition content. Finally, we model the content
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Table 10: Distribution of peers to network operators (Based on the biggest ten German network
operators according to Ookla Net Metrics [115]).
Operator Based on Peer percentage
A Deutsche Telekom 32%
B Kabel Deutschland 17%
C Alice 13%
D Kabel BW 12%
E Arcor 12%
F 1&1 4%
G Vodafone D2 3%
H o2 Germany 3%
I NetCologne 2%
J freenet Cityline 2%
popularity by letting users choose videos to watch according to a Zipf distribution
(with Zipf parameter α = 0.85) similar to [20, 76]. This distribution results in some
videos being much more popular in the network than the others.
Network
In order to have a realistic number of network operators and an appropriate distri-
bution of peers to operators, we use statistics of users’ bandwidth in Germany [115].
After removing many tiny operators listed there, such as single companies that would
not allow employees to use a streaming application anyway, we obtain ten hetero-
geneous operators with the distribution of peers to operators’ domains as presented
in Table 10.
We further model a separate domain for the overlay provider, which contains only
the content servers. The domains are organized in a star topology, as shown in Fig-
ure 27, which is sufficient for our purposes, since it allows us to capture the relevant
performance metrics for single operators that are interested in reducing their inbound
and outbound traffic.
Traffic Management
Our scenario further specify which operators apply HAP promotion (all, none, or
single operators). The managing interval specifies both the promotion duration and
the measurement interval of the monitoring component. By default this interval is set
to one day, while the basic selection metric is user’s contribution to the overlay. The
promotion factor is set to 5 which corresponds to 400% additional upload bandwidth
per peer. Finally, 25% of peers are promoted in the default setup, which results in the
default promotion volume of 100% according to Equation 5.2.
In summary, every 24 hours each network operator that applies HAP promotion
recalculates the contribution of its users based on the utilized HAP selection metric.
Then the top 25% of its users are promoted (or stay promoted if they were promoted
in the last interval). The remaining users keep their initial upload bandwidth, while
those being promoted in the last interval are demoted to their initial bandwidth. Fi-
nally, the increased bandwidth is not restricted to the local domain by default (global
bandwidth increase) and alternative restriction to the local domain (local bandwidth in-
crease).
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Figure 27: Network topology used in simulations (A – J are customer domains).
5.6.2 Metrics
We measure the following metrics to understand the impact of the mechanisms under
study: (1) traffic uploaded by servers to capture the costs for the overlay provider (and
implicitly for the overlay users), and (2) inter-domain traffic to capture network oper-
ators’ costs. For the latter metric we also distinguish between inbound and outbound
inter-domain traffic, since for certain operators they might have different impact on
costs. We also consider the intra-domain traffic that does not leave the network opera-
tors’ domain, as the best case with regard to the interconnection costs.
The relationship between the different types of traffic can be calculated as follows.
First, we denote the total inbound and outbound traffic of non-server domains as
Vin and Vout, respectively. Second, Vdin and V
d
out denote the inbound and outbound
traffic of a single network domain d. Then, we also denote the traffic amount uploaded
by servers into the customer domains as Vserver. In our setup all servers are located
in a separate domain and there is no inbound traffic into the server domain because
servers only upload video segments but never download them from peers. Therefore,
for the total inter-domain traffic we obtain:
Vin =
￿
d∈D
Vdin =
￿
d∈D
Vdout + V
server = Vout + V
server
with D being the set of all non-server domains.
Note that we do not address the user experience directly, since in a peer-assisted sce-
nario the servers catch up with missing resources.5 Instead, we assume that the overlay
provider transfers the distribution costs (or cost savings) to the users, by adjusting the
content prices. A feasible scenario is also when the overlay provider rewards users de-
pending on their contribution to the overlay. Therefore, a traffic management outcome
that would decrease both the server traffic in the overlay and the inter-domain traffic
at the network level, would benefit all three stakeholders: network operators, overlay
providers, and users, and can be effectively considered as a triple-win situation.
5.7 evaluation results
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach and to understand the im-
pact of different mechanisms and relevant parameters, we conducted a series of exper-
iments:
5 In Chapter 4 we demonstrated how adaptive server allocation can provide this functionality.
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Basic Impact and Selection Metrics : Our first experiment analyzes whether
the HAP promotion can provide a win-win situation for the overlay and the
network. We further compare the impact of HAP selection metrics presented
in Section 5.5.2 and discuss their impact on the overlay performance and their
preferences for certain user groups. Note that this experiment assumes a locality-
aware overlay.
Incentives for Locality Awareness : This experiment analyzes how the over-
lay can be incited to behave network-friendly, since HAP promotion might ben-
efit the overlay even if it does not behave locality-aware. For this purpose, two
different sub-experiments are conducted: (1) Effect of Network-friendliness and
CombinedMetrics where locality-aware peers are preferred over network-oblivious
peers and (2) Effect of Local Bandwidth Increase that prevents the bandwidth of
promoted local peers to be utilized by remote peers. The main question of this
experiment is whether locality awareness becomes a dominant strategy for the
overlay, if operators deploy HAP promotion.
Early Adopter : In this last experiment we aim to understand the impact of HAP
promotion on an early adopter. An early adopter is the first network operator that
decides to apply HAP promotion, without other operators using it. Thereby, we
analyze the situation of small and large operators and highlight the differences.
We further compare the effect of local and global bandwidth increase for such
operators and discuss the impact on the overlay performance.
Additional experiments covering the proper combinations of HAP ratio and factor,
as well as the management interval are presented in Appendix A.
5.7.1 Basic Impact and Selection Metrics
The goal of this experiment is to understand whether HAP promotion can achieve a
significant inter-domain traffic reduction and decrease server traffic at the same time.
Furthermore, we aim to understand which is the preferred HAP selection metric from
the operators perspective.
The experiment uses the setup presented in Table 9 with the variations presented in
the following. At first, we assume that all peers behave locality-aware, an assumption
that is dropped in the subsequent experiments. All network operators apply HAP
promotion with a variable amount of additional upload bandwidth. For this purpose,
we varied the amount of additional upload bandwidth from 0% (no HAP promotion)
to 300% (3 times higher overall bandwidth than without HAP promotion). Each net-
work operator promotes 25% of its peers in the interval of 24 hours and the additional
upload bandwidth for HAPs is not restricted to the local domain (global bandwidth
increase). Note that the variable HAP volume of 0 – 300% and a fixed HAP ratio
of 25% result in a variable HAP factor (bandwidth increase per HAP) in the range
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}, though the feasibility of values above 3 might be restricted for some
network operators (as shown in Equation 5.2).
The main algorithm under study is the HAP selection metric. We consider all four
basic selection metrics presented in Section 5.5.2: random, network-friendliness, seeding
ratio, and contribution. Since each of the metrics focuses on different aspects of peer
behavior, we expect different types of users being preferred by them, which in turn
should affect the performance metrics.
Figure 28 shows the major outcome of this experiment. We observe that even with
the random HAP selection metric the inter-domain traffic can be significantly reduced
from 850 to 500 Terrabyte (TB) (see Figure 28a). At the same time the server traffic
can be reduced from 280 to 45 TB (a reduction of 85%), which results in the intended
win-win situation.
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Figure 28: Impact of single HAP selection metrics (25% of peers promoted).
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Figure 29: Type of users promoted by single HAP selection metrics.
Besides this naïve metric all three other metrics perform even better, resulting in
higher benefits both for the overlay and network. Contribution turns out to be the best
HAP selection metric in all setups, reducing the inter-domain traffic by up to 55% and
the server traffic by up to 90%. The other two metrics, Network-friendliness and Seeding
ratio, range closer to the random metric.
An additional interesting result is that even if the operators invest only 100% of
additional upload bandwidth, the savings are still significant, being 43% for the inter-
domain traffic and 88% for the server traffic with the best metric. This increase of
the total upload bandwidth by 100% is considered as our working point for the next
experiments.
But why was the contribution metric able to outperform the other metrics? To
answer this we presents the percentage of promoted peers within single behavioral
groups (for a single simulation run) in Figure 29. Here, the random metric shows no
preference per user type (the presence of each user type is the same as in the total pop-
ulation, while heavy selfish users constitute 10% of the overlay population). On the
other hand, the network-friendliness metric slightly prefers heavy users by promoting
up to 20% of them (both for selfish and altruistic subgroups) but it does not reward al-
truistic behavior. Furthermore, the seeding ratio metric prefers mostly altruistic users
(and herein casual users with almost 58%), and only then heavy users. Finally, the
contribution metric prefers heavy users to casual but also prefers altruistic behavior
in the second place (casual altruistic users constitute 25% of the promoted users while
casual selfish constitute only 11%, though the size of both groups is the same).
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The obtained results confirm our expectation of the mutual benefit provided by the
HAP promotion. Also we observe that the focus on heavy users (and then altruistic
ones) as done by the contribution metric achieves best results for the overlay and the
network. Furthermore, it turned out that the total bandwidth increase of 100% results
in significant improvements with regard to our performance metrics.
5.7.2 Incentives for Locality Awareness
So far, we assumed that 100% of the peers behave locality-aware and we saw that, in
this case, HAP promotion benefits both parties. In this experiment, we assess what
happens if we drop this assumption. The major question is whether the HAP promo-
tion mechanism can incite the overlay to behave locality-aware?
Our experimental setup is based on the previous experiment, with all operators
applying HAP promotion at the working point, that is, when the total upload band-
width is increased by 100%. In order to assess the impact of locality awareness on the
performance metrics, we vary the percentage of locality-aware peers between 0 and
100%.
Two relevant mechanisms are used to incite locality-aware behavior: (1) promotion
of locality-aware peers via the network-friendliness metric (see Section 5.5.2) and (2) lo-
cal bandwidth increase for promoted peers (see Figure 5.5.3). For the first mechanism
we vary the applied HAP selection metric, while using the global bandwidth increase.
Here, the random HAP selection and contribution are valid comparisons, as in the
previous experiment they have shown the best and worst performance for both par-
ties. For the second mechanism we compare the effect of global and local bandwidth
increase.
The HAP selection based on network-friendliness is expected to incite users by
promoting locality-aware users more often than other non-local metrics, while the
local bandwidth increase is expected to incite the overlay provider by higher reduction
in server traffic with increasing locality awareness.
Effect of Network-friendliness and Combined Metrics
The effect of the network-friendliness metric and its combination with the contribution
metric is demonstrated in Figure 30. It shows that the combination of contribution and
network-friendliness metrics offers a trade-off between pure contribution and pure network-
friendliness metrics, both for the overlay and network. We can see that in case of a
network-oblivious overlay, when the percentage of locality-aware peers is equal to
zero, all metrics perform the same (see Figure 30a), while with the increasing locality
awareness degree the inter-domain traffic decreases. This confirms our expectation
that locality awareness in the overlay amplifies the effect of HAP promotion. Further-
more, the contribution metric is again the best one and random selection performs
worst. The pure network-friendliness metric ranges in the middle, while the com-
bination of contribution and network-friendliness metrics comes closer to the pure
network-friendliness metric.
The effect is very much the same for the server traffic, where the combination of
contribution and network-friendliness metrics is slightly worse than the pure contri-
bution metric, but better than the other metrics (see Figure 30b). Furthermore, we see
that the degree of locality awareness has no direct impact on the server traffic, since
all lines are almost horizontal.
In order to understand the impact on users, we plot the percentage of promoted
locality-aware peers vs. their total percentage in the overlay (see Figure 31). We observe
that with both selection metrics based on the network-friendliness the probability to
be promoted is higher for locality-aware users because their percentage in the promoted
peers is higher than their percentage in the overlay population.
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Figure 30: Combined vs. single HAP selection metrics (varied degree of locality awareness in
the overlay).
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Figure 31: Percentage of locality-aware peers within promoted peers (random and contribution
metrics overlap).
Additionally, Table 11 depicts the probability of being promoted for both groups of
users (locality-aware and oblivious). The probability P is computed for each group G
as
PG =
|G∩H|
|G|
,
where H is the set of peers promoted to HAPs. According to our data, if 50% of users
are locality-aware, 38% of them are promoted with the network-friendliness metric,
but only 13% of network-oblivious users. The effect is also very similar when the
combined metric is used (33% vs. 17%). This provides a clear incentive for users to
behave locality-aware because the promotion yields a better standing in the overlay and
is associated with a simultaneous increase in download bandwidth.
To sum up this experiment, network operators should include network-friendliness
in the HAP selection algorithm to incite users. Here, especially the combination with
the contribution metric provides best results, since it prefers locality-aware peers sim-
ilar to the pure network-friendliness metric, while reducing inter-domain traffic and
server traffic similar to the pure contribution metric.
Effect of Local Bandwidth Increase
In this sub-experiment we again vary the percentage of locality-aware users. This time
we fix the HAP selection metric to the contribution but vary the type of bandwidth
increase between local and global. We also include the case when no bandwidth is
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Table 11: Promotion probability for locality-aware and network-oblivious peers depending on
their ratio (within the population) and applied HAP selection metric (The combined
metric denotes the combination of the contribution and network-friendliness metrics).
Locality-
aware
peers (%)
HAP Selection Policy and peer group
Random Network-friendliness Combined Contribution
aware obliv. aware obliv. aware obliv. aware obliv.
0 – 0.25 – 0.25 – 0.25 – 0.25
25 0.25 0.25 0.40 0.20 0.35 0.22 0.25 0.25
50 0.25 0.25 0.38 0.13 0.33 0.17 0.25 0.25
75 0.25 0.25 0.30 0.10 0.30 0.10 0.25 0.25
100 0.25 – 0.25 – 0.25 – 0.25 –
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Figure 32: Local vs. global bandwidth increase (applied by all network operators).
increased to demonstrate the impact of plain locality awareness without HAP promo-
tion.
The results of this experiment are presented in Figure 32. Without HAP promotion,
we observe only a minor benefit of locality-aware peers for network operators and
no impact on the server traffic. On the other hand, the global bandwidth increase
benefits the operators, but the overlay provider again observes no difference with
regard to the server traffic. Finally, the local increase reduces the inter-domain traffic
more effectively, especially if most peers are not locality-aware.
For the overlay, the global bandwidth increase is always better but with the local
bandwidth increase a higher locality awareness in the overlay also implies additional
server traffic reduction. Finally, the cooperation of overlay and network achieves the
best result for the network operator (when 100% of users behave locality-aware and
the network operators increase the bandwidth globally).
We conclude this experiment with the observation that local bandwidth increase does
indeed incite the overlay provider to promote locality awareness in the overlay. In this case,
the server traffic can be further reduced from 150 TB without locality awareness to
only 50 TB with fully locality-aware overlay.
5.7.3 Early Adopter
In the previous experiments either all or none of the network operators containing
overlay users were applying HAP promotion. While, in this situation, the network as
a whole was able to benefit from our approach, the question arises whether it is also
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Figure 33: Performance of an early adopter (either large or small operator).
beneficial for an early adopter, that is, the first operator applying HAP promotion.
Only if this step is beneficial for a network operator, we can expect the mechanism to
be deployed.
To assess the situation of such an early adopter operator, we let only a single opera-
tor, either a small operator (G) or a large operator (A), apply HAP promotion within
its own network domain. Additionally to the server traffic, we capture the amount of
inbound and outbound traffic for the operator applying HAP promotion to assess the
outcome.
The basic configuration of the HAP promotion stays the same as in the previous
experiment. Besides the choice which operator applies HAP promotion the type of
bandwidth increase, either local or global is the only variable parameter.
Our choice of the operators to be an early adopter is dictated by the expectation that
a large operator can more easily benefit from the mechanism because of the potentially
higher impact on the overlay as a whole and a larger number of local peers (and also
a higher availability of content locally). Another expectation is that local bandwidth
increase is able to prevent an increase in the outbound traffic.
Impact on Network Operators
Figure 33 shows the outcome of this experiment for both of the potential early adopters.
Our first observation is that the absolute changes are much stronger for the large oper-
ator (as expected). Since the trends for all kinds of traffic are the same, in the following,
we focus on the large operator A.
Comparing the effect of introducing the global bandwidth increase with the no
increase case that effectively means no HAP promotion at all, we observe for the big
network operator (see Figure 33b):
• Intra-domain traffic increase by 151.6% ,
• Inbound traffic decrease by 67,1%,
• Outbound traffic increase by 83.5% that almost cancels the inbound savings.
The situation is very much the same for the small operator G with the exception that
the improvements in intra-domain and inbound traffic are much smaller compared to
the outbound increase (see Figure 33a). This happens due to the higher utilization of
additional local capacities by remote peers.
We further observe that the local bandwidth increase is able to alleviate the situation
of the early adopter compared to the global bandwidth increase where the total inter-
domain traffic is not reduced but only the inbound traffic. The outbound traffic is
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Figure 34: Impact of an early adopter (operator A or G) on server traffic.
now at a similar level as before, while the inbound traffic savings are even slightly
higher compared to the situation without HAP promotion. With the local bandwidth
increase the large operator is now able to reduce its total inter-domain traffic from the
original 231+ 145 = 376 to 62+ 176 = 238 TB , compared to 76+ 267 = 343 TB with
the global bandwidth increase (see Figure 33b). The situation is again very similar for
the small operator where the local bandwidth increase reduces its inter-domain traffic
from 31+ 22 = 53 to 26+ 22 = 48 TB (see Figure 33a).
Impact on the Overlay Provider
Consecutively, we consider the impact of case of HAP promotion applied by the early
adopter on the overlay provider. Figure 34 demonstrates that the overlay benefits in
both cases and with each early adopter, though from the large early adopter more than
from the small one. This is consistent with our expectations, since the large operator
hosts ten times more peers than the small one, and promoting 25% of them to HAPs
results in a larger performance boost with regard to the bandwidth available in the
overlay. We further observe that the local bandwidth increase results in lower savings
than the global one because in the first case the overlay peers located outside of the
early adopter’s domain cannot use the additional bandwidth of promoted peers.
In summary, the evaluation of the early adopter case shows that a network operator
must be careful how to increase the bandwidth of promoted peers. When other net-
work operators do not implement HAP promotion, an early adopter may even suffer
from the deployment, if outbound traffic is costly. The reason is that the overlay might
use additional available resources introduced by the early adopter in the undesired
manner by uploading to remote peers. However, we showed that this drawback can
be mitigated by increasing the upload bandwidth only for the local transfers. Then
the network operator can fully profit from the benefits of incentive-based traffic man-
agement, regardless of whether other network operators deploy it or not.
5.8 summary
This chapter presented a novel mechanism for overlay traffic management. A net-
work operators applies the mechanism, called Highly Active Peer (HAP) promotion,
to reduce its interconnection costs. The mechanism provides incentives to the overlay
provider and users to behave network-friendly for the mutual benefit of the overlay
(provider and users) and network operators. For this purpose, the network operator
promotes selected peers by increasing their upload bandwidth. The increased capacity
of the promoted peers improves the overlay performance and increases the attractive-
ness of local peers. The overlay has the freedom to behave locality-aware that would
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result in reduced interconnection costs for the network operators. The network opera-
tor rewards locality awareness by preferentially promoting network-friendly peers.
The considered application scenario was a peer-assisted VoD system, where an over-
lay provider tries to minimize the load on its servers while providing high streaming
experience to the users. Our evaluation has demonstrated the effectiveness of the
approach, showing a significant reduction in inter-domain traffic and an improved
overlay performance. We further saw that network operators should select peers (to
be promoted) based on their contribution to the overlay and network-friendliness. An
additional measure is the local bandwidth increase, which can prevent an abuse of ad-
ditional bandwidth and provides an additional incentive for locality-aware behavior.
Finally, we demonstrated that the mechanism can be effective, even if only a single
network operator adopts it.
To conclude, our approach is able to fulfill the requirements stated in Section 5.3:
1. Reduction of inter-domain traffic is achieved in most scenarios as shown by the eval-
uation. This always applies to the inbound traffic. We also presented additional
mechanisms that take the specific requirements of some network operators into
account by avoiding a simultaneous increase in the outbound traffic.
2. Network operators apply the mechanism and can effectively control it to provide
benefits only to compliant overlays and users.
3. Overlay providers and users can benefit from this mechanism, which provides
clear incentives for cooperation with network operators.
4. We focused on heavy hitter applications, such as peer-assisted streaming appli-
cations, which promises a high impact due to the increasing significance of video
distribution.
5. The approach is protocol-independent, since it does not rely on specific protocols
or mechanisms in the overlay.
6. The approach is not content-aware because it requires the operators to monitor
only the total traffic volume per user and destination networks of user traffic,
instead of the content itself.
7. The approach is compliant with the network neutrality principle (according to the
considered definition) because it does not hurt the performance of any applica-
tion.
Next chapter demonstrates how a peer-assisted VoD system can efficiently use set-
top boxes in terms of their online times. The chapter also considers the interplay of
peers’ online times and the amount of the inter-domain traffic generated by online
peers.
6ENERGY -AWARE UT IL IZAT ION OF SET -TOP BOXES
In this chapter, we consider the delivery costs of a peer-assisted VoD system based
on Set-top Boxes (STBs) from the users’ perspective. The existing approaches for STB-
based architectures often assume that users leave the devices switched on most of
the time. While this behavior enables the overlay provider to offload its servers, the
baseline power of STBs is wasted. Therefore, we aim to manage the online times
of STBs more efficiently. First, we present the common policies used in the related
work and identify their limitations. After a formulation of the desired properties, we
devise two adaptive standby policies. an optimal policy, and a heuristic. Based on
realistic data, we assess the trade-off between the performance and energy cost of
such systems, thus, taking the interests of overlay providers and users into account.
Finally, we present and evaluate a network-friendly extension to the proposed policies.
6.1 motivation
An overlay provider’s main goal in utilizing an STB-based delivery network is to
save bandwidth and to reduce hosting costs of its servers. Additionally, this approach
reduces the cooling costs of the servers that make up a large part of hosting costs [148,
91].
The reduction of server costs (without a performance degradation) requires that
users contribute sufficient amount of resources. These resources include the upload
bandwidth, CPU, memory, disk storage, and last but not least their online time. As
Internet access is typically paid in a flat-rate manner, the additional upload of video
segments might not result in additional costs for the users. The requirements of CPU,
memory, and disk storage are also comparably low, since the uploaders don’t need
to render or re-encode the videos. Instead, the only requirement is to forward video
segments to other receivers.
However, excessive online time may result in energy wastage, especially, if the
STBs1 stay always online, though being idle to a large extent. While some of the
recent proposals for STB-based systems rely heavily on STBs being online most of the
time [60, 148, 24], our goal is to reduce the STB’s energy consumption by eliminating
idle times. This must be done carefully to avoid severe performance degradations.
While the baseline power consumption of STBs is assumed to be low compared
to desktop computers (for example 12-55 watt for typical STBs vs. about 75 watt
for desktop computers [102]), it still results in annual rates comparable to electric
ovens and refrigerators, exceeding the annual consumption of desktop and laptop
computers [63]. The more powerful the STBs become, the higher power consumption
can be expected, as in the case of game consoles consuming easily 150 watt in the idle
state [21]. Therefore, an STB-based content delivery architecture demands advanced
mechanisms that offload content servers but don’t require STBs to be always-on.
6.2 related work
The idea of using STBs as a platform for peer-assisted content distribution has been
proposed by several researchers. Several works deal with video streaming by utilizing
STBs or home gateways, focusing on the specifics of live streaming [60, 24], or video-
on-demand streaming [74, 27, 142, 148].
1 Within this chapter all peers are assumed to be STBs and, therefore, we use both terms interchangeably.
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Most works on STB-based systems assume that a network provider controls a set
of gateways within the own network domain with gateways being always-on and
having plenty of bandwidth resources [142, 60]. This makes the content cached on
STBs highly available, allows proactive content replication, and (in the case of live
streaming) facilitates tree-based application level multicast. However, alternative de-
ployments require energy-aware solutions, where STBs cooperate to deliver content
on behalf of various overlay providers across domain boundaries. In real networks,
the bandwidth is not plentiful and energy costs for users are important, which makes
the always-on behavior undesirable and, therefore, reduces content availability.
Laoutaris et al. proposed to replace traditional data centers with provider-managed
distributed STB networks instead of PC-based p2p systems [90]. The authors argue,
that such Nano Data Centers (home gateways or STBs), located at the edge of the In-
ternet, cooperating in a peer-to-peer manner but controlled by a single authority, can
expose higher security, Quality of Service (QoS), and coordination, which make them
useful for VoD streaming, online gaming, and interactive TV. Controlled by the net-
work operator that manages these boxes, the system should be able to provide similar
service guarantees as server-based systems at reduced costs, since service availabil-
ity requirements for traditional data centers result in considerable redundancy with
respect to network access, storage capacity, and power supply. This work provides a
strong motivation to hybrid platforms, combining the benefits of p2p and traditional
server-based architectures in the STB scenario. However, the proposed deployment
focuses on the case where the network operator controls the entire delivery network,
which eliminates the need for inter-domain traffic. In our work we extend this idea to
the case where the overlay provider manages an STB-based system spanning domains
of multiple network operators. Furthermore, the authors propose that the provider
incentivizes the users to leave their boxes on, an approach that is contrary to recent
Green IT initiatives [108].
Further, Janardhan and Schulzrinne propose a localized peer-assisted streaming sys-
tem based on IP-enabled STBs, such as Tivo DVR [74]. STBs are centrally controlled
through a common aggregation router within each geographical area, which provides
a sort of locality awareness. Movies are split into chunks and distributed via a Bit-
Torrent like protocol. While considering the network locality issue, this work does not
address the energy consumption of STBs explicitly.
A popular research aspect of STB-based systems is the proactive content placement
on idle STBs to satisfy current and future user demand, based on the assumption that
STBs are online 80-90% of the time [26, 27, 148]. The resulting systems “free-ride” on
already dedicated baseline resources in order to reduce content servers’ load [27] or
their energy consumption [148]. The latter work by Valancius et al. assumes that STBs
might optionally support a standby state but consider only a simple selfish policy
(where users switch off their STBs after finishing their downloads), instead of adap-
tive policies proposed by us. The always-on assumption might hold for home gate-
ways (such as DSL modems with hard drives), but not for IP-enabled Digital Video
Recorders (DVRs), game consoles, and other entertainment devices where users are
tempted to switch them off when they don’t use them actively. The latter selfish behav-
ior allows users to save the baseline power of STBs but also reduces their availability
and the savings of servers’ energy.
Different approaches were made to reduce the energy consumption of Internet-
wide content delivery in order to make it “greener” [126, 44, 125]. They include the
reduction of server’s idle power [103] and baseline power consumption by the so-
called proportional computing [12]. For example, Lee et al. have shown that the en-
ergy consumption of STB-based content delivery systems might be even higher than
that of traditional server-based systems [91]. They propose a combination of energy-
proportional computing and content-centric networking with routers caching the con-
tent close to the users. However, this requires the introduction of content routers that
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Figure 35: System architecture. A video request results in four alternative source types, where
only (a) and (d) are successful.
must be aware of the stored content, which leads to a more complex and content-
aware Internet infrastructure.
This analysis strengthens our belief that STBs must become more competitive by
dropping the assumption that STBs must be online most of the time. We show the
benefits and challenges of adaptive standby policies that can be used to achieve this
goal. In an independent work Jourjon, Rakotoarivelo, and Ott investigate a distributed
algorithm to reduce the overall energy consumption of an STB-based system [77],
which, however, does not present any performance results of proposed algorithms.
6.3 system model
Though an STB-based architecture can be used to offer various services and appli-
cations, this thesis focuses on video-on-demand streaming. The considered hybrid
content delivery network combines centralized and decentralized entities as already
described in Section 3.1. However, because of the usage of STBs acting as peers there
are certain differences resulting from the STB-specific features: reliability and controlla-
bility (through the overlay provider). STBs are more reliable than traditional computers
because they are dedicated to only few features (such as video playback and recording,
exchange of video segments, etc.) opposed to the desktop or laptop computers where
multiple applications compete for resources with each other. Furthermore, the con-
trollability enables the utilization of self-managed standby policies instead of manual
online time management.
Figure 35 shows a typical streaming request in the STB-based system. In order to
download a video, the requesting peer first connects to the indexing server and re-
ceives a list of STBs that already downloaded this video in the past and still have its
replica in their local caches. Optionally, the reply can also include additional informa-
tion about the online state of these peers and their load. The video can be streamed
frommultiple sources (STBs or content servers) by dividing the video into sub-streams
that are combined into single stream at the receiver side. In this regard, the totally
served rate must be at least the bitrate of the video to enable high streaming experi-
ence for the users. If the STBs caching the video cannot satisfy the rate demand (that
means their available upload bandwidth is lower than the video bitrate) the requester
asks a content server to provide the missing substreams.
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There are several reasons why an STB might not be able to upload a previously
consumed video leading to the different types of misses as discussed in the following.
cache miss : The STB has already removed the video from its local cache.
offline miss The STB has a video replica in its cache, but is offline.
bandwidth miss : The STB has a video replica in its cache and is online, but has
no free upload bandwidth because the whole bandwidth is already dedicated to
other peers. Thereby, the upload bandwidth might be used for the same or other
videos.
Since the main goal of the system is to offload the content servers as much as pos-
sible, different mechanisms are applied to avoid the aforementioned types of misses
in order to increase the percentage of data uploaded by peers. This way both the to-
tal data volume to be served by content servers and their peak load can be reduced.
In Section 3.4.4 and Section 3.4.5 we already discussed peer selection policies and
cache replacement policies that can be used to avoid bandwidth and cache misses,
respectively. In the following we focus on the suitable measures to prevent online
misses.
6.4 online time management
The amount of offline misses can be reduced by increasing the availability of online
peers. This availability can also reduce the amount of bandwidth misses, since more
upload bandwidth is offered if more peers stay online. However, too excessive online
time might result in too many offered video replicas and, consequently, extensive idle
times.
In order to consider the availability of peers, we distinguish different online states,
which effect STB’s ability to serve other peers’ requests (see Figure 35). Thus, the STB’s
state depends on its current operation, resulting in different power consumption levels
and varying availability as summarized below:
• STB is in the active state while requesting and downloading a video from multi-
ple sources in parallel. Thereby, it can be optionally forwarding the same video
or upload previously cached videos to other peers. This state is unavoidable for
STB’s basic functionality but often exposes the highest power consumption.
• STB is in the passive state if it is uploading data to other peers without download-
ing. This state is desirable from the providers perspective, since uploads from
STBs help to offload content servers. It is also tolerable (or even desirable) from
user’s perspective, if the provider offers a reward for data upload. Typically, the
power consumed in this state is very close to that of the active state.
• STB is in the sleeping state if it does not provide any service (and also cannot
reply to new download requests) but allow the user to boot it up within few
seconds. This state exhibits the lowest power consumption and is, therefore, de-
sirable from users perspective, even if the user is rewarded for data upload to
other users. From the overlay provider’s perspective this might be unfavorable,
since the cached video replicas become unavailable.
• Finally, the STB can be in the idle state while not downloading or uploading
any videos but being able to serve requests from other peers. This state can
result, for example, from the always-on behavior of STBs, and make up a major
part of their online times and overall energy consumption. Unfortunately, many
STBs consume almost the same power in this state as in the active and passive
states [148, 77]
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Figure 36: State transition diagram (without standby policies). [no_uploads] and [up-
loads_running] specify whether the STB is still serving further upload requests.
Figure 36 shows the state transition diagram in the case, where the user controls the
switching into and from the sleeping state. The state transitions depend either on local
events (download requested or finished) or remote events when other STBs request
streams from this STB (upload started or finished). Furthermore, the user has to decide
manually whether (and when) to switch the STB between the idle and sleeping states.
In the following, we consider some typical policies how the online time of STBs
can be managed, either manually by the users or by the built-in functionality of STBs.
Later, in Section 6.5, we devise alternative policies.
Always-on Policy
In this extreme case the user does not switch the STB off at all. As a consequence, the
STB is never in the sleeping state and stays online once it joins the system. From the
overlay provider’s perspective this always-on policy is the simplest and most beneficial
policy, since it assures that all copies cached by STBs are available in the overlay.
Due to the permanent availability of all peers, such a policy allows for the highest
possible peer contribution, and, in consequence, for the highest load reduction at
content servers. However, it exposes the highest online time and, therefore, energy
consumption, becoming unacceptable for the users in a long-term. In fact, such a
policy shifts the energy costs from the overlay provider (by reducing the number of
online servers) to the end-user.
Selfish Policy
Another extreme case, the so-called selfish policy, governs STBs to stay online only as
long as they are consuming some resources from the system such as watching a video.
As a consequence, STBs are never in the idle state. Once a user finishes the running
downloads and switches off the STB, its resources become unavailable to the system.
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The shutdown can be done either manually or via a built-in mechanism of the STB.
Since STBs can contribute their upload resources while they are online, we expect that
such a policy results in much higher server traffic compared to the always-on policy.
Additionally, this policy results in a minimal idle time, in fact being zero.
Overtime Policy
In reality, the users rather tend to keep their STBs online partially, for example, send-
ing them into sleeping state some time after they finish using it actively. The reasons
are either some level of altruism, obliviousness, or the knowledge that in the passive
state they contribute to the system and get a reward. However, we cannot realisti-
cally expect users to know whether their STB is currently needed and switch between
idle and sleeping state based on the overlay performance. Therefore, we assume the
overtime behavior where users keep their devices online for a fixed seeding time (for
example one hour) after finishing their downloads.
The impact of this policy on the system performance strongly depends on the con-
currency of user requests. If most users perform requests almost in parallel, moder-
ate seeding might suffice to achieve high server traffic reduction. However, the non-
adaptive nature of this behavior might also result in unnecessary idle times or high
server traffic.
6.5 adaptive standby policies
In the previous section we already saw several non-adaptive standby policies for STBs:
always-on, selfish, and overtime, which do not adapt to system’s requirements but
behave statically. In this section, we formulate the requirements for self-managed and
adaptive standby policies and then propose two alternative policies based on specific
features of controllable STBs.
In this regard, we aim to reduce the energy consumption of STBs in the system
by applying an adaptive standby policy that governs when idle peers can switch into
the sleeping state and back. Such a policy can reduce the number of offline misses
while allowing peers to save energy if there is a good chance that it will not result
in unnecessary server traffic. This allows reducing STBs energy consumption and,
therefore, costs for end-users. Especially the idle state is undesirable, since neither the
users nor the overlay provider can benefit from it.
We define a standby policy as a rule that governs the switching between the idle and
sleeping modes of an STB. According to this definition, the selfish, always-on, and
overtime policy can be considered as non-adaptive standby policies, since they don’t
react on the system’s performance. However, all three of these policies can be easily
realized in STB’s firmware or executed manually.
A properly designed (adaptive) standby policy should fulfill the following require-
ments:
availability : This requirement states that the content available in the overlay should
be served from peers. The less offline misses occur, the less video segments must
be served by content servers that serve segments due to the bandwidth and
cache misses. In the optimal case, a standby policy should avoid offline misses
completely.
efficiency : This requirement demands that unused STBs are switched into the
sleeping state if their services are not required. This way the the idle time of STBs
and the associated energy consumption should be minimized.
We can easily see that none of the non-adaptive policies fulfills these requirements,
because the selfish policy violates the availability requirement, the always-on policy
the efficiency requirement, and the overtime policy might even violate both of them.
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Figure 37: State transition diagram of the wake-on-demand policy.
The next section presents our standby policies to avoid STBs’ lingering in the idle
state and discusses the benefits and drawbacks of each policy. At first we present a
policy that achieves the optimal behavior, though being rather difficult to implement
in a real system. Yet, it allows us to establish the best case for comparison with alter-
native policies. Then we present a heuristic standby policy that tries to match online
time of STBs with the demand based on the current load of the system and resources
supply through online STBs. We further discuss the overhead of the proposed poli-
cies in terms of additional reports required to manage the content availability in the
overlay, and present a locality-aware extension of the heuristic standby policy.
6.5.1 Wake-on-Demand Policy
According to the previously stated requirements, an optimal policy must eliminate
idle times by sending nodes into sleep if they have finished all running uploads and
downloads. At the same time an optimal policy must assure that an STB goes online
if it should upload cached content. The latter condition is fulfilled when there are no
online STBs that can upload the desired content.
Therefore, we devise a wake-on-demand policy, which switches idle STBs into the
sleeping state immediately after finishing downloads and current uploads (see Fig-
ure 37). If another peer tries to download a video that cannot be provided by online
STBs, the indexing server computes the missing bitrate and selects one or several
sleeping peers owning a replica of the desired video. The policy then wakes up those
peers (dashed arrow in Figure 37), which then provide the desired bandwidth and
switch back into the sleeping state after finishing the upload. We expect this wake-on-
demand policy to exhibit the optimal performance because it assures that all required
peers are available when they are needed while eliminating idle times altogether.
Considering the selection of peers to be woken up out of the candidate list (that is
maintained by the indexing server based on the information provided by the peers),
we apply the same peer selection policy as for the non-sleeping candidates (cf. Sec-
tion 3.4.4). The information about the available online and sleeping candidates is
managed based on peer reports (see Section 6.5.3 for more details). This allows the
indexing server to determine which of the sleeping STBs possess a replica of the de-
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Figure 38: Example for wake-on-demand using Wake-on-LAN.
sired video and which of them should be woken up in order to provide the desired
bandwidth.
Besides the knowledge about the potential STBs to wake-up, the wake-on-demand
policy requires the ability to switch from the active or passive state into the sleeping
state and to wake-up remote STBs on demand. While the former transition is trivial,
the latter one deserves additional attention.
Wake-on-LAN
A possible way to wake up sleeping STBs is the usage of the Wake-on-LAN feature.
This feature allows switching on a sleeping IP-enabled device from remote hosts by
sending a so-called magic packet – directed LAN broadcast with the MAC address
of the device and an optional 6-byte password [130]. The device to be woken up
is sleeping with power reserved for the network card and, therefore, consuming only
standby power (in the range of few watts [102]). Upon a reception of the magic packet,
the network card verifies whether the contained MAC address matches its own MAC
address, optionally checks the provided password, and, if the validation is successful,
starts up the device. While the original Wake-on-LAN was designed for local (wired)
networks only, it cannot be applied to remote connections over the Internet or to
wireless networks. Therefore, different vendors and vendor consortia proposed several
extensions to the original Wake-on-LAN specification [100, 69].
Figure 38 shows how the wake-up procedure can take place: the requesting peer
sends a search query to the indexing server. The latter verifies whether sufficient
non-sleeping STBs are available in the network. If it is not the case, the server sends
a wake-up packet to selected sleeping STBs, and returns their IP addresses to the
requesting peer, so that it can request video streams from the awakened peers.
Depending on the number of involved network domains, technology, and config-
uration utilized by the network operators, and the type of links (wired vs. wireless)
several issues arise with this policy besides the required support of the Wake-on-LAN
feature:
• Firewalls and routers might drop wake-up packets as a potential security threat.
This introduces the requirement of custom configuration of the intermediate
routers and Internet access gateways. Alternatively, Wake-on-LAN proxies could
be used to bypass this issue but again require the existence of an always-on
device in the network [125]. It follows that this issue can be solved if the overlay
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provider also controls the network and users’ gateways (as is the case where
overlay provider is the network operator offering VoD services in its own domain
or when overlay provider and network operator have a special agreement) but
is not applicable in general.
• STB’s wake-up time might delay the video startup for the requester by tens of
seconds. Additional patch streams from the content server can alleviate this issue
and avoid too long video startup times. The costs of the additional server traffic
depend on the content being served in the system, i.e. it is relatively small for
long videos and relatively large for short clips or trailers.
• The policy cannot be applied if the STB itself, such as DSL modems, must be
running for Internet connectivity, since the Wake-on-LAN feature requires the
sleeping STB to be reachable over the Internet. This limits the application of this
policy to devices other than Internet gateways.
The discussed issues make the application of this policy limited or even impossi-
ble in certain scenarios, such as DSL modems acting as STBs or missing cooperation
between the network and overlay provider. Therefore, we need an alternative policy
that is able to approximate this behavior without relying on the Wake-on-LAN feature.
Such a policy would enable STBs to save energy without the additional overhead of
Wake-on-LAN proxies, patch streams etc.
6.5.2 Supply-aware Recently Used Policy
In order to overcome the restrictions of the previous solution, we propose an alterna-
tive policy that does not rely on the Wake-on-LAN feature. Instead, it requires only
the common timer functionality, where an STB can switch into the sleeping state for
the pre-defined amount of time. Such timers are common for DVRs, digital receivers
etc., and can be incorporated into other kinds of STBs without the security limitations
and wake-up delays of the wake-on-demand policy.
The idea behind this policy, called Supply-Aware Recently Used (SARU), is to make
the available data match the estimated demand of the system by letting STBs stay
online as long as their resources (cached content and upload bandwidth) might be
needed by the system (see Figure 39). To achieve this, an STB analyzes the global
availability of its cached content in regular intervals, both in the idle and in the sleep-
ing state. In the latter case, the timer wakes up the STB for this examination. The
decision whether to stay online or not is governed by a heuristic that tries to mimic
the optimal behavior. By being adaptive to the demand and supply of cached videos,
the heuristic tries to avoid STBs being unnecessary idle.
Note that this approach avoids the issues of the optimal policy by eliminating the
startup delay (or patch streams from content servers) when a peer must be woken
up remotely. Furthermore, the policy is also applicable to Internet gateways. Finally,
SARU does not share the security-related problems of Wake-on-LAN over the Internet.
Before explaining the decision metric to switch nodes into the sleeping state and
back (shown with dashed arrows in Figure 39), we define the system parameters:
• P: set of peers,
• V : set of videos,
• V(p) ⊆ V : set of videos cached at peer p,
• P(v): set of peers that cached the video v, i.e. P(v) = {p ∈ P|v ∈ V(p)},
• R : V → R: bitrate of a video v ∈ V ,
• u : P → R: upload bandwidth of a peer p ∈ P,
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ability calculations.
• u ￿ : P → R: unused upload bandwidth of peer p with u ￿(p) ￿ u(p),
• φ : p→ {0, 1}: whether peer p is not in the sleeping state.
In this regard, we define the total availability ψ : V → R of a video v as:
ψ(v) =
￿
p∈P(v)
φ(p) · u ￿(p). (6.1)
and, accordingly, the availability ψ ￿(v,p) that excludes the bandwidth of peer p:
ψ ￿(v,p) =
￿
p ￿∈P(v)\{p}
φ(p ￿) · u ￿(p ￿) = ψ(v)− u ￿(p). (6.2)
Now let us assume that within the time interval τ, for a certain video v there will
be n additional streaming requests. The required upload bandwidth to serve these
peers in parallel is then n · R(v). Furthermore, let us assume that the average upload
bandwidth of these peers is u and that all peers besides the last one could forward the
received content. Then the currently available upload bandwidth for the given video
will increase with the resources of new peers by u · (n− 1).
Considering a peer p that has the given video in its local cache and decides whether
to stay in the idle state and offer the content or to switch into the sleeping state, the
resulting missing upload bandwidth δ that must be provided by the server to avoid
playback degradations is (if p stays online):
δ(v,n) = max(n · R(v)−ψ(v)− u · (n− 1), 0). (6.3)
On the other hand, if peer p decides to switch into the sleeping mode, this results
in the modified missing upload bandwidth δ ￿ with:
δ ￿(v,n) = max(n · R(v)−ψ ￿(v,p)− u · (n− 1), 0). (6.4)
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Since the goal of a standby policy is to reduce the probability that servers have to
provide this bandwidth, having a perfect prediction of n would allow peer p to decide
which decision to make. The metric would be to go to sleep if δ ￿ is larger than zero
and to stay online otherwise.
Alternatively, if n cannot be forecast with sufficient certainty, we propose to apply a
supply threshold α · R(v). That is, peers caching a specific video should stay online and
provide the required bandwidth that will be used to stream this video to requesting
peers if ψ ￿(v,p) is below α · R(v). The performance of this heuristic depends on the
choice of the supply factor α and the recheck interval τ governing how often a peer
evaluates the current situation.
To avoid that peers stay online and offer videos that are no longer popular (but
are still in peer’s cache), we additionally ignore videos that have not been requested
within the last T hours. For this purpose, we define a historical cutoff function that
specifies whether video v was requested by any peer (except p itself) within the last T
hours or not:
HT (v,p) =
1 if ∃p ￿ ∈ P with last request from p ￿ for v within T , p ￿ ￿= p
0 otherwise.
(6.5)
The resulting desirability of each cached video v can then be calculated as:
∆(p, v) = max
￿
α · R(v)−ψ ￿(v,p), 0
￿
·HT (v,p). (6.6)
Consistently, the desirability of a peer p from the system’s perspective is the aggre-
gated desirability of all videos cached by peer p:
∆(p) =
￿
v∈V(p)
∆(p, v). (6.7)
Intuitively, the desirability metric reflects whether the locally cached files are suffi-
ciently replicated in the overlay to satisfy additional streaming requests.
Only if the desirability ∆(p), calculated accordingly to Equation 6.7, is equal to
zero peer p switches into the sleeping state and starts the desirability recalculation timer,
which will wake up the STB after the recheck interval τ. However, if ∆(p) > 0, p
stays online and again starts the timer, which will initiate a new calculation of STB’s
desirability after the recheck interval τ (see Figure 39).
The length of this interval should be selected in such a way, that STBs do not wake
up too often, since it will consume additional energy, and to avoid unnecessary com-
munication overhead to calculate the desirability of cached content. Nonetheless, too
seldom calculations might lead to wrong desirability estimation and result a high
number of offline misses. For these reasons, we set the default value of the interval τ
to one hour.
A proper configuration of the parameters T and α should allow SARU to achieve
performance close to the wake-on-demand policy and outperform alternative policies.
For example, a too low supply factor α might result in high load at content servers,
while higher values of α will increase the online time of STBs. Furthermore, the his-
tory length T is important to react on content popularity changes. If T is chosen too
short, not enough caching STBs will stay online to offer videos that are temporarily
unpopular. However, if T is chosen too long, many STBs might stay online to offer
quite unpopular content.
It is worth mentioning that the algorithm presented in this section works from the
perspective of a single STB. Each STB makes individual decisions depending on the
content of its own cache and global information about the popularity and supply of this
content. In the following, we explain how this information is collected and managed.
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6.5.3 Reporting Overhead
Both wake-on-demand and SARU require the knowledge about the current availabil-
ity of each video in the overlay. The wake-on-demand policy must know how much
bandwidth is currently missing for the requested videos, which offline peers possess a
replica of this video, and, finally, how much bandwidth each peer can provide. Based
on this information the peers to be woken up are selected. Similarly, SARU requires
the information about the currently available bandwidth for certain videos (to perform
the calculations described by Equation 6.6 and Equation 6.7).
There are two alternatives how to manage the information about the available band-
width per video:
reactive : The requesting peer asks each online replica owner for the available band-
width. To this end, the indexing server only manages the information about all
peers that downloaded the video in the past. Try-and-error method must be
used to determine how much bandwidth the online replica owners can provide.
Also the offline peers must be woken up to determine whether they still have a
replica in their cache.
proactive : Peers report all relevant information to the indexing server, which man-
ages an up-to-date information about available peers. Upon a peer’s request
(either download request or availability calculation required for the desirability
calculation) this information is simply retrieved from the indexing server.
A simple estimation of the overhead required to reactively collect the availability
information can be estimated as O(|P| · |V(p)| · |P(v)| · 1τ ), since each of P peers has to
check each 1τ minutes the availability of all locally cached videos V(p) by asking all
replica owners P(v). This is quite inefficient with large caches and especially for highly
popular (and therefore highly replicated) videos with |V(p)| >> 1 and |P(v)| >> 1.
Another alternative, is an increase of the recheck interval τ, which might result in
imprecise desirability calculation. Also for the Wake-on-demand policy, the reactive
metadata management might result in unnecessary waking-up of STBs that don’t
possess a replica of the video anymore (due to the limited cache sizes).
Because of the presented considerations, we opt for the proactive management of
available bandwidth per video, both for the online and sleeping STBs, which includes
the per-video data about:
1. Lists of STBs that have a replica of the video in their cache.
2. Current state of each STB (online or sleeping), maximum available bandwidth
(relevant for sleeping STBs), and currently available bandwidth (for online STBs
only).
The calculation of this data requires that each STB reports to the indexing server
the following events: (1) switches between the online and offline modes, (2) removal
of videos from local caches or adding new videos to the cache, (3) changes in the
currently available bandwidth caused by started and finished uploads. Since all of
these actions happen only rarely (only few times per day for each STB) and the size of
reported data is small (STB and video ids plus the available bandwidth), the overhead
of such reports is limited, as presented in the evaluation section.
The information can be managed in various ways: by central indexing server, in
a decentralized overlay (such as a Distributed Hash Table [139]), or via gossiping
by piggybacking on already exchanged messages Since our system already contains
centralized entities (content and indexing servers) we assign this responsibility to
the indexing server. This solution allows us to reuse the normal search queries for
available video sources to collect information required for the desirability calculations.
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6.5.4 Locality-aware Extension
The presented heuristic policy, SARU, focuses on content supply in the whole sys-
tem. From the network provider’s perspective this might be suboptimal, since the
content might be available in one part of the network but requested from remote net-
work domains and, therefore, unnecessary inter-domain traffic might occur. Even the
locality-aware peer selection (as described in Section 3.4.4) might not suffice here,
since it requires the availability of enough alternative content sources, which, however,
are reduced by the standby policy.
We propose the following modification to our heuristic: instead of considering the
video availability in the global system (cf. Equation 6.1) we consider its availability in
the local network domain by filtering out remote peers. The outcome is the Supply-
and Locality-Aware Recently Used (SLARU) policy.
At first we define the metric whether two peers p and p ￿ are in the same network
domain:
κ(p,p ￿) =
￿
1 if domain(p) = domain(p ￿),
0 otherwise.
(6.8)
Then we define the locality-aware extension of the availability metric ψ ￿(cf. Equa-
tion 6.2):
ψ ￿κ(v,p) =
￿
p ￿∈P(v)\{p}
φ(p ￿) · κ(p,p ￿) · u ￿(p ￿) (6.9)
so that the desirability metric can be computed by replacing ψ ￿ with ψ ￿κ in Equa-
tion 6.6.
It is straightforward that ψ ￿ ￿ ψ ￿κ is always true and, therefore, in a system that
operates in multiple network domains, locality awareness comes at the cost of poten-
tially higher online times. We evaluate this effect and its interplay with peer selection
policies in detail in Section 6.7.4.
Table 12: Expected performance of considered policies.
Policy Server traffic Idle times Remarks
Always-on minimal high –
Selfish high minimal –
Overtime moderate moderate Depends on seeding time
and request pattern
Wake-on-Demand minimal optimal Requires Wake-on-LAN
SARU moderate near-optimal Requires wake-up timer
6.6 evaluation methodology
This section presents our evaluation methodology, including the workload, simulation
environment, and metrics. The evaluation results are shown in Section 6.7.
Our expectations with respect to the performance of single policies are summa-
rized in Table 12. The main subject of our evaluation is the heuristic SARU policy (as
described in Section 6.5.2). We aim to understand, whether it can compete with the op-
timal Wake-on-demand policy and outperform the non-adaptive policies: always-on,
selfish, and overtime, with respect to the system-wide performance and energy costs.
Additionally, we consider the interplay of SARU and locality awareness techniques.
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Table 13: Overview of the workloads generated by random sampling of original traces (and
optionally geolocated to Germany).
Workload
Property International National (DE)
Video size 211 – 2,141 MB 211 – 2,131 MB
Number of peers 60,000 61,371
Number of videos 2,620 2,497
Number of downloads 118,610 101,609
Number of network domains 2,331 263
Total video volume 99,374 GB 87,256 GB
To capture the important effects of standby policies, we must consider a system-
wide performance, not limited to a single video, but rather a peer-assisted system
with multi-video caching on peers. This scalability requirement suggests the usage of
simulations with an appropriate level of abstraction.
6.6.1 Workload
Realistic workloads are crucial to study the potential of standby policies. The work-
load must include realistic video popularity and request patterns such as the diur-
nal effect. Since there are no publicly available traces of video-on-demand systems
suitable for our evaluation, we use traces of the video files being shared within the
popular BitTorrent network.
The traces were collected from December 9th, 2008 to January 16th, 2009 by sub-
scribing to public RSS feeds of a major BitTorrent tracker site and then continuously
asking the trackers for new peer lists [82]. The collected data includes the torrent name
and id (used as a video identifier), the file size in MB, and the list of IP addresses ac-
tive within the swarm at the given time. Based on this data, we can reproduce the
time when peers requested certain videos. Furthermore, the peers are mapped to
their respective autonomous systems by using the MaxMind’s geolocation database
GeoIP [101].
We generated two excerpts of the traces, by including only peers that downloaded
content from the category Movies during the first week of measurements (Dec. 13-20,
2008), as shown in Table 13. For the national workload, all peers located outside of Ger-
many were removed, which resulted in 61,137 peers. For the international workload,
we took a random sample of 60,000 peers.
To understand whether the obtained traces are suitable to describe a video-on-
demand scenario we also plot the relevant distributions in Figure 40. It can be seen
that the workload shows a strong similarity with typical VoD workloads. Figure 40a
presents the requests over time, which follow a clear diurnal patter (similar, for ex-
ample, to the measurements reported by Huang et al. in [68, Figure 7]). Furthermore,
the video popularity shown in Figure 40b follows the stretched exponential distribu-
tion of typical multimedia workloads [53]. Finally, we observe that the user activity in
terms of the video requests is highly skewed (see Figure 40d).
We further observe that the number of network domains and the number of peers
per domain differ between the national and international workloads (see Figure 40c):
For Germany, the same amount of peers is distributed over less domains but the large
domains contain more peers than with international peers.
Table 14 shows further parameters of the basic scenario used for the performance
evaluation. We use 8 continuous days out of our traces to generate each of the work-
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Figure 40: Properties of trace content.
loads. In order to verify the significance of our results, we repeated experiments with
six different weeks. Since the outcome is consistent among the weeks, we present the
results of a single week. The minimal size of considered videos is 200 MB and we de-
rive the bitrate of the video R depending on the video size S according to the following
rule:
R =

1Mbps if S ￿ 1 GB
2Mbps if 1 GB < S ￿ 2 GB
4Mbps if S ￿ 2 GB.
(6.10)
The default peer upload bandwidth is set to 500 kbps, while the upload bandwidth
of the server is unlimited to allow for measuring the server stress. We use a sample
of up to 60,000 random peers from our traces (consisting of 4 million peers for the
selected content category Movies for the considered week). Table 13 summarizes the
major properties of the both resulting workloads.
The traces are fed into a custom discrete event-driven simulator modeling a peer-
assisted streaming system based on STBs. We implemented the delivery network pre-
sented in Section 6.3 with the users consuming videos and overlay provider’s servers
offering the initial content by extending the simulator described in Section 5.6. The
overlay peers model the STBs, including limited-sized local caches, trace-driven re-
quests, and video popularity, as well as the standby policies described in Section 6.5.
The data transfers happen in a multi-source manner, which means that a single
streaming request can be served from multiple nodes (peers and/or servers), while
peers are always favored in order to offload servers.
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Table 14: Basic setup.
Parameter Default Variation
Simulation duration 8 days –
Video bitrate 1, 2, or 4 Mbps –
Peer cache size 2 GB –
Cache replacement policy FIFO –
Peer selection policy Upload volume locality-aware
Peer upload bandwidth 0.5 Mbps 0.250 – 4 Mbps
Number of peers 60,000 10,000 – 60,000
Number of videos 2,620 1,260 – 2,620
Workload international national (DE)
Standby policy SARU always-on, selfish, overtime,
wake-on-demand
6.6.2 Power Consumption Model
In order to assess the power consumption of devices, we consider three different cate-
gories and take a representative device for each of them. We distinguish four different
states specified in Section 6.4: sleeping, idle, active, and passive.
The resulting consumption profiles are shown in Table 15. Here, home gateways are
represented by Thomson TriplePlay VDSL2+ modem, whose management consump-
tion was evaluated and reported by Valancius et al.[148]. Classical set-top boxes are
represented by Motorola’s VIP1216, an IP-enabled DVR equipped with a hard disk
drive. Its power consumption was measured by the ENERGY STAR consortium [42].
Finally, the latest generation of game consoles is represented by Sony’s PlayStation 3
Slim device which is already 50% more efficient than its predecessor [107]. This differ-
entiation of device types is relevant in order to understand which of the considered
policies are feasible for which device type.
Table 15: Power consumption profiles of various STB types (based on [42, 148, 107]).
Device type Energy Consumption [Watt]
Sleeping Idle Passive Active
Home gateway 0.50 14.90 15.40 16.75
Set-top Box (DVR) 0.50 10.78 12.00 16.00
Game console 0.36 75.19 80.90 80.90
6.6.3 Metrics
In order to assess a standby policy π, we measure Γp(π) and Γs(π) as the data volume
uploaded from peers and servers, respectively, and Ω(π) as the total online time of all
STBs. Based on these values we calculate the following metrics (using the always-on
policy A as a reference):
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• Relative server traffic γ is the data volume uploaded from content servers relative
to the totally served data:
γ(π) =
Γs(π)
Γs(π) + Γp(π)
.
This metric describes the performance of the system, where the lower server traffic
means higher benefit for the overlay provider.
• Relative online time ω is the accumulated online time of all STBs relative to the
always-on case:
ω(π) =
Ω(π)
Ω(A)
.
This metric describes the users’ costs that should be reduced by the standby
policies (we assume that the users pay flat-rate fees for Internet access and that
the baseline power consumption dominates the energy costs of STBs, similar
to [148]).
• Energy savings ρ express the relative reduction in STBs’ online time achieved by
policy π compared to the always-on case. We further normalize this value by the
server traffic reduction achieved by π compared to the always-on policy A for a
fair comparison. The resulting normalized energy savings are:
ρ(π) =
Ω(A)−Ω(π)
Ω(A)
· Γp(π)
Γp(A)
.
• Messaging overhead measures the number of messages exchanged between the
STBs and the indexing server per second. This includes search messages when
a user requests a video download, state changes reported by STBs when they
switch into the online or offline states, and upload capacity changes when STBs
report that they start or stop new upload streams. This also includes two types of
messages specific to the wake-on-demand policy and SARU: wake-up messages
and control lookups required to calculate the desirability of an STB.
6.7 evaluation results
In this section, we present the performance results of our adaptive heuristic policy and
compare it with the performance of alternative policies. The results were obtained us-
ing trace-driven simulations according to the methodology presented in the previous
section.
According to our evaluation goals, the following experiments were conducted:
Comparison of Standby Policies covers the performance of all considered poli-
cies with the default setup (with the international workload). The main goal is
to understand the relationship of considered metrics and to understand whether
the proposed adaptive standby policies can outperform static policies.
Energy Consumption vs . Device Profile compares the impact of different poli-
cies on the energy consumption depending on the device type in use. This allows
to understand which policies are suitable for STBs, home gateways, or game con-
soles.
Analysis of the Supply-aware Recently Used Policy provides a parame-
ter sensitivity study that considers all three relevant parameters of SARU and
their impact on the SARU’s performance and costs.
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Figure 41: Relative online time and resulting server traffic of various policies.
Locality Awareness and Standby Policy analyzes SARU’s effects on the inter-
domain traffic under different locality-aware mechanisms. In this case, we also
include the results of the national workload to highlight the effect of internation-
alization on the costs and gains of locality-aware mechanisms.
Additional evaluation results can be found in Section A.3, including Scalability of
Standby Policies, Performance with a National Workload, and Additional Results for
Locality Awareness.
6.7.1 Comparison of Standby Policies
In this experiment, we compare the performance of the proposed heuristic SARU
policy with that of other standby policies: always-on, wake-on-demand, overtime, and
selfish. Thereby, we consider the international workload (see Section 6.6.1), while the
results for the national workload are presented in Section A.3.2 for the purpose of
completeness.
The main goal of this experiment is to verify our expectations with respect to the
single policies listed in Table 12. Thereby, we set the seeding time of the overtime
policy to one hour and configure SARU as follows: recheck interval τ equals one hour,
history length T equals 24 hours, and supply factor α is set to 1.0.
The considered metrics are the ratio of the total traffic served by servers and the
online time of peers. Figure 41 shows the results shown and provides a direct compar-
ison of considered standby policies by including the normalized energy savings.
First, we observe that the selfish and always-on policies result in the lowest (3.75%)
and highest (100%) online times, respectively. Second, the selfish policy generates
the highest server traffic of 64%. Furthermore, the always-on and wake-on-demand
policies offer the lowest server traffic (11 and 12%) accounting for the initial content
injection from the content servers.
We observe that our heuristic SARU policy yields server traffic closer to the optimal
wake-on-demand policy (26 vs. 12%) while slightly increasing the online time (11.4 vs.
8.7%). Thereby, SARU clearly outperforms the selfish and overtime policies with respect to
the server traffic, and the always-on policy with respect to the online time metric.
Finally, with respect to the normalized energy savings metric, we again observe
that SARU outperforms selfish, overtime, and always-on policies, but ranges below
the wake-on-demand policy.
These results confirm our expectations that the wake-on-demand policy offers opti-
mal trade-off of online time and server traffic, while SARU approximates this behavior.
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Figure 42: Power consumption per device with the international workload (y axis is shown on
a logarithmic scale).
6.7.2 Energy Consumption vs. Device Profile
In this experiment, we aim to understand the applicability of considered policies to
different types of STB-like devices: home gateways, DVRs, and game consoles. The
experimental setup reuses the configuration of the previous experiment but also mea-
sures the power consumption of respective devices in different states (as specified
in Table 15).
Figure 42 shows the total energy consumption of all 60,000 peers over the duration
of 8 days (though not all peers joined the network from the start). It is further impor-
tant that certain combinations of device types and policies are rather hypothetical (for
example, it is difficult to implement Wake-on-LAN on home gateways because this
policy requires an existing Internet connection).
The outcome of this experiment confirms our expectation that especially game con-
soles can significantly benefit from the adaptive policies, since the overall energy
consumption can be reduced by the factor eight. In this regard, especially wake-on-
demand enables considerable energy savings, which is only 38MegaWatt hour (MWh)
compared to 48MWh of the SARU policy, or ∼400MWh of the always-on policy. While
the overtime policy consumes with 20 MWh less energy than SARU, it also results in
a higher server traffic as shown in the previous experiment.
For the other devices the wake-on-demand policy increases the energy consumption
moderately, but the (relative) difference to other policies is much lower. For example,
with DVRs we observe 8.5, 9.8, and 6.8 MWh for the wake-on-demand, SARU, and
overtime policies, respectively. However, even here, each of these policies consumes
five to eight times less energy than the always-on behavior.
To conclude this analysis, standby policies should be used especially in the context
of high-end devices, such as game consoles, while the other two device types can
benefit from it. Furthermore, the obtained results justify our focus on normalized
energy savings as the main metric to assess the performance of standby policies in a
device-independent way.
6.7.3 Analysis of the Supply-aware Recently Used Policy
In the previous experiments the parameters of the SARU policies were fixed. In this
experiment, we present a parameter study of the SARU policy and observe the impact
of single parameters on the policy’s performance and the incurred overhead.
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Figure 43: Impact of history length and supply factor on the SARU’s performance (x axis is shown
on a logarithmic scale).
Impact of Supply Factor and History Length
We start the parameter sensitivity study by varying the following parameters: history
length T in the range from 0 to 72 hours and supply factor α from 0.25 to 3.0. The results
are shown in Figure 43 and include the relative server traffic, relative online time, and
normalized energy savings.
We observe that the online time slightly increases with the growing history length
while even with the increased supply factor the total fraction is below 20% (see Fig-
ure 43a). Furthermore, the relative server traffic can be reduced significantly from 60
to 14% by increasing the supply factor to 3.0 and setting the history length to at least
24 hours (see Figure 43b). The reason is that a longer history makes peers stay online
longer to offer their content, while the supply factor α ￿ 1.0 allows serving at least
one new request by the peer kept online.
Since with the increasing parameter values the energy costs (in terms of the total
online time) and the server traffic is reduced simultaneously, we also consider the
normalized energy savings (shown in Figure 43c). Furthermore, the relative energy
savings increase with the history length and higher supply factor but stabilize at the
supply factor of 2.0 and history length of eight hours (see Figure 43c). Thus, the
supply factor of 2.0 and history length of roughly eight hours result in the highest
savings. Also the increase of the supply factor from 2.0 to 3.0 only results in marginal
additional savings with a short history of less than two hours. These observations
suggest that a further increase of the supply factor and history length is not beneficial.
Finally, we also measured the impact of supply factor and history length on the
messaging overhead but (as expected) did not discover a significant impact. Therefore,
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Figure 44: Impact of recheck interval on the SARU’s performance and messaging overhead (x axis
is shown on a logarithmic scale).
we present this metric only in the subsequent experiment where an impact can be
observed.
Impact of Recheck Interval and Messaging Overhead
In this experiment we vary the remaining parameter of the SARU policy to evaluate
its impact on the energy savings and messaging overhead. Especially, the latter metric
is relevant since we expect that too frequent wake-up timer events might result in
too many desirability calculations and, accordingly, in a high load at the indexing
server. For this purpose, we set the other two parameters to their initial values (α =
1.0 and T = 24 hours) and vary the recheck interval from 15 minutes to 32 hours
(=1920minutes) by doubling its value in each step. The obtained results are presented
in Figure 44.
Our first observation is that the normalized energy savings decrease only slightly
with the increasing recheck interval (see Figure 44a). Even an interval of one or two
hours still results in considerable savings of 74 or 72%, respectively. Furthermore,
the messaging overhead results reveal that status events indeed cause most of the
messaging overhead at the indexing server. Indeed, the overhead reaches the level
of the wake-on-demand policy only with the recheck interval of eight hours (=480
minutes).
6.7.4 Locality Awareness and Standby Policy
So far we considered the performance of standby policies only from the users’ and
overlay provider’s perspectives, who aim to reduce energy consumption of STBs with-
out incurring high load on content servers. In contrary in this experiment we analyze
the heuristic SARU policy also from the perspective of network operators. Similar
to Chapter 5, we consider the inter-domain traffic as the main cost factor for the
network operators, since it requires well-dimensioned inter-domain links and might
additionally result in high interconnection payments.
Since the basic version of SARU does not consider any information about the un-
derlying networks. This might result in lower availability of content in the individual
network domain and, therefore, leads to higher inter-domain costs. In Section 3.4.4
and Section 6.5.4 we already presented two mechanisms, LOcality-Aware Peer Selec-
tion (LOAPS) and Supply- and Locality-Aware Recently Used (SLARU) that might be
able to alleviate the network operator’s situation. Both mechanisms can be applied in-
dependently and, therefore, result in four possible combinations: (1) pure SARU (with-
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Figure 45: Impact of locality awareness with national and international workload (SLARU =
locality-aware SARU, LOAPS = locality-aware peer selection).
out LOAPS), (2) SLARU (without LOAPS), (3) SARU with LOAPS, and (4) SLARU
with LOAPS.
An additional factor is the workload-specific distribution of users on operator’s
domains. To understand its impact on the inter-domain traffic and the performance
of the aforementioned mechanisms, this time we consider two variants of our trace-
based workload: national (located within Germany) and international subset of peers,
as described in Section 6.6.1.
The performance of considered locality mechanisms for both workloads is shown
in Figure 45, presenting both the ratio of inter-domain traffic and the normalized
energy savings achieved by each combination of mechanisms. We make the following
observations with respect to the inter-domain traffic (see Figure 45a):
1. For each combination of mechanisms the national workload results in lower per-
centage of inter-domain traffic than the corresponding international workload
(10-40% less). This can be easily explained, since the national workload contains
less network domains and has more users per domain, which, in turn, results in
higher percentage of local sources for each download request (see Figure 40c).
2. SLARU by itself is not able to significantly decrease the percentage of inter-
domain traffic (compared to pure SARU). Even if the number of local online
peers is increased, the probability that local sources are selected for the down-
load is still low. In fact, this probability is inversely proportional to the number of
network domains, which is quite high for both setups (263 and 2,331 domains).
3. LOAPS alone has almost no effect with pure SARU, which can be explained by
the low number of potential download sources in individual network domains
and, therefore, low effect of selection mechanisms in use.
4. Combination of SLARU with LOAPS achieves significant reduction in inter-
domain traffic: 30% for the international and almost 50% for the national work-
load. Here, SLARU assures the local supply of content, while LOAPS assures
the selection of local download sources. The reason of better performance with
the national workload, is again the lower number of network operator domains.
Concerning the normalized energy savings achieved by the standby policy in vari-
ous setups, we observe (see Figure 45b):
1. LOAPS alone has no effect on energy savings, independently of the workload
type and SARU variant in use. The reason is simply that peer selection has no
direct impact on the state switches performed by SARU.
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2. Usage of SLARU (with or without LOAPS), has almost no impact for the national
workload, because most of the peers are located inside of few large network do-
mains. Though, the online time increases, the corresponding reduction in server
traffic results in efficient utilization of online times and, therefore, the normalized
energy savings remain stable or even increase slightly. Detailed results for server
traffic and online times are additionally provided in Section A.3.3.
3. With the international workload the energy savings are reduced from 74 to al-
most 40% if SLARU is applied. The reason is that the large number of network
domains results in too many STBs staying online to guarantee the availability of
content that may be never requested within the same network domain.
We conclude that the locality-aware extension to SARU (SLARU) makes sense only
in combination with LOAPS, where it is able to reduce inter-domain traffic without
hurting the overlay performance. Furthermore, for overlays which span large number
of network domains, which is the case for the international workload, additional effort
from the network operator is needed to incite locality-aware behavior in the overlay
(cf. Chapter 5).
6.8 summary
This chapter presented adaptive standby policies that are able to reduce energy con-
sumption of a peer-assisted content delivery network based on STBs. We achieved this
by reducing the idle times and, therefore, energy consumption of STBs. The STBs can
switch into the sleeping state and back in a self-managed way to save the baseline
power. To achieve this, we devised two policies: Wake-on-Demand and Supply-Aware
Recently Used (SARU) that rely either on the Wake-on-LAN feature or on wake-up
timers to control the online state of STBs.
Our evaluation study showed that adaptive standby policies can tackle the trade-
off between the extensive online time and low server traffic, resulting in a similar
performance as the always-on behavior at slightly higher costs than the selfish policy.
The proposed policies also outperformed the non-adaptive overtime behavior. For
example, our wake-on-demand policy can reduce the server online time by up to 91%
while providing the same performance (with respect to the server traffic) as the costly
always-on policy. In cases when the wake-on-demand policy cannot be applied, the
alternative policy, SARU, enabled comparable energy savings with a slightly lower
performance.
Additionally, we addressed the trade-off between the energy savings for the users
and inter-domain traffic reduction for network operators. On the one hand, a proper
combination of locality-aware peer selection and locality-aware standby policy was
able to significantly reduce inter-domain traffic. On the other hand, we saw that local-
ity awareness by itself can be either neutral or even harmful for the overlay, depending
on the number and relative size of involved network domains.

7CONCLUS IONS
In this chapter, we summarize our main results and outline the contributions of this
thesis. We further provide an outlook at possible future research directions.
7.1 summary
This thesis considered peer-assisted Video-on-Demand (VoD), which is a promising
approach to offer large video collections to many users in a scalable and cost-efficient
way. Due to its hybrid nature, a properly designed peer-assisted system is able to pro-
vide real streaming experience to the users, while significantly reducing the content
delivery costs in comparison to server-based systems.
In Chapter 1, we introduced the stakeholders involved in peer-assisted VoD: overlay
providers, users, and network operators. We discussed the challenges arising from the
utilization of the peer-to-peer (p2p) paradigm: the limited peer resources, the peers’
inability to provide service guarantees, and insufficient incentives in terms of peers’
contribution. We argued that the design of a peer-assisted system must also account
for the costs of end-users (such as the energy consumption of their devices) and for
the impact on the underlying network infrastructure.
In Chapter 2, we presented the background of peer-assisted VoD. First, we discussed
different delivery architectures: client-server, Content Delivery Networks (CDNs), pure
p2p, and peer-assisted systems. We also compared them in terms of their benefits
and limitations. Second, we highlighted the differences between various methods
of video delivery: VoD streaming, live streaming, and file transfers. We further pre-
sented the mesh- and tree-based topologies for video streaming, including an exam-
ple of a mesh-based p2p streaming protocol. Subsequently, we discussed the impact
of Internet-based delivery overlays on the underlying network infrastructure. Such
overlays generate a large amount of inter-domain traffic, which is undesired from
the network operators perspective. Finally, we introduced the upcoming delivery plat-
forms that utilize Set-top Boxes (STBs) and similar devices of end-users. On the one
hand, these devices enable more control through the overlay provider. On the other
hand, STBs require new management techniques to avoid wastage of peers’ resources
and resulting disincentives for peer-assistance.
Chapter 3 presented the peer-assisted architecture for VoD, which built the scenario
considered in this thesis. The chapter further presented our assumptions and problem
statement. The problem statement included four aims: guaranteed streaming experi-
ence for users, reduced load on content servers, reduced inter-connection costs for net-
work operators, and, finally, reduced energy consumption of peers (in the STB-based
scenario). Subsequently, we presented selected components of the considered architec-
ture that are relevant in this regard. The components included the utilized streaming
protocol, server utilization, search mechanism, and caching strategy (at peers).
Chapter 4 presented adaptive resource allocation policies. An overlay provider can ap-
ply these policies to its content servers to assure that server resources are used only
to compensate for temporary unavailability of peer resources. Additionally, in an STB-
based system, allocation policies can be used to determine when certain STBs can be
switched off to save energy. To this end, we provided a model for the instantaneous
bandwidth demand of such a system and proposed two resource allocation policies
for peer-assisted streaming systems. Our first policy was inspired by the related work
on p2p file sharing while the second policy addressed the specific requirements of
streaming applications. We evaluated both policies in various scenarios via extensive
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simulations and demonstrated their benefits (compared to each other and to a perfect
static allocation). Thereby, our policies were able to provide high streaming quality
(short startup delays and no stalling). At the same time, the load on content servers
was reduced by 30–50% compared to a non-adaptive solution. This was achieved with
only 1% of additional messaging overhead. We further presented the prototypical in-
tegration of the supporter policy in a state-of-the-art p2p streaming application. The
measurements of the prototype in a testbed verified the correctness of the obtained
simulation results.
In Chapter 5, we addressed the tension between the peer-assisted overlays and net-
work operators. Our goal was to meet the diverse requirements of users, overlay
providers, and network operators. A network operator must try to satisfy the qual-
ity requirements of its customers to attract them. At the same time, the operator aims
to minimize the traffic costs, particularly those incurred from inter-domain traffic. In
the case of commercial peer-assisted video delivery, also the interests of the overlay
provider must be considered to avoid network neutrality violations. We discussed
existing approaches that are able to reduce inter-domain traffic, which often degrade
the overlay performance, fail to support various protocols, or introduce legal issues by
being content-aware. Therefore, we devised an incentive-based traffic management mech-
anism. The proposed mechanism, called Highly Active Peer (HAP) promotion, de-
creases network operators interconnection costs by encouraging the overlay providers
and users to be network-friendly. For this purpose, a network operator tries to detect
most network- and overlay-friendly peers and boosts their performance by increas-
ing their bandwidth for certain time intervals. Our mechanism enables a reduction of
costly inter-domain traffic by up to 50% without punishing the users via traffic shap-
ing or blocking. At the same time, we observed an increased content and bandwidth
availability in the local domain, which allowed to reduce the load on content servers
by up to 88%. We further analyzed the usefulness of this approach for single network
operators. While the approach was always able to reduce the inbound traffic, an addi-
tional mechanism allowed also to avoid an increase in the outbound traffic as desired
by certain network operators.
In Chapter 6, we considered the case of peer-assisted architectures built on STBs
controlled by the overlay provider. Such devices are a promising alternative to desk-
top PCs to build peer-assisted delivery overlays. However, the overlay provider must
take the costs of an STB owner into account, especially the energy consumption of
STBs. In this regard, the related work typically assumes only extreme policies to con-
trol online time of STBs: they are either always-on or switched off if not actively used
by their owners. While the first approach might result in wastage of the STBs’ baseline
power, the second approach increases the load on content servers. Therefore, we pro-
posed two sophisticated standby policies to provide high performance while reducing
the idle times by turning STBs offline in a self-managed way: the wake-on-demand
policy and the heuristic Supply-Aware Recently Used (SARU) policy. Our policies
rely on special features of STBs, which offer an interesting compromise between the
extreme approaches. The evaluation studies demonstrated that the proposed policies
are able to save up to 80% of the baseline power of dispensable STBs by sending
them into a sleeping state. At the same time, they are able to offload servers at a level
similar to the energy-wasting always-on case. We also measured the overhead of the
standby-policies (in terms of signaling messages) and their effectiveness with different
device profiles. Finally, the chapter also considered the trade-off between the network-
friendliness and energy efficiency of a peer-assisted streaming overlay. We showed
that a combination of a locality-aware extension to the SARU standby policy with
locality-aware peer selection can reduce inter-domain traffic by 30–50% depending on
the geographical distribution of the overlay.
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7.2 contributions
This section outlines the contributions of this thesis towards the cost reduction and
performance optimization of peer-assisted VoD. We start with the major contributions
of this thesis:
1. Adaptive cache allocation policies that enable the overlay provider to avoid wastage
of costly server resources. At the same time, the policies provide the desired
level of streaming quality to the users. Our evaluation studies confirmed that, in
particular, our supporter policy is able to satisfy the requirements of peer-assisted
VoD. In contrast to the related work, our policies neither rely on predictions of
the user demand (cf. [155, 111, 128]), nor they assign static resources to the sys-
tem (cf. [48, 66, 22, 32]). Instead, our policies measure the current bandwidth
demand and supply in order to allocate sufficient resources in an adaptive man-
ner.
2. An incentive-based traffic management approach that allows network operators to
manage peer-assisted overlays without hurting their performance. For this pur-
pose, the mechanism incites the users and overlay provider to behave network-
friendly, instead of forcing them. As a result, network-friendly behavior becomes
a dominant strategy, both for the overlay provider and users. Due to its incentive-
based nature, this mechanism avoids the common limitations of existing ap-
proaches such as the decreased overlay performance, applicability only to spe-
cific protocols (e.g. BitTorrent), content awareness, and violations of the network
neutrality principle (e.g. [109, 117, 104, 17, 92, 33]).
3. Adaptive standby policies for STBs that aim to reduce the idle times of such de-
vices while keeping a sufficient number of online copies. Existing approaches
for STB-based systems often assume non-adaptive behavior, such as always-on
or selfish [60, 74, 148, 27]. This behavior often results in energy wastage or too
high load at the content servers. Therefore, we proposed two adaptive standby
policies that utilize additional features of STBs such as Wake-on-LAN and wake-
up timer. The trace-driven performance evaluation verified the desired proper-
ties of the proposed policies and their superiority compared to non-adaptive
approaches.
There are further findings and insights that we obtained in this work. They consti-
tute additional contributions of this thesis. We describe them briefly in the following:
• We provided a theoretical model for the instantaneous bandwidth demand of
peer-assisted VoD. We used the model to devise the global speed allocation policy
(see Section 4.4.1), while there exist further works relying on it [2].
• Our evaluation of proposed cache allocation policies revealed that the supporter
policy that focuses on the playout buffers outperforms policies based on the
download speed measurements (see Section 4.6).
• We implemented the supporter policy in a state-of-the-art p2p video streaming
client. This prototype was used to verify simulation results in a testbed (see Sec-
tion 4.7).
• We showed that our cache allocation policies can be applied not only to the
allocation of server resources, but also to the resources of non-downloading
peers, such as idle STBs. We observed that with STBs the server traffic reduction
is higher than without STBs (see Section 4.6.4). Furthermore, this mechanism
allows to determine the number of currently required STBs while the remaining
devices can apply the standby policies.
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• We analyzed the performance of the proposed standby policies for different
types of STB-like devices: home gateways, Digital Video Recorders, and game
consoles. The results revealed that especially game consoles can significantly re-
duce their energy consumption if they use our standby policies (see Section 6.7.2).
• We also demonstrated that a standby policy can take the underlying network
infrastructure into account (see Section 6.7.4). For this purpose, we developed
a network-friendly extension, called Supply- and Locality-Aware Recently Used
(SLARU), that was able to reduce the inter-domain traffic by 30–50% if combined
with the locality-aware peer selection.
• Our incentive-based traffic management mechanism aims to promote peers that
are able to localize the overlay traffic. For this purpose, we considered basic met-
rics to select peers: contribution, network-friendliness, and seeding ratio. Our
evaluation study revealed that the combination of the network-friendliness and
contribution metrics enables an appropriate trade-off between the overlay per-
formance and the required amount of inter-domain traffic (see Section 5.7.2).
• We also paid special attention to the early adopter case where only one network
operator applies the proposed traffic management mechanism (see Section 5.7.3).
The evaluation showed that: (1) large operators benefit more than small opera-
tors and (2) the early adopter decreases its inbound traffic but also increases its
outbound traffic. To this end, we demonstrated how a restriction of the additional
bandwidth to the local domain can avoid the outbound traffic increase.
7.3 outlook
The contributions of this thesis covered selected aspects of peer-assisted multimedia
content delivery. Due to the complexity of peer-assisted systems, the interaction of
proposed mechanisms with further components can influence the system’s perfor-
mance. Therefore, improvements of other components and better integration between
them can additionally improve the performance and reliability of peer-assisted stream-
ing [4, 99]. For example, the research community is currently actively investigating
replication mechanisms, advanced coding techniques (such as scalable video coding),
error correction methods, and incentive schemes for user participation [160, 4, 106, 81].
Since these approaches might also incorporate certain level of adaptivity, their in-
terplay with the adaptive server allocation and adaptive standby policies appears
interesting. Furthermore, a combination of scalable video coding and server alloca-
tion would require a decision whether a system should react to performance vari-
ations with changed server allocation or changed video quality level. Here, perfor-
mance metrics related to the quality of experience can be used to make the right
decisions [64, 165, 45, 3]. Similarly, a combination of adaptive standby policies with
proactive content replication might require additional policy extensions but also result
in even better performance.
Commercial peer-assisted video-on-demand was the main scenario of this thesis
and, consistently, has been used in our evaluation. Nevertheless, the proposed mecha-
nisms can be also applied to file transfers and live streaming, which is promising but
might require minor mechanism modifications. For example, the incentive-based traf-
fic management can be applied not only to peer-assisted but also to pure p2p systems.
As a result, traffic management would affect the users’ performance instead of the
content servers’ load. Additionally, deployment by network operators could provide
interesting insights into the feasibility of this mechanism in real networks, such as
currently performed within the SmoothIT project [136].
Incentives for user contribution is another highly relevant topic. Without incen-
tives, a peer-assisted solution cannot be successful since most of the content would
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be downloaded from servers. This thesis provided a mechanism to reduce the load on
end-users devices achieved through adaptive allocation of (peer) caches. Furthermore,
our adaptive standby policies improve the energy consumption of end-user devices.
However, the exact agreement how the overlay provider rewards users for their contri-
butions was out of scope of this thesis. Future work could assess in detail the required
amount of rewards for user’s contribution in a commercial scenario.
Another relevant trend is the development of the network infrastructure towards
the Future Internet [146]. The increased intelligence of overlay applications and their
demand for service-specific quality guarantees (such as video streaming in our sce-
nario) require higher scalability, modularity, and flexibility inside of the network. Our
approach to dynamic management of user bandwidth (through HAP promotion) is
one possibility to improve the efficiency of Internet-based content delivery. Future ap-
proaches could add further service-specific intelligence in the network to enhance the
performance and cost-efficiency of content delivery overlays.
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AAPPENDIX
a.1 further evaluation results for chapter 4
This section presents supplementary experimental results for Chapter 4. They include
(1) performance study of the global speed policy, (2) performance study of the sup-
porter policy, and (3) comparison of adaptive and static allocation policies in a flash-
crowd scenario.
a.1.1 Global Speed Policy
In this subsection, we analyze the performance of the global speed allocation policy
with respect to the desired target speed. As already explained in Section 4.4.1 this
policy tries to keep the global speed close to the desired target where the target is
defined as f ￿ times video bitrate. If f ￿ is set too low, some nodes might experience
undesired playback delays. If f ￿ is chosen too high, too many servers will join the
swarm. We expect to find a suitable value in the range [1 : 2], where 1 corresponds to
no capacity for prefetching and 2 allows fast prefetching.
In order to find suitable values of f ￿ in the utilized VoD system, we ran a series of
experiments with varying parameter values. Figure 46 shows the 95th percentiles of
startup delay and stalling time (see Figure 46a) and the relative upload contribution
of the servers (Figure 46b) for different values of f ￿.
We observe that f ￿ values close to 1 result in high playback delays and unstable
performance (high standard deviation), while keeping the server’s contribution low.
Peers, whose average upload rate is close to the playback rate, provide most of the
resources but cannot keep up with the arrival and departure rates. We further ob-
serve that with the increasing f ￿ the server traffic increases faster than the peer load
decreases. This stems from the too high server resources allowing peers to prefetch
content fast. Since most peers leave after watching roughly half of the video, an ag-
gressive prefetching possibility leads to a lot of segments being prefetched but never
watched.
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Figure 46: Impact of target speed factor on playback delay and upload.
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Figure 47: Impact of various parameters on the supporter policy performance.
Nevertheless, high f ￿ results in much lower playback delays, while the server traffic
grows significantly. We further see that f ￿ equal to 1.5 is sufficient to avoid stalling,
and achieve short startup delays, while avoiding unnecessary load at servers. These
observations justify the usage of f ￿ = 1.5 as operating point of this policy.
a.1.2 Supporter Policy
For the supporter policy we are interested in understanding the impact of the follow-
ing parameters:
1. minStarving: Howmany suffering peers must be present to allocate an additional
server,
2. maxPeers: Maximum number of peers a supporter can take care of,
3. sufferTime: Time interval with not full playout buffer to consider a peer as suffer-
ing,
4. recoveryTime: Time interval with filled buffer after which a previously suffering
peer is considered as recovered.
To evaluate the impact of these parameters, we fix the default configuration as
follows: minStarving = 1, maxPeers = 4, sufferTime = 5 seconds, and recoveryTime = 20
seconds. Then we subsequently modify single values as demonstrated in Figure 47.
Figure 47a shows the impact of the minimum number of suffering peers to allocate
an additional server. We observe that the median is quite insensitive with regard to
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Figure 48: Impact of flash crowds (after 10 minutes 80 additional peers arrive within 20 sec-
onds).
this parameter, while the values around 2 and 3 peers prevent too bad performance
for outliers. This can be explained by the fact, that waiting for too many suffering
peers results in bad performance for single peers in the suffering state.
The impact of the maximum number of peers to be handled by one supporter is
presented in Figure 47b. We can observe that the best delays are achieved if the sup-
porter handles only 2-4 peers. Beyond 6 peers per supporter the 95th percentiles in-
creases dramatically. At the first spot the performance increase when going from 1 to
2 peers per supporter might appear counterintuitive. However, allocating the whole
supporter capacity to a single peer results in too fast prefetching of segments and,
therefore, wasted upload capacity, since a peer might depart without watching and
uploading them to other peers.
Another interesting point is how long a peer should try to fill its buffer, until be-
ing considered as suffering by the indexing server. It turns out that values around 4
seconds are optimal (see Figure 47c). This is roughly the half of the playout buffer
size and, therefore, corresponds to our expectation that supporter should react on the
suffering state before playback stalls occur.
Finally, Figure 47d shows the recovery period with values between 1 and 20 seconds.
However, this parameter does not exhibit a significant impact in our workload. Both
the median and the 95th percentiles are very close among the setup.
a.1.3 Impact of Flash-Crowds
Flash-crowd effects describe a steep increase in popularity of certain videos, which
can happen, for instance, with news trailers or user-generated content published on
popular blog sites [97, 37, 10]. Such effects put significant stress on the streaming
system and are therefore important to consider for any adaptation algorithm that
should work in a scalable and robust manner.
To understand the impact of flash-crowds on the server allocation, we use the work-
load where the arrival rate of peers increases by 2000% after 10 minutes of the simu-
lation run. This increased load lasts only 20 seconds resulting in 80 additional peers.
We reuse the policy configurations from the previous experiment and again vary the
number of statically allocated servers. The resulting playback delay is shown in Fig-
ure 48a. For the sake of clarity only the total delay is presented (more details for
selected setups are presented in Table 16). The previously best static allocation with
4 servers results now in a much worse playback performance (total delay of 60 vs.
30.9 seconds as observed in Figure 15 with 4 static servers). In this workload, the best
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Table 16: Performance comparison of various policies in the flash-crowd workload.
Policy Server Reporting Total Delay [s] Stalling Time [s]
traffic [GB] overhead [MB] 50% 95% 50% 95%
Static (4 servers) 1.82 - 14.5 62.5 0 11.8
Static (7 servers) 2.68 - 8.5 36.2 0 1.7
Global speed 1.78 26.70 12.7 41.0 0 8.5
Supporter 2.01 29.93 11.4 36.7 0 0
static performance is achieved with seven statically allocated servers, which is our
new benchmark to assess the performance of adaptive allocation in the considered
flash-crowd scenario.
Figure 48a also demonstrate that the adaptive allocation policies result in a com-
parable streaming performance of 36 and 41 seconds, respectively (cf. 36 seconds of
the best static policy). Figure 48b further shows the average download speed of the
swarm during the simulation. The flash-crowd is clearly visible 10 minutes after the
experiment start. We also observe that the adaptive policies achieve similar average
download speeds as the less efficient static policy with seven servers, but (as shown
in Table 16) the playback performance is close to the best static policy with 4 servers.
This is the case both with regard to the total delay and stalling time. Again we ob-
serve that the supporter policy outperforms the global speed policy and is close to the
best static allocation. Inspection of the measured standard deviations (not shown in
in Table 16) revealed only roughly 10 seconds for 50th and only 1 second for the 95th
percentiles for all policies.
Considering the costs of the policies we observe that adaptive policies require less
segments uploaded from the servers than the best static policy (25% savings for the
supporter and 34% savings for the global speed policy). We also measured the re-
porting overhead induced by our policies, which turned out to be only 1.5% of the
content server traffic. Furthermore, the supporter policy introduces 27.5% larger in-
dexing server overhead than the global speed policy (cf. Table 16, column Reporting).
However, this overhead is outweighed by the improved performance and the fact that
the content provider does not need to know the user demand in advance (in order to
estimate the number of required static servers).
In summary, the flash-crowd workload stresses the streaming system significantly
by increasing the median delay. Still, the supporter policy again offers good trade-off
between server traffic and playback performance especially with regard to stalling
time and outliers. The performance is better than that of the global speed policy and
very close to that of the best static server allocation.
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a.2 further evaluation results for chapter 5
This section presents additional simulation results for Chapter 5. The experimental
setup is the same as described in Section 5.6.1.
a.2.1 Dimensioning of Highly Active Peers
In this experiment we evaluate the trade-off between promotion ratio and promotion
factor. For this purpose, we fix the promotion volume to 100% (i.e. double the total
upload capacity of users) and modify the promotion ratio and promotion factor simul-
taneously according to Equation 5.2. The resulting (ratio, factor) tuples are: (100%,2x),
(50%,3x), (33.3%,4x), (25%,5x), (20%,6x), and (16.6%,7x).
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Figure 49: Impact of HAP selection metrics with varying promotion volume (promotion ratio
fixed to 5).
Figure 49 shows the performance of basic HAP selection metric for each of the
resulting configurations. Our main observations are:
1. With all considered configurations, the contribution metric outperforms other
HAP selection metrics, while the network-friendliness and seeding ratio metrics
are still better than random selection. This applies both to the inter-domain and
server traffic.
2. The best performance for the network operators is achieved with the promotion
ratio of 25% (and 5x promotion factor).
3. The best performance for the overlay is achieved with the promotion ratio of
33.3% (and 4x promotion factor).
4. If more than 25–33% of peers are promoted, the differences between the non-
random metrics disappear.
Recalling that heavy users constitute 20% of the overlay, we conclude that the pro-
motion ratio should roughly correspond to the amount of such users in the system.
Since their ratio can be expected to be quite stable over the time, a network operator
can configure the promotion ratio based on mid-term measurements of user behavior.
a.2.2 Management Interval
This experiments analyzes a suitable value of HAP management interval. This covers
both the measurement interval and the HAP promotion interval that determines when
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peers are promoted and demoted. The interval is varied between 6 and 36 hours, while
all other parameters are set to their default values. We recall that the management
interval feasible from the technical point of view (to re-configure user access profiles
for promoted and demoted peers) ranges in the area.
Figure 50 presents the results obtained. We observe that the inter-domain traffic de-
creases with increasing traffic management interval (see Figure 50a). However, from
18 hours upwards this decrease is only slight, so that our initial proposal to use 24
hours interval is a good choice. The server traffic decreases significantly up to an inter-
val of 12 hours and then increases again (see Figure 50b). We attribute this behavior to
the alignment between the traffic management interval and the idle and busy phases,
which both have the length of 12 hours, too. that get promoted while they are actively
taking part in the system can immediately make use of that increase and, thus, reduce
server traffic.
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Figure 50: Impact of HAP Management Interval.
Because network operators choose the promotion interval, we focus on the effects
that the management interval has on inter-domain traffic. A short interval is costly
and does not benefit the network operator as much as a longer interval. The reason is
that a short interval makes promotion behaving unstable by demoting promoted peers
before they could make use of the additional bandwidth. However, choosing the inter-
val too long would result in a lack in dynamic adaptability to changing circumstances.
Therefore, we believe that the network operator sees 24 hours as an appropriate value,
which is also our default value, and allows, for example, changing user profiles during
the idle morning hours without affecting running applications.
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a.3 further evaluation results for chapter 6
In this section we present further simulation results for an energy-aware utilization of
STBs in a peer-assisted VoD in addition to the experiments discussed in Section 6.7.
The basic setup follows again the methodology presented in Section 6.6.
a.3.1 Scalability of Standby Policies
In the first experiments we consider the impact of various external factors on the
performance of standby policies. Each sub-experiment uses the same basic setup and
varies only the considered parameter.
The percentage of data that must be served by content servers depends on the peers’
upload capacity, especially in comparison with the video bitrate. If the upload band-
width is higher than the video bitrate most of the data can be served by peers, while
otherwise servers has to provide more bandwidth. To assess this trade-off we keep the
video bitrate of the basic scenario (the average bitrate is 2 Mbps and vary the upload
bandwidth of peers in the range of [250 : 4000] kbps, which means 1/8 to 2 times the
video bitrate1. This range allows for both the currently widespread slower and up-
coming faster access networks. Furthermore, knowing the average upload bandwidth
of its customers the content provider can dimension the bitrate of its videos to assure
that the server traffic will stay in the acceptable range.
Figure 51 presents the impact of the available peer upload bandwidth and compares
the energy savings for each policy relative to the always-on policy. Here, the savings
increase with the higher upload bandwidth, which can be explained by less online peers re-
quired to serve the same amount of requests. We observe that all policies show a saturation
effect for the bandwidth around 2 Mbps, since here each peer can upload one or two
complete streams in parallel (video bitrate is in {1, 2, 4} Mbps). Still, the SARU policy
is able to save 6% more energy than the non-adaptive selfish and overtime policies,
coming very close to the optimal wake-on-demand policy.
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Figure 51: Energy savings compared to the always-on behavior (normalized) with varying up-
load bandwidth per peer.
For lower upload capacities the difference between the policies is much higher. For
example, an upload bandwidth of 256 kbps per peer results in 50% savings with
the SARU but only 18% with the selfish policy. In such a low-dimensioned scenario,
streaming of a single video requires 4 – 12 online STBs to cover the demand. We
conclude that our heuristic can outperform the non-adaptive policies and offers the
1 We also include the results with upload bandwidth set to zero, in which case their is no effect of peer-
assistance.
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savings comparable to the wake-on-demand policy independent of the peer band-
width.
In this experiment we analyze the scalability of standby policies by considering
the impact of the population size. For this purpose, we generate random subsets of
the international trace with different number of peers (between 5,000 to 60,000) and
investigate the energy savings (see Figure 52).
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Figure 52: Energy savings compared to the always-on behavior (normalized) as a function of
population size.
We observe that the increasing population size leads to higher savings. This can be ex-
plained by the fact that for our traces the number of peers grows faster than the
number of requested videos (2, 620 videos for 60, 000 peers vs. 1, 260 videos for 10, 000
peers) resulting in more requests per video (7.9 requests per video with 10, 000 peers
but 22.9 requests per video with for 60, 000 peers). This yields a higher replication de-
gree, which allows more peers to go offline without hurting the overlay performance.
Furthermore, while all policies are able to improve their performance, the wake-on-
demand policy is again the best one and SARU offers a good trade-off outperforming the
overtime and selfish policies.
a.3.2 Performance with a National Workload
This experiment compares the performance of standby policies for the national work-
load. The goal is to confirm the basic results with regard to the policies’ comparative
performance, presented in Section 6.7.1 for the international workload.
Indeed, while the absolute values differ slightly, the relative performance is very
similar. Again, the wake-on-demand policy turns out to be the most efficient policy
with regard to both the server traffic and normalized energy savings. The SARU policy
performs similar to wake-on-demand, while the other policies suffer either from a
higher server traffic or too long online time.
a.3.3 Additional Results for Locality Awareness
This section provides supplementary results for the experiment with locality-aware
extension of the SARU standby policy (see Section 6.7.4). Figure 54 shows the relative
online time and relative server traffic for SARU and SLARU either with or without
locality-aware peer selection (LOAPS).
The main observations are that LOAPS has no effect on the relative online time,
while SLARU extends the online time by factor two (for the national peers) and factor
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only).
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Figure 54: Impact of locality awareness on online time and server traffic with national and
international peers (SLARU = locality-aware SARU, LOAPS = locality-aware peer
selection).
five for international peers (see Figure 54a). The reason is again the smaller amount
of peers per network domain with national peers. Furthermore, the server traffic is
reduced in both cases roughly by factor two (see Figure 54b). In case of the national
workload it outweighs the increased online time.
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